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Preface 

 
In a college year‟s Saturday night, somewhere between Easter weekend and 

Vesak day, a bit of wit on a notice board arrested the attention of one student 

hurrying toward weekend temporal pursuits.   The peak Gothic entrance door 

for the Haverford College library, hosted a small board for extracurricular 

happenings, to include the neighborhood church services. 

 The Bryn Mawr Presbyterian church I attended, had posted their Sunday 

service times, and some commentator had applied a pen, to offer their advice 

in general on the matter of church service schedules.  “God is dead: 

Nietsche!” It was written in a hasty script.  Then, beside it, someone else had 

written again, with a different pen with a tad bolder stroke that seemed to 

endow confidence, “Nietsche is dead: God!”.   

 Proceeding on into the Philadelphia chill spring air, I reflected on the 

graffiti dialectic, wondering if my generation of souls could use a good five-

cent metaphysic, and where we could buy one.  Coming from the tutelage of 

a mountain Pennsylvania Protestant background, I had already for some time 

observed my society drifting with its belief systems, in the un-calm waters 

into which the fractures of progress, and arguments about systems of society, 

had channeled us. 

 Things our fathers and mothers had passed on as comforting, huggable, 

truths about how we go through this life to afterlife, were not easily held in 

our hearts, as questions about our spiritual beliefs --- beliefs that in the end 

carry an importance above all other things --- echoed from scholastic 

cafeteria seats and family dining rooms.  I had noticed this theme acutely 

prevalent, in studying personalities of modern history.  Where would all this 

lead? 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…How did it come to be, that a revered twentieth century thinker like T.S. 

Eliot, would assert to all of the Westside of world civilization that the Middle 

Ages of the late Black Death and early Inquisition, were the only happy time for 

western culture?  It seemed an absurd conclusion, but he was sincere about it, 



 

 

because he knew that Medieval souls in their time, were certain of their 

consensus on spiritual matters.  They had no doubts about what they believed in 

about life and afterlife; and that alone seemed to Eliot, to make Medieval times, 

a happy event. 

 In the course of our subsequent times, many from various cultures, made 

comments about the course of modernism, in modernism‟s urging both 

„practical modernists‟ and „followers‟ of the great Spiritual traditions, to 

remove cherished possessions from our soul‟s house of beliefs.  They had 

asked whether this must be so, and if it is good, and some of them, like T.S. 

Eliot, looked back to times of their culture, when it was never necessary to 

ask. 

 

Prologue 

 
Some of these alterations will simply involve technology like round-the-

world air travel in a few hours, or space city living, genome-revealed 

medicine etc., but some of it will involve the more personal experience of 

the common approaches we are all learning in education, business systems, 

food and clothing tastes.  From what culture is that they today wear sandals, 

eat sushi, sport blue jeans, watch Hollywood movies, and worry about 

viruses in their mail?   

 The answer to that question is, most every culture.  We are all of the same 

humanity --- separated throughout history by what were wide distances, 

different social customs, and racial stocks --- but through business and 

media, all of us beginning to modify our approaches to many things cultural, 

on the verge of much intermarriage…. 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 …That twentieth century seemed a time that wished to bring „jolts‟ to us in 

various areas, like new social admissions, and new economic realisms, as 

well as science‟s new physics perspectives. In a continuation of the modern 

spirit of „jolting‟ everyone into new awareness levels, the writing at hand 

would like to ask, if it could be that now in the 2000‟s century, that our 

traditions of science and our traditions of spiritual interpretations will --- 

together --- fathom a reality of the universe that would enable Spiritual 

traditions and Science traditions finally, to bring us a message which they 

mutually scribe for us?  



 

 

 Can it come to be, that the two, Spiritual traditions and Science traditions, 

will some day stand on one rostrum, together, admitting that their scope in 

the past has been limited, and that their ultimate goals for all of us, were 

rather incapacitated by their own approach to things.   

 

 1.The Great Message Era’s  

&Ananda’s Problem 

 
The Lord had died, and Ananda now stood all alone in a Sala tree grove.  It 

happened during the night, and there had been no one else there with them.  In 

this coming morning, the surrounding villagers would come back, and the news 

would begin to pass over the hills, and through the valleys of the small raja 

kingdoms and towns. The Great One was now gone. 

Now, what should Ananda do?  There had already developed arguments about 

the exact details of the Teaching among the followers, when the Lord was alive.  

Ananda was anxious that only the true words, the real Teaching of the Lord, be 

remembered.  It was so important, that he get it all right… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…Ananda wanted to go to the followers‟ gathering at Rajagaha, which had been 

called on Buddha‟s death, in order to recite to them each Teaching in historical 

order, starting with the Deer Park message.  He was invited, in fact, only after 

the reluctance of some of the 500 gathered there, had been overcome.  Awaiting 

Ananda, was what we may call a theocratic body of orthodox Spiritual tradition 

preachermen, some of whom had already decided how Buddha‟s Message 

would be handled. 

 

Humble Ananda was not considered learned enough by many of them.  

He had only been an attendant to the Great One.  Before they would even listen 

to him, the gathering insisted that he go through the ritual of „Arhatship‟, that 

Buddhist followers had devised for themselves.  Ananda consented to that 

ritual, and finally, standing before the assembled followers, Ananda gathered 

his strength, and recited the first Sutra of the Buddha‟s teaching, then continued 

through to the last. 

 

Each teaching was introduced with:  “This have I heard the Lord say 

…, The Lord was at …”.
 

 



 

 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…And now there appeared empowered images, the very thing against which 

Buddha preached.  So much had been changed.  The Guhyasamaja School of 

Tantric Buddhism went even further in this direction to teach followers:  

“Hardships and austerities fail, where the satisfaction of all desires succeeds”. 

Here, we have a belief with Buddha‟s name attached, that is actually the 

opposite of the Buddha‟s teaching to his original followers.   

 

Such a bazaar turn of events, would be of course a perfect solution for 

anything that would want to defeat, or Resist, the purpose of the original 

Wayshower Advent, and the „Spiritual tradition‟ guidance, which a 

Wayshower‟s the Advent had brought to us. 

 

Very little Buddhism tradition became Tantric, and even less Tantric-

Guhyasamaja.  Other strange things did happen to this Spiritual tradition that 

originally urged passive living.  Great fighting monk traditions developed in 

Japan, in the eleventh century CE, and armies of Buddhist „warrior monks‟ 

battled each other, and burned rival monastic cities to the ground.   

 

All this is a long way from Buddha‟s urging his followers to be careful 

not to exalt their own personal tastes, temperament, and preferences, over the 

dignity of the objectives of the ways of the System for salvation of the souls 

toward Nirvana.  Fortunately most „Buddhism‟s‟ over the years after Ananda set 

out to explain the guidance in Truth, stayed closer to Buddha‟s thinking. 

 

Buddha teachings codifier, Ananda himself would be astounded at this 

history of Buddhism!  These twists and turns and inversions of the original 

guidance would have been the very results he prayed to avoid, when he set his 

course that „morning after‟, back at the Sala tree grove when his Wayshower 

reclined into eternity.   

 

But this brief chronicle gives us an insight to what does happen, as any 

„Spiritual tradition‟ evolves through its followers, and followers of followers of 

followers, and the surprising changes, that can come to the original message 

that Wayshowers intended to deliver, in the hands of future „preachermen‟.  The 

revising and remolding of the original message of a Wayshower in the history 

of a Spiritual tradition, would not be unique to Buddhism.  In fact, we will see 

that this phenomenon with the Spiritual trads‟, is rather the norm… 

 

 ⃰  ⃰ 



 

 

 There is one additional important aspect for all of us, from the message of 

Buddhism.  On the surface this other part of a Teaching, appears to be of 

secondary importance to any spiritual interpretation‟s practice and teaching.  

This other part of Buddhism, and all Spiritual traditions, is their „spiritual 

physics‟… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…Buddha was specific, in identifying „conditioning‟ as the problem of this 

world, the mechanism that links suffering us to wanting and craving;  he used 

the term in the sense that modern physics uses the term „conditioning‟.  

Ananda‟s original Sutras quoting Buddha, use phrases like „unreal limitations of 

conditioning and causality‟, in describing the illusion our senses bring us.  

„Nirvana‟ in this „spiritual physics‟ explanation, is a „transcendent state‟, 

beyond such „physics limits‟ of the perceivable dimensions, like „causality‟ and 

conditioning‟… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

….Buddha‟s Advent was at the beginning of a special era of the civilization of 

humanity. It was an era that stretched over thousand years in time, and included 

setting down in print, of the oral tradition of the Upanishad teachings of 

Hinduism, the Gatha‟s of Zoroastrianism, the Torah and the prophet discourses 

of Judaism, the universal vision of  Isaiah, the Dao and the Analects of 

Confucius, then finally the Advents of Jesus and Muhammad.  It was a „Great 

Message Era‟, one of two on which, it really seems, that our mutual civilization 

of humanity has shored its foundations… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

….Nevertheless, Confucius‟ true message reached hundreds of millions of souls 

in Chinese culture, throughout that period to today.  Living in an ever-literate 

China, Confucius was able to have the ancient Chinese teachings that he 

collected written down, but his would not include his own teachings (the 

Analects).  His followers, in their best efforts to address „Ananda‟s problem‟, 

would codify the Analects, in the years after Confucius‟ departure… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 



 

 

…Daoism was more willing to speak of spiritual physics details, than Confucius 

had been.  “Heaven obtained the One, and become clear.  Earth obtained the 

One and became tranquil.  The spiritual beings obtained the One and became 

divine”.  The One is Dao, a „Oneness‟ of all things.  Somewhat like Buddha‟s 

awakening experience, this recognition of the Oneness in Daoism, brings 

individuals to its principles, through an emotional enlightenment, less 

dependent on rules of conduct and principles which Confucius highlighted: 

“Can you flee (from the allurements of desire).  Can you become a little child.”  

(Zhuangzi Book 23).
 

 

 Spiritual physics in Daoism is similar to that of Buddhism: basic reality 

lies beyond our immediate four dimensions of space and time.  We are asked by 

Daoism‟s spiritual physics to find that reality, and its peace and happiness, 

through the conscious focus of our minds on the Oneness of the universe and 

ourselves, with a practiced disregard of the normal pursuits and prejudices of 

life… 

 

 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…The „elevation‟ of archangels, prophets, and the principal Wayshowers, to the 

status of God, is a common result of idol image empowerment.  The Gita from 

the beginning, tries to keep the concept of such manifestations on a proper 

basis, as Arjuna, in receiving the teaching from Krishna eventually realizes, 

“Ah, my God, I see all gods (manifestations of Brahman) within your body‟, 

then prostrates himself.  „Careless, I called you „Krishna‟ and my comrade.  

Took undying, God for friend and fellow mortal”.   

 

 It is an endearing description of a Wayshower as a Helper-Representative 

of God, bringing us a goodwill Message, by one thankful soul, searching for 

answers and help… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…It was a Something that had no use for Wayshower Advents.  Hindu and 

Buddhist traditions called this Maya or Mara.  Everyone in the future Spiritual 

traditions would have a special name for it.  Its role in the Resistance to the 

Wayshower teachings and guidance‟s, would always demonstrate cleverness.  

Before Wayshower arrivals, it was probably itself, the universal Spiritual 

tradition (anti-spiritual tradition), calling humanity to human sacrifice, and 

blood ritual, and sundry opportunities in tribal hatred.   



 

 

 

It selected the most gifted of thyroid, thalamus, pituitary-gland activated 

individuals, to be its preacher-persons to humanity.  It‟s hope was for that an 

alternate plan for humanity, and its powers would not end with the Wayshower 

Advents, of the First or the Second Great Message Eras.  To the contrary, it was 

to be the stand against Compassion, hope, and grace, which were the gifts of 

both the early and the later Great Message Eras, and the Wayshower Advents 

that came through them, for our mutual civilization… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

… China also had one Wayshower, back in the „Early Great Message Era‟ time 

of Vishnu.  This was the Yellow Emperor, who, like Osiris, brought the first 

organization of government, the technologies of boats and carts, silk making, 

music, and writing, to China‟s part of civilization.  On experiencing the tumult 

of his Chinese society, the Yellow Emperor, withdrew to seclusion for three 

months.  During that time he had his vision of a future world, where people 

would eventually not have ugliness in their heart or constant craving, or even 

fear of death.  He returned to make a lifetime effort to bring this vision to 

humanity.   

 

„Over-the-edge‟ of recordable history for China, seems to be before 2500 

BCE, for the Americas, before 1000 BCE, for Egypt, before 3100 BCE, for 

Sumer before 3500 BCE.  The „Early Great Message Era‟ Wayshowers, Vishnu, 

Yellow Emperor, and Osiris, who we come to next, all share the fate of being 

pre-recordable, un-recordable.  But they also share with the later Wayshowers, 

Buddha and Confucius onwards, the reputation of demonstrating humble 

Compassion for humanity in civilization, in their demeanor in bringing to us, 

their guidance‟s for organization of agriculture food benefits, and government 

order benefits, as well as advice for soul-success in afterlife… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…In his „Early Great Message Era‟, before 3000 BCE, Osiris like Vishnu and 

the Yellow Emperor, was a bringer of practical instruction on agriculture, law, 

etc, as well as a bringer of moral teachings.  Before Osiris, Set had controlled 

humanity, and in apparent obeisance, to what looks like the Resistance to all 

Wayshower guidance‟s.  Set encouraged humanity toward cannibalism blood 

ritual, and general shaman practice.  (Set is imaged in this role, even outside 

Egypt in Africa).  Osiris, in the common Wayshower mode of humility, came to 

Egyptian society as a common Teacher...who was lame.   

 



 

 

Osiris‟ Teaching gave him authority in his time with humanity, and so Set 

plotted revenge.  With 72 conspirators, Set brought Osiris a beautiful chest, and 

proposed a game that whoever lay down in the chest and exactly fit it, could 

have the chest as a gift.  None of the conspirators, of course, fit.  Humble, naïve 

Wayshower Osiris did.  When he climbed in, the conspirators bolted the chest 

shut, and threw it in the mouth of the Nile… 

 

  ⃰  ⃰ 

 

…Our Egyptian spiritual tradition brings us, its own spiritual physics.  In the 

„Discourse of Man with his Ba‟ from the Twelfth Dynasty (1900-1700‟s BCE), 

an individual discouraged with the lawlessness of his time, thinks of suicide, but 

is talked out of it, in this text, by his „Ba‟, his soul.  Egyptians explain that a 

„Ka‟, a physical double of the person, comes into life along with the 

individual‟s soul, his „Ba‟. The „Ka‟ on arriving in life, constructs the physical 

body, the „Khat‟.   

 

Both Ba and Ka leave after the soul‟s lifetime, and in fact, can leave (out-

of-body experience) the „Khat‟, the physical body, for up to 3.5 days, and return 

again, without causing death to the „Khat‟.   

 

In the „A Man‟s Discourse with His Ba‟ story, the Ba soul tells the man, 

that he will leave him, now, even testify against him in death (before judgment 

„archangel-type‟ Maat), if the man does the suicide deed he has in mind… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

     

…The Spiritual tradition histories, then, are not stories of our God, Our Spirit, 

and Our Spirit‟s various Wayshowers, progressively elevating our mutual 

civilization over millennia, toward a place where every soul is successful.  The 

histories of our Spiritual traditions, to date, rather appear to be chronicles of 

what we do with God‟s humble Wayshowers, like the lame Osiris, and what we 

do with their Compassionate guidance‟s for us, after our Wayshowers depart… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 …There is no Teaching from Our Spirit beyond the near dimensions, in the 

Sumerian texts.  There is no love from Our Spirit.  There is no Wayshower 

Advent. Gilgamesh is shown only the hells, in his tour beyond our perceivable 



 

 

dimensions.  We are told Enki is a friend to humanity, but was basically 

describes the „Lord of magic‟, a master of shamanism and trickery. We see only 

the machinations of immoral arch-angel types in power, dealing their deals for 

us, in a „weak wall time‟, when they could cross the dimension wall. Extra 

Terrestrial enthusiasts take all this as evidence that the gods were E.T.‟s, but the 

Truth is more threatening, than that. 

 

In some contrast, the Americas part of civilization, at least had two 

Wayshowers.  One, Viracocha, came to the „First Great Message Era‟.  Like 

Osiris and the Yellow Emperor, he brought the basic skills of civilization 

(agricultural techniques, etc).  Quetzalcoatl arrived in the later Buddha-to-

Muhammad times of the „Second Great Message Era‟, and was more of a 

teacher and guide for successful souls, specifically opposing the shaman blood 

ritual of his time… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…The Olmec‟s in 1000 BCE had official rituals to sacrifice newborn babies.  

The Inca practiced adult sacrifice.  The Maya began a „Great Jaguar Paw‟ 

shaman Spiritual tradition of their own, one which became a political force in 

their society, with which the later Aztecs continued, glorifying a ritual of rolling 

heads and bodies sacrificed humans, down long steps of massive temples as part 

of head family and priest power structures.    

 

The Inca, Aztec, Maya, Olmec, components of civilization, present a 

chilling alternate if-history scene, where the influence of two good 

Wayshowers, seem to have been cast off by the souls of the times, allowing the 

success of the cunning countermeasures of a determined Resistance.  In the 

America‟s and in the Sumer Mesopotamian areas of civilization, it looked in 

early civilization like: „Victory: Resistance‟!! 

 

Does that show, that  it is possible that we --- in our free will, misguided 

by the cleverness of the Resistance --- can actually defeat the purpose and hope 

for all of us, for which Wayshower Advents of the two Great Message Era‟s 

were designed, by our Loving God as Spirit.  What we chronicle here, in the 

case of both the Early and the Later Great Message Era‟s,  happened before, 

long ago.  Nevertheless, it is a phenomenon, that perhaps all of us who 

participate in Spiritual traditions, today --- as we step into the 2000‟s 

millennium --- should, nevertheless, take of moment of solemnity, to think 

about… 

 



 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

   

…Judgments for the soul with Zarathustra, is through an angel-controlled 

„Account Keeper‟s Bridge‟, which each soul must bear its karma record, when 

attempting to cross in death.  Zarathustra saw that his mission was to build up 

the „Frashokereti‟, whose who would seek the kingdom of God in themselves, 

then join others to transform the civilization of humanity. Unusual for spiritual 

writings, the Gathas of Zarathustra specifically mention „men and women‟ 

joining this effort, not just „men‟.   

 

Future Wayshowers („Helpers‟, „Saoshyants‟) would come to humanity, 

Zarathustra taught, in time to assist in this.  So Zarathustra saw the System 

working to bring a string of Wayshowers, just as Hinduism‟s Vishnu promised.  

Zarathustra‟s explanations are a little unique, in that he calls humanity‟s 

attention to the responsibility to animals.  (Dogs are very special in this Spiritual 

tradition, thought to be able to slay demon spirits who would prey upon human 

souls)… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…What is special about Zarathustra, is not so much his early One God of Love 

emphasis. As we saw, all the polytheist traditions end up looking monotheist, 

with One God or One System, and all monotheisms at the end of the day with 

angels, archangels, devas, asuras, and sons of God, prayed to for assistance, end 

up looking polytheistic.  What is special about Zoroastrianism, is what 

Zarathustra instructs us about his Ahura Mazda One God and ourselves, in 

relation to the Resistance.  There is a uniqueness of emphasis, that will highlight 

one significant dividing line among all the Spiritual traditions, after Zarathustra. 

 

Zarathustra‟s Resistance, his Buddhist, and Hindu „Maya‟ or „Mara‟, was 

„Angra Mainyu‟, a spirit opposed to all good outcomes for humanity in 

civilization.  You could call this Resistance entity the „Other Spirit‟, in 

distinction with Azura Mazda, Brahman, System, Dao, and God, which you 

could call „Our Spirit‟.   

 

Buddhism, Hinduism, Daoism encourage us to fight evil by fighting our 

own ill-behavior, and in some cases fight the inclination of our five senses.  

Zarathustra asks for more, and emphasizes to us a Spenta Mainyu, (The Spirit, 

Subtle Spirit, Universal-self Atman, Qi, Buddha nature) power of God that can 

extend help to us…to fight.  

 



 

 

Zarathustra puts us into battle with this Angra Mainyu Other Spirit, the 

Resistance, which his Gathas characterize as „the Evil mind, Pride, and the Lie‟.  

Zarathustra teaches that the choice for good and evil, will exist for humanity‟s 

civilization, until humanity clobbers and banishes the system of the Resistance, 

that stands here with us in this world… 

 

  ⃰  ⃰ 

 

…Isaiah says that God speaks through him now to all humanity, and that God 

wants to make a covenant with all humanity, asking all to forget the sacrifices 

and the rituals featured in Moses‟ Judaism, and to get on with deeds of 

Compassion: 

 

“The kind of fasting I want is to remove the chains of oppression and 

the yoke of injustice and let the oppressed go free.  Share your good 

with the hungry, and open your doors to the homeless poor.   

 

 Give clothes to those who have nothing to wear and do not refuse to 

help your own relatives.   

 

  Then my favor will shine on you like the morning sun…”
 

                  
I 

       Isaiah 58   

 

⃰  ⃰ 

  

 

…Like Buddha, the attitude of Jesus‟ message was almost glib, in instructing 

his followers to call on the Spirit field to cure illness, in an action that would 

audaciously ignore the limitations, the cause and effect laws of these 

dimensions.  After cursing a fig tree, that had no fruit, Jesus said to his disciples 

: 

 

“I assure you that if you believe and have no doubt, you will be able 

to do, what I have done, to this fig tree.   

 

 And not only that, you will be able to say to this hill:  “Get up and 

throw yourself in the sea … and it will”. 

 

                                                      Matthew 21 

 



 

 

This is a fairly amazing statement.  Jesus here goes beyond the curing 

power of invoking the field of The Spirit, (Atman, Subtle Spirit), to 

emphatically demonstrate the very assumptions about the universe, that the 

earlier Spiritual traditions presented to us.  From Buddhism, came thought-

provoking depictions of our dimensions, our world, as a, „a mirage‟, or „a 

magical show‟.   

 

 Jesus here, rather demonstratively, paints the same picture.  but in fact, no 

one in history has successfully ordered a hill to take a swim.  Causality and 

limits do rule here in the four dimensions of our perceivable universe.  The 

situations in which individual souls find themselves, are difficult to change, to 

heal.  So why tell us to hurl hills? 

 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…Of all the Wayshowers, Buddha and Jesus would bring the most vivid 

demonstrations, that our dimensions are a sound and light show, not worthy of 

being taken completely seriously, and also, that our life‟s moment itself is in 

fact, one breathy soul-wrenched sentence, that we should indeed voice out, over 

all the babble of matter and of time.   

 

 The assumptions of personal metabolism physics in the teaching of 

Buddha and Jesus, leave us at first look, doubtful, and so Jesus‟ miracles and 

Buddha‟s mind power, become a point of faith   But the spiritual physics of that 

sort of thing, may relate to the dimensions physics, and may relate to time 

frames for the dimension wall situation, that itself changes, over the course of 

time, for our mutual civilization‟s experience on our globe. 

 

 We will look at those dimensional physics, and the „wall‟, in chronicling 

the history of our Science trad‟s, after we complete this look at our Spiritual 

trad‟s. 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…In completing a messaging that began with Enoch and Zarathustra, 

Muhammad stepped into a linear completion of instruction, very much like the 

system, that the West was to develop for all its knowledge, where an original 

message of activism in our world, and confrontation with the Resistance, is 

added to and revitalized, over thousands of years of guidance to civilization.   

 



 

 

This approach looks backward and forward on its assumptions about a 

straight-line path of completion configuration.  Buddhism, Hinduism, Daoism, 

Confucianism, are less vociferous about urging us to be confrontational with 

Maya, Mara, while firm in their advice that lifetimes become lifetimes, and 

Wayshowers become Wayshowers, in a more cyclical concept of what is going 

on.  (A circle is also a completion). 

 

The activism of the the Enoch-to-Muhammad Spiritual traditions of the 

West, and the decision to fight evil within many connotations of „fight‟, remains 

somewhat divergent from the Spiritual traditions which had come from India 

and China.  The difference in preference for activism in some ways reflects the 

assumptions of Hindu, Buddhist, Dao spiritual physics, that suffering, 

unhappiness, even death, are all a hoax --- the illusion these dimensions present 

to us --- and that our „Awakening‟ is the solution to the hoax… 

 

  ⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…There is one special story of the discussion of this passivism and this activism 

difference, in the emphasis of the Eastern and Western Spiritual trad‟s, one that 

happened within the time of the „Second Great Message Era‟.  It was 327 BCE, 

when Greek Alexander the Great and his army, had pushed as far eastward as 

they would get, arriving at Taxila in India.   

 

Tutored in his own youth by Aristotle, Alexander asked to meet the 

learned men from Taxila, as was sometimes his custom.  Alexander‟s embassy 

of men led by Onesicritus, were invited by a group of interpreters, to a sun-

heated piece of rock outside Taxila, so hot that no one could step on it without 

shoes.  There sat fifteen men, stark naked.  They sat motionless.  Alexander‟s 

men came with their top boots and cavalry coats, versed in Socrates, Plato, 

Pythagoras, Aristotle, from their previous two hundred years in history, to talk 

to these men versed in Hindu-Buddhist-Jain teaching. 

 

 The Indian thinkers it turned out, agreed with and respected the wisdom 

of past Greek luminaries, but expressed surprise that these men obtained so 

much wisdom, but had still denied themselves higher learning, by remaining 

clothed and active, in the world of civilization.  To be serious about this, they 

needed their clothes off.  Alexander‟s men saw themselves as bringing peace 

and justice with their conquests, boots and cavalry coats on… 

 

  ⃰  ⃰ 

 



 

 

 

…Different understandings in Spiritual traditions about activism in our world, 

became part of the overall ongoing squabbles between Spiritual tradition 

followers in their mutual treks within civilization.  The difference extends, of 

course to how we will call God, „God‟, and salvation, „salvation‟.  The 

competitive conceptualizations of „Prophets‟, „manifestations‟, „avatars‟, 

„archangels‟, „saints‟, „Bodhisattvas‟, „angels‟, „Watchers‟, „fallen angels‟, 

„devas‟, „Jinns‟, fall into parallel difficulties of communication between 

Spiritual traditions… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…If this is only recently possible for us today, it is no wonder that Buddha 

would explain little of details of „spiritual physics‟ to his listeners in their pre-

scientific age.  It is said that he, did not want to bother with metaphysical 

(physics) speculation.  Evidently, he was often asked to explain more.  His 

refusal became known as „Buddha‟s silence‟.   

 

Buddha declared deeper questions of metaphysics „unanswerable‟.  This 

seems to be a characteristic of all Wayshowers in their times.  Jesus went 

through a similar round with his followers after the Crucifixion Weekend. The 

followers were so shocked on catching a glimpse, of the near dimensions, over 

the wall, which Jesus showed them (Gospel of Bartholomew), that, they did not 

want to ask any more questions… 

 

  ⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…Nevertheless, the times were the times of „two Great Message Eras‟, which 

gave us the Wayshowers, who presented us the justice and mercy, and in the 

case of the Earlier Message Era of Osiris, Yellow Emperor, Vishnu, Enoch and 

others, the systems for food, law, and government, that have enabled us to 

handle both comfortable lives in civilization, and success for our souls in our 

continuations beyond these dimensions.  (Their work took to the soil, so speak, 

in most of civilization, except in northern Mesopotamia, and the central 

America‟s where it appears the Wayshowers we hear of failed, and the 

Resistance won). These were the brotherhood of the Wayshowers. 

 

 It is no small gift to have a Brotherhood of Wayshowers come to 

establish teachings of Compassion and fairness.  Humanity has always needed 

these visits from this Brotherhood, and now will definitely need good Spiritual 



 

 

tradition practice, on our part, in order to successfully navigate a future 8 

billion population model for our globe, as it moves into our Galaxy… 

 

   

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…But if some of the Wayshowers had the power, to go as far as to summarily 

dismiss the appearances of the physics of our world, then why did they not 

make things a little easier for us to understand their own personal importance?  

It almost seems like the confusion of their own times, down to our own times 

over who they really were, was deliberate. 

 

 To begin with, the persons of the Wayshowers were rather commonplace.  

Osiris was lame. Zarathustra and Confucius were simple teachers who strived to 

gain audience with the authorities of their days.  Buddha was a member of a 

small city political family, who walked away from the responsibilities his 

community thought he would pursue. Isaiah was a court advisor and at least a 

professional spiritual man.  Jesus was the grandson of a man who became the 

„David king‟ figurehead of the very minor Essene acetic following, Muhammad 

an orphaned camel-driver trader.  At first glance, all this seems to need a little 

better organization.  

 

Should not the Wayshowers be persons whose background and status, 

equal the importance of the Messages brought? Should not God, Our Spirit, 

have put them in higher position in their births? But the answer to the question 

of whether these are the right people, is readily available through the 

demonstration of their results, over thousands of years after their departure, in 

the continuation of those Messages in our Spiritual traditions… 

 

   ⃰  ⃰ 

 

…When Jesus went into the desert, after his baptism and before his teaching, 

and fasted, the Other Spirit (the Devil, the Resistance) came to him with three 

temptations.  He asked Jesus to use his own power to turn stones into bread to 

take over dominion of the world, in return for offering worship to the Devil (“It 

has been handed over to me, and I can give it to anyone I choose”), and asked 

Jesus to flaunt his power over the physics of gravity by throwing himself off a 

tower.  Jesus dismissed all three offers, told the Devil to get packing, and 

returned from the desert, to begin the Teaching. 

 



 

 

 Zarathustra‟s tradition has a story of his birth relating that, after the 

rejoicing of the trees and the waters, (Zarathustra asks us to care for the plants 

and animals of our world, as well as other humans) Angra Mainyu (the Other 

Spirit) called to his horde, “Annihilate him!”.  The baby Zarathustra chanted 

aloud a prayer that would become known as the Ashi Vanguhi: 

 

       “The will of the Lord is the law of holiness, the riches of Good Mind 

are for those who labor in this world for Ahura Mazda (Our Spirit),  

 

         wielding the power according to his law – bestowed of him to relieve 

the poor”.
 

          

        Vendidad,  Fargard 19 

 

The demons left… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…These are three rather unusual stories from three Spiritual traditions.  It is a 

little difficult to fathom what is going on here, but there is one symmetry:  

Resistance.  All three Wayshowers arrived at their inspiration empowerment 

time to begin their Teachings, and all were immediately met by a force that in 

appearance was a powerful entity, here in our perceivable dimensions, but 

whose only real weapon was persuasion.  In all three stories, this force was 

dissolved rather easily, through a mental commitment, an answer, a prayer… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…But why was it all done this way?  Why did the Wayshowers all have to face 

such a Resistance, which seems could almost have defeated their success, if 

circumstances had been a little different.  What happened to the original 

guidance‟s of Quetzalcoatl and Virachoca in South America?  What brought 

about the quirky result from the plains of Sumer, where the Wayshower story 

itself comes down to us with selfishness, trickery, and aggression profiles, to 

replace Wayshower humility and Compassion trademarks. Why are we told the 

rebirth of shamanism in the world came to Mesopotamia, (Shinar, Babylon) 

right after the Flood? 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 



 

 

 ….Those particular teachings, these particular teachers, this System, lit small 

tenacious flames that have never been extinguished.  These people were just the 

right people, in the right places and times, to seed our civilization, with the 

guidance‟s that have gotten us all this far. 

 

Nevertheless, in our satisfaction that their success has brought our mutual 

civilization a measure of opportunity for fairness, in the ways of society, and 

success for individual souls in life to afterlife, we have to observe that the 

Resistance has had no small success of its own, in turning our Spiritual trad‟s 

practices, into partial great truths and partial confusion.   

 

One Wayshower, Jesus, even made the unusual statement to his first 

followers, that the time for his demonstrations of healing and his teaching 

would need to come to an end, that „time was up‟, because the „Ruler of the 

World‟ was coming  (John 14)! 

 

 

 

         2.The Other, The Sisterhood, &Three Pleas 

   

 

Who the heck is the „Ruler of the World‟?  Isn‟t it the Wayshowers‟ boss, Our 

Spirit?  In the Rocky Tract Sura of the Quran, there is the account of creation.  

It is an account very similar to that found in the other Spiritual traditions. 

 

“Behold, the Lord said to the angels, I am about to create man from 

sounding clay”. 

      Quran Sura  15-26 

 

God then asks the angels to prostrate themselves before mankind.  Iblis, 

(Satan in Islamic tradition), says no, and is rejected by the Lord.  Iblis protests 

the rejection, and asks that he be given reprieve until judgment day.  Allah nods 

okay.  Then Iblis twists again and says: 

 

“O my Lord, because Thou hast put me in the wrong, I will make 

wrong fair-seeming to them on earth,  

 

  and I will put them all in the wrong”! 

      Quran Sura  15-39 

 



 

 

And so, Iblis‟ story begins.  And Iblis is the Resistance, the Devil, the 

Other Spirit, the „Ruler of the world‟, the source of the problems with the 

Advents of Wayshowers, and with accurate recording of their Messages in the 

Great Books, the problems with the creation of noble Spiritual traditions, and 

the problems with our heart‟s daily decisions, the problem in the early lands of 

Sumer and the America‟s… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…The Svetashvatara Upanishad describes Our Spirit (Brahman in Hinduism), 

as surrounding the cosmos on every side, and as „hidden in the heart of every 

creature‟, available to every soul, that seeks submitting and communion.  The 

Upanishad goes on to describes the Other Spirit (Mara in Hinduism and also 

Buddhism), as being a magical show of name and form, which casts a spell of 

pain and pleasure.   The Upanishad goes on to tell us, that only when we pierce 

this magic veil, do we see The One (Our Spirit) who appears as many. 

 

Descriptions like this one from the Upanishads, for an understanding of 

the presence of Our‟s, and the Other in our lives, are generally offered by all the 

Spiritual trad‟s.  Spiritual traditions usually have Our Spirit the maker of the 

overall creation, but our perceivable universe dimensions of matter and space 

(and nearby dimensions part of the Structure) are occasionally depicted as 

having some of its original building blocks formulated by the Resistance.  Satan 

says to Jesus in the three temptations in the desert, of the world:  “It was given 

to me, I can do with it as I like”… 

 

  ⃰  ⃰ 

 

…Now we know what inspired Buddhist „monks of the sword‟, the inspirations 

for Roman pagan conceptualizations of Jesus as Jupiter, or warrior culture 

applications of Islam.  Iblis‟ statements to Our Spirit at the time of the creation 

of humanity, indicate he would naturally be quite interested, even quite focused, 

on our important Spiritual traditions.    

 

But where does all that leave a living soul, trying to successfully reach 

peace in life… and afterlife?  Perhaps it leaves us with the knowledge that it is 

our fate, to be asked to negotiate a difficult course that life may present.   And it 

lets us know what we are up against --- the Resistance, installed in our 

perceivable dimensions, at Creation time… 

 

 ⃰  ⃰ 

 



 

 

 

…It is certainly better, if we know, that there will always be two sources of 

influence, here in our universe.  One source (the Other Spirit, Maya, Satan, 

Iblis, Angra Mainyu) seems to present a natural and easy path of decisions, if 

only because it is in some sort of authority, a greater power of deception, built 

into our perceivable dimensions. 

 

Our Spirit, (God, Allah, Ahura Mazda, Brahman, Sky, the One) will 

always need to call for more of a determined decision from us, a practiced habit 

of communing and submitting-for-resonance, because we are prone here to be 

deceived into thinking we cannot reach to a relationship of resonance with Our 

Spirit.  We are deceived into thinking that Our Spirit cannot help us, (at least we 

are when we ignore the gift of the Spenta Mainyu, Qi, The Spirit, Atman, 

Buddha nature, that is also, thankfully, built into the dimensions we occupy in a 

living life.) 

 

In the Jewish „Great Book‟, the Genesis chapter gives two creation 

stories.  One comes from the Sumerian creation explanation.  The other story, 

often glossed over, may be the Jewish Spiritual tradition‟s real contribution.  In 

it, the „upper waters‟ were separated from the „lower waters‟, and psychologist 

and universal-mind examiner, Carl Jung, noted that was the only step of seven 

steps, where God did not says: “It was good”… 

 

  ⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

 

…In Hinduism, a Mundaka Upanishad passage, depicts two birds, both „golden‟ 

in appearance to us, and both perched on the same tree, one gobbling up the 

tree‟s fruit, the other golden bird looking on in detachment. The passage goes 

on to assure us, that only if we think we are Ego, are we bound to the confusion 

of the perceivable world, but if we move to the other golden bird, we suddenly 

realize that we have the friendship, and assistance, of the Universal Self (the 

field for us from Our Spirit, variously named „Atman‟, „Subtle Spirit‟, „The 

Spirit‟, „Spenta Mainyu‟, „Qi‟), and we can eventually transcend the sorrow of 

this world… 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…But such scenes of two birds, two waters, Ahura Mazda and Angra Mainyu, 

leads to the question.  Why does Our‟s allow the Other here?  Why permit this 

conflict until a future time? What is the point of all this for a Creator?   



 

 

 

In Osiris‟ Advent story, Isis prayed to Mother Goddess, to inseminate 

herself with Osiris, after his murder by Set. She then gives birth to son Horus, 

who immediately commences battle with Set, this agent of cannibalism, blood 

ritual, and ill will for humanity. Horus eventually binds Set, to bring him before 

the Mother Goddess (Our Spirit). 

 

And the Mother Goddess receives them both,… and frees Set! 

 

Why?  Why allow Set freedom?  Why have two waters, only one of 

which God blesses, why two golden birds, one with the wrong inclination for 

us?  Why did Jesus, a Wayshower with ultimate miraculous strengths from the 

Spirit field, need to acknowledge a „Ruler of the world‟?  Why does Our Spirit 

put up with all this? 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 
 

…The „Secret‟ is that our perceivable universe seems to be established with two 

powers wired into its four dimensions, from the Creation, allowing a balance 

between Our Spirit (bringing to our civilization the compassionate teachings of 

Wayshowers), and Iblis (the Other); and Our Spirit consents to this… for a 

period.  In the „Egyptian Book of the Dead‟ from the Heliopolis spiritual center, 

we have a prayer for the Osiris follower, for success in… 

 

“Uniting the two fighters (Horus and Set) who live in my body, with 

the enchantment of my utterance… raising him that hath fallen 

(Osiris)…  

 

 I have remembered him… I have overthrown the destroyers… I have 

lighted the darkness”. 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…What would „His Own image‟ mean in these scriptures?  Noses, eyes, and 

index fingers?  Christianity has always been happy to think of „image‟ in this 

way, Judaism and Islam cautious, Buddha, Confucius, and the Daoists very 

opposed to this human conceptualization of Our Spirit.  „His own image‟, is 

actually freedom, freedom of thought to choose and to bring innovation order 

into the universe.  This is the difference between the angels that were asked to 

bow to humanity, and us, as we well know ourselves to be free to choose, to 

order, even ourselves to create, in this universe. 



 

 

 

In choosing the right „golden bird‟ of mind, in electing to put our soul 

into communion with Our Spirit, in order to find submission in happy resonance 

with Our Spirit‟s code of Compassion and forgiveness, we make a choice with 

our will, a choice of freedom in the image of Our Spirit.  The Time Sura of the 

Quran says: “We showed him the way, whether he be grateful or ungrateful, 

rests on him his will”… 

 

  ⃰  ⃰ 

 
 

…We will meet this „gift of freedom‟, again, when we look in the „Word Wave‟ 

chapter, at one additional important additional consignment to us, from Our 

Spirit: „Information‟. Dante in his Divine Comedy/Purgatory Middle Ages 

depiction of the Christian Spiritual tradition understanding of life, judgment, 

and afterlife, summed it up thus: 

 

“To a greater force, and to a better nature you, free, are subject, and 

that creates the mind in you, which the heavens have not in their 

charge.   

 

 Therefore, if the present world go astray, the cause is in you, in you 

it is to be sought”.
 

 

“You, free, are subject”, captures the very tension that we, created with 

freewill, face in being positioned between the draw of „the Ruler of the World‟, 

and our submission to, resonance with, a better Power, in a universe, that is 

evidently wired for both… 

 

 ⃰  ⃰ 

  
 

…Nevertheless, the two „Great Message Eras‟ exponentially expanded Our 

Spirit‟s plan, to continue to bring guidance to humanity through Advents of 

different Wayshowers, and our mutual civilization began its long work to bring 

humanity to our destiny of unbalancing the Seth-Horus matter, in the direction 

toward the good.   

 

It is probably best to remember that the ancient call of magic and idol 

practice of civilization‟s far-past shamanism, will always maintain itself as an 

influence on us in the future, if we continue in that future, to permit ourselves 



 

 

Spiritual tradition clubhouse superiority, „Great Book‟ idol worship, emphasis 

on ritual, and practices of tribal spiritual competitiveness.  

 

There were, of course, areas of mankind not, reached by the two „Great 

Message Eras‟.  The Maoris were left well into nineteenth century, when the 

British colonial administration arrived, and witnessed a variety of shamanism, 

centered on the strength on one‟s will (tapu).  Men who were not slaves had 

tapu, but if captured lost their tapu.  Each tribe has its own shaman supernatural 

forces to use for their tapu strength, against other tribes… 

 

  ⃰  ⃰ 

 
 

…If the Other is untiringly available to influence the Spiritual traditions, is it 

ever the source of direct competition?  The ancient Mayan „Great Jaguar Paw‟ 

theory of adapting spiritual practice to maintain political control, and create 

rituals, to incorporate vivisection of human hearts, is an older example of this, 

in our mutual civilization of humanity.   

 

More recently, Marxism in the 1900‟s century,  grew to be a dominant 

belief, complete with teachers made to look to followers like Wayshowers, 

equipped with a deceitful message of equality for all, as a platform for murder, 

injustice, and concentration camps.   

 

Marxism has always had one sacred tenet: atheism: the end of influence of the 

Wayshowers.  Always arriving with an emotional furor aimed at the soul, 

Marxism denied belief in Our Spirit, judgment, and in afterlife.  Marxism‟s 

cynicism about the Wayshowers seemed to fit the modern scientific era time, 

while its growth seemed to mark the failures of the Spiritual traditions, in those 

same modern times --- with their ritual competition and missionary competition 

--- to succeed in bringing meaningful levels of Compassion, fairness and caring 

to our world‟s.. 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…But where devout‟s merge with political fanatics, to impose the custom of 

living they choose on everyone, in and outside, of their particular Spiritual 

tradition in a self-serving reach for authority, then Iblis is the only winner.  In 

the resultant friction and strife, nothing remains of communing, submitting for 

resonance with Our Spirit, and Compassionate acts of love and care.  The 

Resistance seems always to be standing by, inexhaustible, in its eagerness to 

make the Wayshowers and their followers, look foolish, or wrong. 



 

 

 

If two so disparate powers, that of Our‟s and that of  the Other, are part of 

the System, then the freedom to elect good or wrong, carries on, throughout 

every moment of a life, and no allegiance to creed or spiritual trad, protects us 

beyond the moment of our next decision. 

 

                             “Therefore, I tell you, 

     Be humble, be harmless, 

     Have no pretension, 

     Be upright, forebearing” 

 

                 Krishna, Bhagavad-Gita Book  

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…Saint Theodora had been a performer in the Hippodrome grand amphitheater 

of Constantinople, daughter of a bear trainer, who grew to fame as a stage 

beauty, doing dance and pantomime --- topless or nude.  As she in her portrait, 

looks down with solemnity from the chancel panel of the church of San Vital, 

she --- a woman for all seasons --- silently brings us comment on the „Spiritual 

trad‟s‟, as exclusive property of any special knowledge sects or fanatics.   

 

Christianity‟s „topless dancing saint‟:  we may be amused, or we may be 

encouraged in our own effort as souls seeking success, as we see Saint 

Theodora, living a life of awakenings and changes, in an inequitable world, to 

end up pushing for good works in her times. 

 

Our family of Wayshowers may smile, as well, at this career resume of 

one Wayshower‟s saint.   But they can not smile at our cities‟ homeless, jobless, 

aged, and young, in lack of care and health, for our own right to peace of mind, 

whether a „follower‟ of a Spiritual tradition, a „devout‟, or „practical modernist‟ 

interested in the spiritual, is the seriousness of our collective commitment to 

every soul in civilization.  Our neglect of such a simple truth in practice, 

however serious our efforts in the ritual tradition may be, is tantamount to our 

giving honor…. to the Resistance… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 
 

…The profile of ceaseless trickery is matched in the final story about Iblis, 

brought to us in the Quran.  In the Quran‟s Abraham Sura, the scene is set for 

the gathering together of all souls, on a future day that deals with karma 



 

 

judgment.  Iblis, who by this time, has wrought his works throughout all the 

generations of the history of our humanity‟s civilization, is there along with 

everyone else.  In that late, too late, moment, the master of all history of deceit, 

turns to the rest of us and speaks --- finally --- in honesty: 

 

“I had no authority over you, but ye listened to me; reproach not me, 

but reproach your own souls.   

 

 For I cannot listen to your cries, nor can you listen to mine.” 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…There is a story about Muhammad, later in his life, musing: “Just look at what 

his pilgrim is doing”, when his „leader of first followers‟, Abu Bakr, started to 

beat a man for allowing a camel to stray.  The story illustrates a gulf that could 

exist between a Wayshower, and the temperament of his times.   

 

Nevertheless, it was the same Abu Bakr, like Ananda, who spent the rest 

of his days, organizing the Spiritual tradition that he was left to manage.   When 

Abu Bakr was told of an effort to standardize the Quran (at the time only found 

in bits and pieces on leather strips, animal bones, and pieces of board), Abu 

Bakr at first asked Why?, since Muhammad had, himself, not done this, himself.  

It seems none of the Wayshowers wrote down their own teachings.  The first 

followers did it all… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 
 

…How were the Great Books of the Spiritual traditions written, and who wrote 

them?  Each Wayshower came here to these dimensions, this world, as all of us 

did, through a mother, into her culture and times, as a mortal growing to 

maturity, in the customs of a particular place and age.  Each left behind a group 

of followers, to whom the message had been explained.  The explanation was as 

direct as possible, considering that any Wayshower, had to be raised a product 

of these dimensions to be standing here at all.   

 

The followers who would receive the message were basically like us, 

with no preplanned Wayshower empowerment, or body-mind physics, of the 

type we see in the Jesus, Buddha stories, going for them.  The followers were of 

course many times more influenced than the Wayshower, by the circumstances 

of their culture and times, in their comprehension of those messages.  



 

 

 

They were picked by the Wayshower, but nevertheless, their 

understanding varied, and in reaching to comprehend the words and presence of 

their Wayshower, they were sometimes in complete disagreement with each 

other, as to what they heard, and what had really  taken place… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…Wayshowers did not write the books.  Why not?  We noted the Wayshowers 

seemed to have a most tenuous position here in these dimensions.  None of 

them came in, „directly‟, as a manifestation like Gabriel came to Muhammad, or 

Elijah came to one of Jesus‟ power-rejuvenation transfigurations.  All came the 

„permanent way‟, through birth into a normal human mind, psyche, (complete 

with what we will look at later here: a „Bergsonian filter‟).   

 

 They then hibernated, through an equally normal life, up to a certain time 

when they were enlightened, empowered by Our Spirit, after which they began 

to bring their Teachings to a large following, in a demeanor that was 

consistently humble, sometimes struggling.  Whatever their approach to the task 

of bringing in a message, they all had to deal with the Resistance… 

 

  ⃰  ⃰ 

 

…Would they regret certain interpretations, instructions that ended up in the 

final codified writings of their Teachings?  Maybe.  Maybe not.  But he freewill, 

untidiness, of our  universe‟s perceivable dimensions, and the strong tenure of 

the Resistance, the Other Spirit, here, gives always the opportunity for follower 

results, that are short of perfection. 

 

 Jesus‟ follower, Judas, and the Essene leader Theudas, were involved in 

the death of a Roman soldier that led directly to Jesus‟ trial and crucifixion.  

What if they had not done  that?  Would Jesus have retimed the Crucifixion 

demonstration, and gone on, personally, with his healing road show to 

Alexandria, where he knew from his youth, that higher consciousness honest 

approaches to Spiritual traditions existed for three hundred years before his 

Advent, and would continue for three hundred years afterward.  (John Mark did 

eventually go there, to leave a legacy for a truer type of Jesus-teaching).   

 

 As it was, the orthodox part of the teaching moved with Peter and Paul to 

Rome, and everything went a different spiritual direction, a direction the old 



 

 

Essene „White Stone club‟ pyramid-salvation-sales scheme had planned, before 

Jesus‟ Advent.   

 

 What if the head families of Mecca (the Quraysh) had opened up to 

Muhammad.  Could he have avoided the fight that allowed an „Arab tribal 

warrior culture‟, its fighting continuance, within the history of Islam? 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 
 

…The spiritual „Great Books‟ were all written from oral memories and 

recitations of Wayshowers‟ handpicked, and subsequently sincere group of 

followers.  These farmers, „fishermen‟, camel driver traders, were pulled from 

the careers they had originally planned, to watch, learn, remember, and try to 

comprehend, as a Wayshower landed in their lives.  Their Wayshowers then 

raced up and down these first followers‟ countries with their Message and 

instructions, sometimes literally creating havoc --- the difference between the 

passivism and the active reform inclinations of different Spiritual traditional 

East and West of Taxila shows here --- then they abruptly left.   

 

 And when they left, the first followers of all Wayshowers were, like 

Ananda, overnight burdened with, and worried about, the continuation, and they 

were perhaps surprised that there had not been more assistance in the 

continuation. 

 

 All the „Great Books‟ and customs of the Spiritual traditions, were 

created by individuals, blinking in the aftermath of the flash of these Visitors.  

We should sympathize with the followers‟ efforts, and their so passionate 

disagreements, in their desire to get the story right.  The reverence for the 

Wayshower would eventually become reverence for the „Great Books‟ that 

would emerge, even though those books were created in argument and editing, 

in the centuries after each Wayshower departed… 

 

  ⃰  ⃰ 

 
 

…As one of the Great Books, the Quran, says: 

 

        “Many were the forms in which the Message was delivered,  

according to the need of the times, and the understanding of the 

people”.
 

 



 

 

                                             Quran Preface C8 

 

 

 

 And, as one of  the Upanishads, the Katha, notes: 

 

        “I will give you the Word in all the scripture, 

 Glorify all spiritual disciplines …” 

 

                                             Katha  Upanishad I-2-19 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…Hopefully, followers of followers and also practical modernists, can secure  a 

plateau, high enough to stand upon, for all to discern the original plan.  From 

such a base camp, we might continue to see things as a circular grand array of 

Wayshowers becoming Wayshowers, along the lines of the way things have 

always been thought of, East of the Taxila hot rock discussion.  

 

Or alternately, if we choose, we can understand things, as a linear 

progression of distinct individual Wayshowers, as followers have generally 

conceived of things West of Taxila.   

 

However we conceive of this, there has been so much offered to us by 

this process. It is an offering that we can take to our hearts, to apply to the daily 

courses of our trek through any lifetime, from the words of the guidance‟s in the 

„Great Books‟ --- all the „Great Books‟ --- of our mutual civilization‟s 

wonderful spiritual traditions… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…In the final year of the 1100‟s CE, the entire Buddhist province in Bihar in 

India was sacked.  With it, was destroyed the Buddhist University of Nalanda, 

its population of 6000 monks all put to the sword.  The followers of 

Muhammad‟s Spiritual tradition had attacked the followers of Buddha‟s 

Spiritual tradition.  Why would such things happen? 

 

By 1199 CE, all Spiritual traditions had come a long way from Benares 

and Medina, and all in their growth had seen their original inspiration of the 

Wayshowers‟ messages, mixed with other influences, influences which would 



 

 

cement to the massive structures in history, that became the Spiritual traditions, 

and press them into the forms we see today, forms which are in some ways 

unfortunate.   

 

The influences were generally from two sources:  one we can refer to as 

„ritual and doctrine‟, the other we can call „authority politics‟.  The addition of 

only these two things to a Message brought by a Wayshower, enabled a 

transformation of loving teachings of guidance for our souls, into empires of 

preponderant authority and right… 

 

   

  ⃰  ⃰ 

 

…Fifteen hundred years afterward (1535), the Fourth Lateran Council declared 

that the belief in transubstantiation was an important article of faith, and that 

anyone who did not believe that the water actually became blood, every time the 

ceremony took place, was eternally damned! 

 

Likewise, the Christian church preachermen in its zeal to encourage 

worship in church buildings in the Middle Ages, made it a sin not to attend the 

ritual of mass.  The effect of this, historians have noted, was to create a feeling 

of hopelessness in cross-sections of Christian society.  Such guilt-creation can 

give permanent despair to a soul, seeking a successful course through life under 

the guidance of a Spiritual tradition.   

 

It is an example of the miscalculations of spiritual preachermen of all 

Spiritual traditions.  And if we note a curious victory for Resistance, in this 

malfunctioning of our Spiritual traditions, we might also note that all of this 

comes under the category of misunderstanding and confusion, trademarks of the 

Resistance… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 
 

…And where differences occurred within our Spiritual traditions, force was 

used to settle the differences, as force was often used to police souls of a 

culture, into the ritual and formalities by all traditions. Here a difference shows 

between the Eastside and Westside Spiritual traditions. The custom of passivism 

east of the Taxila hot rock debate, allowed a tendency to permit your neighbor 

to worship in peace, differently from you.  

 



 

 

With the Zoroastrian-Jewish-Christian-Islamic Spiritual traditions, the 

belief in reforming our world, spilled over into a habit of dragooning souls into 

the ritual and regimen of our own interpretation, while casting doubt on the 

authenticity of the Messages of the spiritual tradition interpretations of other 

peoples‟ Wayshowers… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…The „crusade‟ set a precedent.  Pope Innocent IX, in 1252, proclaimed the 

„Bull ad extripa‟, authorizing secular authorities to use torture in discovery of 

heresy.  Pope Alexander IV extended this authority in torture to the clergy, a 

few years later.   

 

The Pharaoh head-family preachermen‟s rewriting of the Osiris teaching, 

into salvation in the stars for Pharaohs only;  some Buddha Tantric followers 

modification of Buddha‟s teaching of a moderate approach to sexuality, into 

worshiping through sex ritual; the Christian Spiritual tradition turning away 

from its Wayshower‟s guidance about unlimited love and forgiveness, toward a 

focus on persecuting divergent opinions:  all were successful and significant 

coups… for the Resistance… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 
 

…Take a look at this inscription.   

 

“For seven days, the hand maiden and the mistress were equal, slave 

and master walked together; high and lowly sat side by side, and on 

evil tongues bad words became good;  

 

 Orphans suffered no injustice from the rich, and righteousness shone 

from the Sun”. 

 

 

Is this description the final activist victory found in the Islamic and 

Christian Great Books, or the future „training paradise‟ time of the Maitreya 

Buddha, or part of the Advent of Hindu‟s future Messiah Kalkin Wayshower?   

It is, in fact, is not from any of those, but is the inscription on a ziggurat (tower 

of worship), which king Gudea of the Sumerian civilization of Lagash, built 

after a vision back in 2000 BCE.   

 



 

 

It shows a goal sought by all the Spiritual traditions, while its message 

can be accepted by everyone today in the early 2000‟s CE, if only because it 

does not come from any particular existing Spiritual trad, from the past 4000 

years.   

 

Is it thinkable that the followers of the Spiritual trad‟s, in the new 

millennium, could ever promote the sisterhood of Spiritual traditions and 

brotherhood of all Wayshowers?  Each of our Wayshowers and each Spiritual 

trad, came to us through a particular culture and time.  Occasional Hindu, Jain 

interpretations of extreme abnegation, intermittent Islamic Arab and Moses 

warrior culture, Christian  arrogance, and other influences, which have no 

source in the Compassion of Our Spirit, or the Messages of Our Spirit‟s 

Wayshowers, brought elements --- we might say colorations or embellishments 

--- to what would otherwise be more true-bearing Messages from the Sponsor of 

the Wayshowers… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

….Whether you take the Jewish tradition point of view that their Messiah only 

arrives later, or the Christian „second-time‟ insistence about the Advent, you 

have a curious situation that the Jewish tradition has spoken of the coming to 

the Enoch-Muhammad great group of Spiritual traditions of a principle 

Wayshower, while history says that they are responsible for the crucifixion 

experience of the Wayshower of someone else‟s Spiritual tradition. A straight 

line „linear point of view‟, west of the Taxila hot rock debate, can lead to such 

situations. 

 

In the line of Isaiah and Jesus, Muhammad‟s Quran taught the sisterhood 

of his teaching with Christianity and Judaism.  “Ever was the eternal unity of 

light, … And manifold were the lines of the Messengers” (Quran C8).  

Nevertheless, in the Islamic spiritual tradition, that grew in Muhammad‟s 

departure, the followers turned inward to assert their own exclusivity to truth, 

and the Jews and Christians to whom Muhammad spoke, never accepted 

Muhammad as one of their Wayshowers. 

 

The Wayshowers‟ own stand on this is obvious, as Isaiah looked forward 

to Jesus, Jesus forward to Muhammad, and Zarathustra and Enoch forward to all 

of them, but the „arrow of respectful acknowledgement‟ of their followers, runs 

only in one direction.  This direction of respectful acknowledgement remains a 

curious thing, in the linear conceptualization of Western Wayshowers.  (The 

Eastern Spiritual traditions do not have this problem of arrogance toward each 



 

 

other, because of the knowledge of reincarnation and the understanding that 

Wayshowers can become Wayshowers to different ages.) 

 

Zarathustra‟s explanation of the progression of „Saoshyants‟ („Helpers‟) 

to the West, and Hindu‟s explanation of the same (reincarnation of Avatar 

Wayshowers) to the East, both correct the problem of this directional „arrow‟, 

but no one  West of Taxila has chosen to listen to this… yet.  Think of the 

tussles, that would have been solved over the ages. The Quran sums this up in 

the Consultation Sura. 

 

“The same religion has God established for you as that we he 

enjoined on Noah … Abraham, Moses, and Jesus …  

 

 There is no contention between us and you.  God will bring us 

together and to Him as our final goal”.
 

 

⃰  ⃰ 
 

…“By the Fig (bohdi-tree of Buddha‟s inspiration), and the Olive (Jesus‟ 

Mount of Olives), and the Mount of Sinai (where Moses gave the Ten 

Commandments), and this City of Security Muhammad‟s (Mecca), we have 

indeed created man, in the best of moulds,  

 

 then do we abase him.  To be the lowest of the low, except such as 

believe and do righteous deeds”.
 

 

          Fig Sura 1 

 

In other words, humanity can fall to baseness in resonance with the Other 

Spirit.  He or she is able to;  it is their choice.  But we are created in goodness, 

and given teachings, to reap the life and after-life of a successful soul, through 

the guidance‟s of our Wayshowers, all our „Fig‟, „Olive‟, „Mount‟, „City‟, 

symbol‟ed Wayshowers.  

 

Surely we identify with the endeavoring and hardy grace of each of the 

Wayshowers, in such so-single-minded efforts to bring the Teaching that they 

were assigned.  They were Teachings obliged upon them, through a demanding 

pulse of Our Spirit‟s revelation flash and manifestation memorandum, DNA 

blueprint x-chromosome or clot alterations, et alia. And yet, they were 

Teachings the Wayshowers were instructed to bring, without commensurate 

power or authority (here in our perceivable dimensions), in spite of direct 



 

 

representation for the Creative Charge of the good and the loving, in our 

universe.   

 

These were all such humble advents, for the purpose of showing us a 

path.  How can any followers of a Spiritual trad, ever elect to replace these 

extreme examples of their Wayshowers‟ humility, with their own arrogance? 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

 

…One: Do good deeds of care, of Compassion, in every opportunity.  Two: 

Establish communing, as often as possible with Our Spirit through 

prayer/meditation, throughout the whole stay of our soul in these dimensions.  

Three: Seek resonance with the forgiveness, kindheartedness, and Compassion 

that comes back to us, from Our Spirit, from that good deed effort and that 

communing.  In short: care, prayer, and seeking resonance.   

 

These „Three pleas‟ seem to stand close with the promise of an extended 

power, which can reach to touch any soul individually, from what is after all the 

Consummate Force of our universe.  That power can reach us, if we can turn 

our back on the ritual, doctrine, and authority politics, which have accreted to 

the Spiritual traditions over the centuries, and simply commit to a One, Two, 

Three, plan as a citizen of our civilization, in its goal to connect to Our Spirit in 

practice that goes beyond ritual and tribal superiority… 

 

  ⃰  ⃰ 

 

…In Buddhism‟s Jataka stories of souls learning through lives, a monk explains 

that in a past life he was Kosiya who coveted food.  His wife on one occasion 

had asked him to allow her to cook for the village, and he had said No.  Then 

she asked to cook for the people on only one street, then only one family.  He 

still objected, finally going into the forest to cook for himself.   

 

A Bodhisattva interested to guide his soul, then approached him in the 

forest, in the image of a beggar asking for some of the rice, which Kosiya of 

course denied, until he received a lecture on sharing, after which he relented, 

but with an angry attitude toward being convinced to give.   

 

The beggar then turned into a dog which urinated on Kosiya‟s hand and 

cooking pot, and being chased away, turned into a warhorse which chased 

Kosiya around the forest, after which the warhorse became a beggar (again), 



 

 

and Kosiya listened (again) to the guidance on giving. Kosiya changed his life 

and his habits in Compassionate giving, from that point onward… 

 
 
⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…The Daoists differed somewhat with Confucius‟ way of a polite reformer of 

the world‟s way, and Confucius said back, in defense, to the Daoists: “If the 

world were following System, I should not be doing my part to reform it” 

(Analects 18-6).  Confucius had no problem with Zarathustra‟s activism, asking 

the person-at-their-best to be “sparing in works but prodigal in deeds” (Analects 

14-27).  He kept everything polite within his restrained activism, children 

deferent to parents, parents deferent to rulers.  Confucius‟ variety of „care‟ was 

to be persistent teaching, to in order to insure that all would be brought to 

Compassionate good norms.   

 

“Can we help requiring much of those we love?  Can we help 

instructing toward those (superiors) toward whom we would be 

loyal?”  

       Analects  14-7 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

  

…Jesus, in the talk on the Mount, gave the specific example we quoted of what 

became „the Lord‟s prayer‟ as a demonstration of how prayer for Resonance 

should be: praising the Father, asking for needs, asking for forgiveness, asking 

for safety from evil.  And in his introduction to the example, prayer, he 

recommended being alone, and keeping it simple (Matthew 6).  And Jesus 

assured us, that all that asking was okay, 

 

“Ask and you shall receive, that your joy may be full”.  

             

    John 16 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…Acts of help and caring, on the other hand, are the easiest area to find common 

ground for all Spiritual traditions, because it is possible to practice deeds, 

without customs of ritual and doctrine.  A Muslim, Confucian, Daoist, Buddhist, 

Jew, Hindu, Christian all can practice Deeds of care… identically.   



 

 

 

If followers of all traditions have always made 90% of their practice, the 

regular visits to their special building, the maintenance of that building and 

support of its events, they actually should make that a 10% part of their 

concentration, with 90% of their practice, the search for „need-help‟ situations, 

where they could do what the Wayshowers themselves did help, and explain 

hope and faith… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…Nothing a police force or social worker department can do in a society, can 

equal the effectiveness of some time and concern, from a surge of mutual 

enthusiasm, from the followers of various Spiritual traditions, each of them 

calling in their own separate custom, for the grace and assistance promised by 

Our Spirit, for those who will work for the problems of others. 

 

Would a mutual emphasis on deeds lead to a new mutual respect, that 

would encourage participating societies to find their way to new annual 

calendars of respectful days each year, where all societies acknowledge 

remembrance for all Wayshowers?  Even if such days and festivals result in 

some additional commercialization of those days, those commercialization‟s 

can bring positive profiles of each spiritual tradition, to the view of all and 

memorable annual childhood events, as Christians have sometimes done with 

Hollywood, in their Christmas season script and melodies… 

 

  ⃰  ⃰ 

 

…The Three Pleas offer civilization a path to peace of mind, both for societies 

and also for individual souls.  The pleas are a formula to open gates, that could 

bring on that power from Our Spirit, that is usually called grace.  We have never 

collectively tried to apply such a formula into the history of our greater family‟s 

civilization.  What if we did?   

 

What did the Kalkin prophecies, the Maitreya-Buddha prophecies, 

Zarathustra‟s 31
st
 Yasna,  John 12, the Pilgrimage Sura, tell us would happen if 

we utilize a formula of this sort?  It is not completely clear.  It cannot be clear, 

as we always have our freewill, that determines the final outcome of things.  But 

what would be the harm if we tried? 

 

With their lifetime teachings on dusty feet, between unwelcoming towns, 

in outdoor desert nights, or wet rainy seasons, over years of uncertain rest, while 

facing incessant indifference or hostility, to their Messages, in spite of who we 



 

 

know they were, they, the Wayshowers, put up with so much.  Their modern 

collective family-hood of the followers, should find their example in the 

humility of an Ananda, Mary Magdalene and John Mark, Abu Bakr, in their 

cheerful wish as a first follower, to bring to all souls the good fruit of the 

Message, to which they personally, with their Wayshower, had been a part.    

 

Somewhere, in the might of millions of followers, and the grandeur of 

vast edifices of ritual and remembrance, we may have misplaced their first 

purpose, and in neglect of their first purpose, allowed the Other Spirit, the 

Resistance a win against our own progress, as successful souls in life toward 

afterlife, in a successful future civilization for our Galaxy, a future civilization 

whose first tenet finally became Compassion. 

 

 

3.The Great Science Era(s) 
 

 It is said by some historians, that the year 1600 marks a beginning and an end.  

That one year appears to mark a division between a mindset in the West, that 

looked back through the Renaissance and Middle Ages, to the China, India, 

Rome foundations of our modern civilization… and another mindset, that looks 

toward us, today.  The year 1600 was a long time from the two „Great Message 

Eras‟, but the Spiritual traditions thrived, and continued, with strong roles in our 

mutual civilization in 1600. Protestantism, arrived and attempted to redefine 

their Christianity, as Theravadas and Mahayana‟s solidified their different 

interpretations of Buddhism, as did Sunnis and Shia, theirs of Islam… 

 

  ⃰  ⃰ 

 

…Both Guru Nanak and Bruno‟s, from the East and West side of civilization in 

the century just before 1600, offer us descriptions of Our Spirit, as sponsor of 

the physics of the universe, and both couch their explanations in terms, that look 

like the way we phrase science explanations today.  

 

Bruno lived in the times in Europe, when Copernicus (1478-1543), 

Kepler (1571-1630), Galileo (1564-1642) were ungraciously pushing the earth 

out of the pivot position, in the universe.  These experimenting men, had shown 

that the Earth itself moved, and that scientific demonstration could in fact prove, 

that it moved around the Sun, while the same scientific demonstration showed, 

that the stars in the heavens moved even independently of the Sun… 

 

  ⃰  ⃰ 



 

 

 

…The Christian church burned Giordano Bruno at the stake, in exactly the year 

1600.  These stories seem symbolic, both in nearness to us in Bruno‟s and Guru 

Nanak‟s efforts to find specific „spiritual conceptualizations‟ to understand how 

the science of the cosmos connects our God to us.   

 

At the same time, Bruno‟s story is also symbolic, for its distance from us, 

looking back at a time when the authority of the Christian Spiritual tradition, 

could murder a speculator in science.  Obviously, much as changed, in 400 

years since 1600.  And it began to change quickly, just about Giordano‟s time… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…If scientific exploit had been commonly seen, through phrases like „flowing 

in the current of the Dao‟ in the East in Chinese commentary, or considered „for 

the glory of God‟ in the West in Europe, it was Bacon‟s „Novum Organum‟ 

book that laid down the guidelines for a totally new approach.  Science was to 

bind nature into service, and make it a „slave‟.  One reading Bacon‟s essays sees 

that nature‟s secrets were to be „tortured‟ from her. 

 

Francis Bacon also advanced an idea, that mankind through science itself, 

rather independent of the authority of his Christian Spiritual tradition, would 

bring goodness and reformation to the world: 

 

“But when I searched, if found no work so meritorious as the 

discovery and development of the arts and inventions that tend to 

civilize the life of man …   

 

Above all, if any man could succeed – not merely in bringing to light 

some nature, a luminary which would at its first rising, shed some 

light on other present limits and borders of human discoveries, and 

which afterwards, as it rose still higher,  

 

 would reveal and bring into clear view every nook and cranny of 

darkness, it seemed to me that such a discovery would deserve to be 

called, the extender of the kingdom of man over the universe…” 

 

It is a nice plan… at first appearance.  The sentiment expressed here is 

that with science, man can himself conquer evil for „the kingdom of man‟, an 

innocuous hope, but the beginning of something, that become rather sinister in 

the modern world… 



 

 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…His early 1600‟s time would spawn the idea that our world, our universe, as 

well as being God‟s creation, or in spite of being God‟s creation, or instead of 

being God‟s creation, was a gigantic clock run by laws of science, laws which 

century by century, since Bacon‟s time, would be better known, through our 

four hundred years of this “Great Science Era‟.   

 

We do not know today what makes the universe tick, but our patterns of 

thought over 400 years, have become well established into some „Science 

traditions‟ of the physics of our world, and the physics of these „Scientific 

traditions‟ have some interesting relations, with the physics assumptions from 

the  „Spiritual traditions‟… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…As a medical doctor, it is noted, he recommended communing in meditation, 

for curing his patient, Princess Elizabeth of Bohemia, but in his writings, 

Descartes demanded the separation of mind and soul, from the scientific study 

of the body, to enable the discovery of „the absolute truths‟.  This innocent step 

in a problematical direction, reflected the mood of Descartes‟ century, and led 

the way, later, for the more radical demands for which Bacon had called… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…It was Albert Einstein‟s work, published in 1905 and 1916, during and after 

his years tinkering with math equations, in his free time in a job in the Swiss 

patent office in Bern, that brought an overruling change to everything that had 

gone before. It would, in particular, address Newton‟s orderly universe of 

massive heavenly bodies, routinely plying their course through space, under 

regulation of the laws of gravity.  Einstein would have other laws for gravity 

and the universe very aptly called relativity laws: the „Relativity Science 

tradition‟ for our universe… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…With Einstein, the Newton concept by which bodies in space, were attracted 

to each other by gravity conceived of as a force, was replaced by a concept of an 



 

 

interlock of matter, space, and time, in a relationship where they all were a part 

of each other. 

 

And they all were Relative. 

 

In intense gravitation, which Einstein‟s Relativity shows is actually 

strong curvature of space, time becomes slower, and distances (space) shorter.  

Newton‟s laws were out. Newton‟s era did not have the instruments to see the 

universe in the scale, which by Einstein‟s era was possible. But Bacon was still 

in;  Einstein like Newton, was one of the Bacon‟s Boys… 

 

  ⃰  ⃰ 

 

…All this is Bacon-tradition orthodox science tradition of the Relativity 

explanation, the proper child of scientific experiment, of the family of Bacon‟s 

demonstrable truths, in which our modern world has its faith.  Still, it is a little 

scandalous.  At best in the early 1900‟s, it made the universe seem a wee bit 

unserious.   

 

How do we follow such a scientific tradition of the fundamentals of 

reality?  It seems as difficult for the mind, modern or ancient, to believe, as it is 

difficult to believe in miracles of healing, or Wayshowers‟ Advents. 

 

The rips in space-time, and potential physics activity beyond our four 

dimensions of space-time, shows a certain incompleteness in this Relativity 

Science tradition.  It is one thing, to take space and time, things that seem 

absolute, and make them totally relative, capable of shrinking and expanding.   

 

It is something else, to say this new Relativity Science tradition belief 

system calls for a universe in which there are breaks, rips (black holes), through 

which all the laws of physics established by the explanation itself are violated 

…and become meaningless!  

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…The overturning of the orderly and comprehensible „Newton Science 

tradition‟ by the „Relativity Science tradition‟ was bothersome, but it was not so 

nearly so troublesome, as the arrival in Einstein‟s lifetime of the next scientific 

explanation tradition, the Quantum Science tradition, which would prove in its 

course, like relativity had before it, to be scientifically, experimentally proven, a 

Bacon-demonstrable truth, while at the same time, equally scandalous, and 

worse, irreconcilable with Einstein‟s relativity explanation… 



 

 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…Relativity had made the laws of motion and relation of bodies in space and 

time, a little fidgety, because everything could change „relative‟ to everything 

else, and change „into‟ everything else, as matter became energy and energy 

became matter, etc, but everything still ran on the action/reaction, cause and 

effect, assumptions of Newton and Einstein and all others, for that matter, in the 

history of modern science since Bacon.  The universe was still a clock.   

 

The Quantum tradition, on the other hand, showed that at the atomic 

level, things do not work that way.  Atoms in the Quantum tradition were not 

really tiny solar systems with electrons orbiting a nucleus. 

 

In the first place, master of the universe, gravity (Relativity‟s major 

relationship between all matter and all space-time at the large mass level), was 

not really present at the small quantum atomic level.  Gravity was too weak at 

the short distances at the atomic level to have an effect, so subatomic particles 

thumb their noses at gravity, and jump in and out of existence to end up in 

different places, without the proper cause and effect seen in gravity-controlled 

relationships, leaving you permanently „uncertain‟ of which final state of the 

atom and its matter, will occur („the Uncertainty principle‟)… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 
 

…Relativity had made the laws of motion and relation of bodies in space and 

time, a little fidgety, because everything could change „relative‟ to everything 

else, and change „into‟ everything else, as matter became energy and energy 

became matter, etc, but everything still ran on the action/reaction, cause and 

effect, assumptions of Newton and Einstein and all others, for that matter, in the 

history of modern science since Bacon.  The universe was still a clock.   

 

The Quantum tradition, on the other hand, showed that at the atomic 

level, things do not work that way.  Atoms in the Quantum tradition were not 

really tiny solar systems with electrons orbiting a nucleus. 

 

In the first place, master of the universe, gravity (Relativity‟s major 

relationship between all matter and all space-time at the large mass level), was 

not really present at the small quantum atomic level.  Gravity was too weak at 

the short distances at the atomic level to have an effect, so subatomic particles 

thumb their noses at gravity, and jump in and out of existence to end up in 



 

 

different places, without the proper cause and effect seen in gravity-controlled 

relationships, leaving you permanently „uncertain‟ of which final state of the 

atom and its matter, will occur („the Uncertainty principle‟)… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 
 

…A clockwork universe of the Relativity tradition --- that is set in motion by 

Einstein‟s and Spinoza‟s Impersonal Creator, with no connection to the actions 

of humanity --- runs forever deterministically by cause and effect, action and 

reaction.  The Quantum Science tradition, on the other hand, said that there was 

no determinism, and quantum physicist pioneer Max Born put it, that you could 

use dice with fair success, to predict the changing quantum-jump states of the 

atom.  The clock is out!   

 

Einstein and the Relativity Science tradition retorted, „No‟, Einstein 

actually stating that, “the God of the universe, does not play with dice”;  that is, 

action, reaction of forces through cause and effect, is always the rule of the 

universe.  There is determinism.  The clock stays! 

 

The „clock argument‟ has never been settled. It leaves the „Quantum 

Science tradition‟ wrong, in dealing with the laws of physics of the universe for 

the movement of large masses, and leaves the „Relativity Science tradition‟ 

wrong, in dealing with the laws of physics for the universe at the atomic level, 

while it leaves both correct, in their own areas! 

 

These „mutual wrong-ness‟s‟ are interesting, when we consider Bacon‟s 

Boys‟ proposals for a mechanistic universe and compare, then, the proposals 

from the Spiritual traditions‟ physics for a universe created by Our Spirit for us, 

the universe‟s observers… 

 

  

 
 

⃰  ⃰ 

  
 

…What traveled between them, at twice the speed of light, to signal the one 

particle that the other had shifted in polarization?  The answer in physics, both 

Relativity explanation and Quantum explanation, is nothing!  Nothing that 

exists in the universe, travels at twice the speed of light, to carry that 

communication.   So how? 

 



 

 

Quantum physicists, like Niels Bohr, had told Einstein originally that the 

answer to this, lay in a certain „undivided wholeness‟ of universe, which the 

Quantum explanation‟s uncertainty principle already implied.  The quantum 

universe is an „Undivided One‟.  Measurement, observation, of any part of it, 

would change the whole system… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 
 

…Bohm felt that both Relativity and Quantum Science traditions are successful 

in their respective macro and micro areas, without agreeing with each other, 

because they each deal with what we perceive as „forces‟, „fields‟, „particles‟ in 

what he called an „unfolded‟ order, where „what-appears-as-cause-and-effect‟, 

occurs between „what-appears-as-particles‟, and everything seems separate, and 

outside everything else.   

 

Bohm looked to an obvious goal, of a future understanding of the reality 

beyond the „unfolded‟ order.  Bohm‟s theory sees the „unfolded order‟, as the 

one that appears to our senses.  Matter with its separateness, and conscious 

mankind (quantum physic‟s „observer‟ of the perceivable dimensions), have this 

„unfolded order‟ in common.   

 

Hindu and Daoist spiritual physics have long called for our recognition of 

the real „folded up order‟, where everything is One, behind the apparent 

„unfolded order‟.  Physicists, approaching this David Bohm proposal for a 

„folded-order, undivided-whole‟, from various directions, suggest that this 

reality beyond our universe, could explain the tomfoolery of both the Quantum 

and the Relativity laws of physics.  This is the quantum „jumping‟ here-and-

about phenomenon, in and out of existence, with no apparent cause and effect 

controlling the event… 

 

  ⃰  ⃰ 

 

…Physicist Fred Allen Wolf has noted that although you commonly see gravity 

as the bending of space and time by matter in the Relativity explanation, you 

can also describe it from the other direction.  You can describe gravity as the 

bending of space and time, to create matter.   

 

Matter, therefore with its size --- even an atom is bigger than the size of 

one of the dimensions predicted by the Kaluza theories --- would be a product 

solely of our dimensions.  And from our point of view matter the only thing we 

see and sense; and it is also us, our life form, for we too are made of atoms.  If 



 

 

there was an „inflation‟ of 3 large spatial dimensions after the big bang, that 

became our home, big-atom matter, matter is the key difference of these home 

dimensions of ours. 

 

The other key difference is time.  There is only 1 dimension of time, in 

any of the current mathematical models, which use many dimensions to explain 

the Quantum-Relativity universe, and that dimension of time, is with us in our 

space time universe, our big special dimensions.  If there are, in fact, other 

dimensions, there is no time there.  They are beyond time, as they are beyond 

our big matter, measured in space.  They are, in physics, beyond our space and 

our time… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…Could it also be, that there was another „Great Science Era‟, before our „Great 

Science Era‟?  Historians have been writing about the scientific abilities of our 

ancestors, in examining their glyph stories and monument accomplishments, as 

well as legends.  Sometimes historians conclude that extra terrestrials must have 

assisted, because they cannot believe that early humanity could achieve high 

science.   

 

Nevertheless, half way through our present „Great Science Era‟, a mere 

200 years ago, our civilization had no science abilities in electricity, in 

instantaneous global communication, in pharmaceuticals to heal, no ability to 

fly from location to location. All of these became very basic science abilities by 

the twenty first century.   

 

The fact is, that humanity in civilization can develop science skills rather 

quickly… 

 

  ⃰  ⃰ 

 
 

…The Atlantis tale is most interesting for relevance to our chronicle here, for 

the Spiritual trad‟s and the Science trad‟s, that have been so central to the part 

of the history of our mutual civilization, that we can record (the part after 3000 

BCE). Stories of Atlantean science seem to imply a manipulation of forces, that 

lie beyond our perceivable dimensions.   

 

The Atlantis story tell of development of an ability to control forces 

(perhaps quantum forces), that relate to the near (unperceivable) dimensions.  



 

 

The story would of course be unimaginable, if it were not for the peculiar 

discoveries of the recent twentieth century, from the quantum physics Science 

tradition,  about quantum physics activity and its connection to the human mind, 

in the jumping about of matter particles, in our perceivable universe. 

 

The Atlanteans are said to have lost control of their special type of 

advanced science with its difficult-to-believe inter-dimensional characteristics, 

due to the non-Compassionate intent of some of its citizen souls.  Those souls 

evidently used this Science tradition to make themselves an elite class. That 

event eventually resulted in Resistance‟s total victory over human progress in 

civilization and science (and also over the souls of that phase of our partnership, 

under the guidance of Our Spirit, with this earth)… 

 

 ⃰  ⃰ 

  
 

…Most importantly, and a hope of this writing is that we should study the 

Quantum Power implications, in continued respect and value for the lessons of 

the heart, that our „Spiritual traditions‟, have held for us, up to this date, in our 

mutual civilization.  We do not want to repeat the mistake, that we are guessing 

the Atlanteans may have made… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…We will come back to this bizarre topic, and its implications about science 

and humanity, and possible over-the-wall dimension involvements without,, 

later, after we explore a little more, about what we have learned to date, 

concerning how things seem to work within our perceivable dimensions. 

 

4.Platform Bang 

 
Then, on returning close to the proton/neutron core of the atom, the electron 

again switches back to the strange quantum type behavior.  In other words, its 

gawky long orbits, far from home base in the atom, take the Rydberg outer 

electron, across some sort of „border‟, between the two areas of the domain of 

the Quantum tradition, and the domain of the Relativity tradition.   

 

The rules of reality of physics, are different on both sides of this border, 

and this peculiar outer electron of the Rydberg atom, has the audacity in its 



 

 

orbit, to cross back and forth over that border, thus living the duplicity of  two 

lives, under two sets of physics laws.  Scientists study this, as they study all 

things, which may help them combine quantum physics and relativity physics, 

into some sort of „Theory of Everything‟… 

 

  ⃰  ⃰ 

 

…Stuart Kaufman called it „order for free‟, and set out to show, that this is 

somehow imbedded in the chemistry of our big dimension universe.  All 

molecules interact, with a certain complexity that eventually self-organizes 

itself.  As their chemical molecule diversity increases (we call that „chaos‟), 

order, somehow, on its own, appears.  This order includes life!  Complexity and 

order self-organizing?  How does that happen? 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…In this process, the hot and uniform universe, proceeds, with passing time, 

through a situation of „burning stars‟, on to „cooling stars‟ with their fuel burned 

up, then on to „dieing stars‟, all out of fuel, finally on to a dead universe.  Hot to 

cold, thermo nuclear hot-action to cooling-silence; in the process, everything 

dies (after about another 5 billion years from now).  How sad. Anyway, 

„thermal death‟ under this second law of thermodynamics, seemed to 

emotionally bother scientists. 

 

Then Illya Prigogyne discovered this pattern of order, arising all by itself, 

out of the otherwise „heat proceeding to cold death‟, situation around us, and 

Benoit Mandelbrot identified a particular shape, the „fractal‟ shape, that appears 

with Kaufman‟s „order-for-free‟ phenomenon.  Scientists who studied life, also 

noticed this „spontaneous order‟ (which is also called „complexity‟) gave the 

advantage to anything living.   

 

The „spontaneous order‟ principal of the universe is, indeed, a very 

special gift to the living.  Galaxies may organize efficiently by its intuitive 

planning, and coastlines may stretch themselves in obedience to it, but with 

living things, „spontaneous order‟ was „advantage in survival‟, the sort of 

phenomenon Darwin looked at for a lifetime, but could not, himself, in fullness, 

understand… 

 

 ⃰  ⃰ 

  



 

 

…Like Darwin, twentieth century scientists, could not come to terms with the 

thing, at which they were looking.  There was something everywhere in the 

universe, right there under their scientifically observing noses, that constantly 

creates order, spontaneously --- you could say, Caringly --- everywhere you 

look, in the midst of the big bang to silence, hot-to-cold, second draconian law 

of thermodynamics‟ otherwise ongoing story of the universe‟s death… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…Gribbin and Rees saw coincidences, permitting carbon-based life forms to 

exist on our planet, that circles a small star, 14 billion years after the big bang of 

creation, and concluded that the factors set at the moment of the Big bang, seem 

to have been precisely set.  If these finely tuned parameters had been finely 

tuned differently, the universe, that has now expanded 14 billion years, would 

have started contracting, after only one million years, or alternately, would have 

cooled slowly, and formed basically iron atoms, denying the formation of stars 

that would produce the variety of different types of atoms, that you must have 

for our carbon-based life forms.   

 

One of these finely tuned parameters is gravity.  If gravity were a little 

stronger force than it is, stars would burn out in one year, rather than billions of 

years, and those complex atoms necessary for life forms would not evolve.  

Then again, if the non-gravity forces in the nucleus of atoms, were a little 

weaker, no complex atom nucleus cores, iron or otherwise, would form at all, 

and the whole universe would be composed of only hydrogen atoms. 

 

Gribbin and Rees saw that the setting of these particular „force 

parameters‟, are critical in sponsoring just the situation, that we have in our 

universe.  Small changes in the original set, at the big bang creation time, would 

have dramatically defeated the creation of „our particular universe‟… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…Mountains on earth would be 15-19 centimeters high, and living creatures 

with a mass that can survive falling without breaking --- a factor again of 

gravity --- would weigh 1/1000 gram.  (Falling without breaking, is important if 

living creatures are to be able to move.  The mass of animals and their legs, in 

evolution has always been important, because the activity of any animal, must 

always deal with gravity, must always deal with falling and hurting itself). 

 



 

 

 The changes in our life and experience of the universe, would perhaps be 

unnoticeable to us, in such a low-budget scale universe.  Our development, our 

less-than-a-second day, would be quite the same, to us!  A young universe 

would seem as unfathomable and „vast‟, as ours is.   

 

That is not the problem.  The problem is, could such a „small humanity‟, 

in such a teenaged universe, have the chemical DNA complexity, to be a 

platform for our intelligence?  The answer is possibly No.  The „time‟ involved 

may be too short. Brandon Carter points out, that our sun is halfway through its 

lifetime, and it has taken that long for life to emerge on our planet.  It seems to 

take a very long time --- a long-living universe --- in order to create life.   

 

For instance, it took 2 billion years on earth for the life form algae to 

develop into the complexity of a life-form amoeba, and the resultant amoeba 

itself, is only a one-cell complexity life-form.  A teenaged universe wouldn‟t 

allow this, so „vast‟ time seems to be necessary… 

 

  ⃰  ⃰ 

 

…All together, these new discoveries seemed to imply that some grand plan 

must be coming from somewhere, signaling into the universe (into our 

perceivable dimensions),„order patterns‟, that were being observed everywhere, 

from our heart layout to galaxy cluster layouts,  and also „constants‟, and then 

finally the „fine tuning‟ of patterns and constants. 

 

But then, how would such „signaling‟ work?  There was one more group 

of discoveries, of this special recent part of our (Second?) Great Science Era, 

now 400 years old, that seemed to wish to bring us an answer, to just that 

question.  This was the unearthing of a communication link system, cables of 

sorts, that are plugged into our big perceivable dimensions… from beyond… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

  

…But in the midst of all this, there stands a twenty first century consensus 

among the Scientific traditions priesthoods.  They agree that these 

„communication links‟ to that beyond (to the small dimensions), have to do with 

the explanation about how „Constants‟ work, and why our very immense 

perceivable dimensions of space-time, are consistent, from end to end of the 

universe, in the physics laws they present us. 

 

Exactly how would these „comm-links‟ work, between the small and the 

big dimensions?  The very suggestion of the concept of „strings‟ gives hint.  The 



 

 

communication is in the form of vibration, that is, different micro particles 

inside the atoms in our big dimensions, are created by different vibrations of the 

strings that reside in the small dimensions… 

 

  ⃰  ⃰ 

 

…Bacon‟s Boys were amazed at this --- you can tell it in reading their writings -

-- but they avoided the obvious conclusions about a Creator Force, that built the 

system in the „first three minutes‟ (the amount of time calculated for the initial 

phase of Big bang creation), a Creator incorporating a communication system, a 

communication system that can work in two directions.    

 

Scientists kept their gaze down, closer to their feet, where Bacon had 

focused it, and spoke of the vibrations and the wormholes, as having to do only 

with the universe‟s „Constants‟, or the Alan Aspect experiments (two particles 

communicating faster than light-speed) or occasionally, David Bohm‟s slightly 

mystical „Wholeness of the System‟ theories, about everything in the universe, 

really being „fields within Fields‟… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…On that vast „sea of energy‟, the big bang creation, then, utilized „some‟ 

energy, to create our big dimension universe.  Bang. It took just three minutes 

of time, to initiate everything we have today in our so „vast‟ universe of space-

time;  about the time you need to fry an egg, if you are in a hurry, or not fussy.  

(It was in this same short three minutes, that the constants that fix the strength 

of the strong, weak, and electromagnetic forces, allowed the situation for our 

whole chemical table of 92 (112) elements to form). 

   

Pow.   Within the next few billion years, trillions of stars formed 

everywhere, and produced from hydrogen atom fuel, the total list of elemental 

atoms we have (and need), to make up the complex systems, the non-living and 

the living, that we have around us on our own planet.  The stars did this, simply 

by burning.   

 

Boom.  Some stars in collapsing after they burned up their hydrogen fuel, 

collapsed so fast (from being so big, when the burning hydrogen was used up), 

that they exploded as Supernova, sending everywhere the total shopping list of 

elemental atoms for building life, that were created by the burning.  That is how 

the complexity of elemental atoms arrived on earth… 

 



 

 

  ⃰  ⃰ 

 

…It seems to be the speed of light, which wants to be the limiting factor for 

space and time, in our perceivable big dimensions.  Nothing can travel faster 

than light, in the physic laws of our universe.  But for light at light‟s speed, 

technically, there is no space-time for light, itself.  As Theodor Kaluza, pointed 

out to Einstein, light does not exactly exist within our big dimension universe. 

 

When Kaluza wrote to Einstein with his one-extra-dimension suggestion, 

a fifth dimension, the dimension was for light, which Kaluza‟s math indicates is 

beyond our  perceivable dimensions, on the border, from which it actually 

creates a „ripple‟ effect, back into our universe‟s dimensions.  This is all 

strange, and fingers Light as a clue.   

 

The „freedom‟ beyond Light‟s „wall‟ is the freedom, for instance, to 

affect things inside our space and time, like creating an effect without a cause 

(as in Alan Aspect experiment with the two particles flying apart). It is the 

freedom to stand outside the E = mc
2
 equation, where an exact amount of space-

time, must always become an exact amount of energy, and in return, an exact 

amount of energy, an exact amount of space-time.  

 

It is the freedom to go faster than the speed-limit of light.  It is the 

freedom to demonstrate that everything is really connected, not disconnected, as 

we are otherwise led to perceive things, in our space-time big dimensions… 

 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…Fred Wolf said the scriptural journalists may have misquoted God in the „Let 

there be Light‟ statement, as it should perhaps have been „Let there be energy‟.  

It is true that energy is the real basis of everything (light as well as matter, 

through E = mc
2
) in our perceivable big dimensions.   

 

But, then again, maybe „Let there be Light‟ is the correct „quote‟, for if 

our universe, our big dimensions of space-time, were inflated like a hot air 

competition balloon on a hazy weekend afternoon, 14 billion years ago, the 

energy that was used through E = mc
2
, to create its matter… already existed.   

 

What was new, was not the energy, but the inflating of our perceivable 

dimensions of space-time, and Light. For it could be Light itself that rests on the 

border, as a part of the system that somehow keeps things, most things, 

perceivable stuff  like „constants‟, „limits‟, and the universe of Maya and Mara, 



 

 

including our conscious minds, all in their proper places inside our four big 

dimensions.    

 

Since all matter cannot travel faster than light, for all matter, including us, 

there is some sort of „wall‟, beyond we cannot go, or think, or comfortable carry 

along with us, our math or our physics… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…All of the type of thinking utilized here --- quantum physics‟ need for the 

„observing mind‟, the fine tuning of our universe‟s chemical history to allow the 

development of our carbon-atom-based life forms through gravity‟s strengths 

and gravity‟s weaknesses, the „Bang‟, „Pow‟, „Boom‟, creation and inflation, for 

the door-to-door delivery to our solar system of all the elemental atoms we need 

for life, the minimum „vast‟ space time and minimum „vast‟ scale necessary for 

our life form complexity --- has a label.  The label is generally called 

„Anthropic‟, that is to say, „humanity-centered‟. 

 

It is the sort of thinking, that finds an 18 year old universe and a 14 

billion year old universe, could be the same experience for us: a hologram light 

show where size and time are immense, because that‟s just the way we, 

humanity, need it, to fit our life-form complexity.  It is a scientific philosophy, 

that is very far in mentality, from a „clock‟ universe, ticking away, with or 

without us. 

 

In the last chapter, we chronicled some scientific discoveries, starting 

with Galileo just before 1600, that kicked us, humanity, out the physical center 

of the universe.  Our ancestors of Galileo‟s time, were so humiliated by this 

unceremonious lowering of the status of humanity, that they rewarded Galileo 

for his scientific breakthrough, by putting him under house arrest, for the 

remainder of his life.  People were that incensed! 

 

  ⃰  ⃰ 

 

…Walcott, a Smithsonian Institute director, kept the evidence in the 

Smithsonian basements, never published this finding, died in 1909, and was 

thus, unlike Halton Arp, very successful in a uncontroversial career in the 

Science trad‟s, in times when Darwin‟s „gradualism‟ explanation was 

orthodoxy.  It was the 1980‟s, until someone discovered the truth about 

Walcott‟s deliberate „non-discovery‟, of a vast collection of data,  that would 

disturb Darwin‟s assumptions about how evolution works. 



 

 

 

 

5.Platform ‘Upright’ 

 

“Rubbish!  Write it down”.  It was physicist Stephen Hawking‟s response to a 

query about another physicist, who had started practicing personal daily 

meditation.  Modern scientists have finally entered on their own, a time of first 

questionings of their non-spiritual orthodoxy, that has developed since Francis 

Bacon‟s watch.  The Hawking that objects here to the practice of a scientist 

meditating, is the same person, interestingly enough, who is now a leader of the 

examination of the „anthropic‟, humanity-centered, interpretation of the 

universe‟s physics.   

 

In some ways the process, is an inversion of the attitude Descartes 

sponsored, back in Bacon‟s time, for Descartes encouraged the personal self-

application practice of meditation for a princess of Bohemia, while theorizing 

for a universe of no personal Creator.  That would be the universe as a „clock‟.   

 

Hawking, in his calculations, is starting to look at a universe, that does 

not seem to want to stand, Impersonally, „clock-like‟, without humanity, but at 

the same time, he apparently questions the individual self-applications (like 

meditation), of the implications for all that… 

 

  ⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…Nevertheless the application of the „Anthropic principle‟ to humanity and 

God, in the Science traditions of our times, remains at best an act of faith.  At 

worst, it is derided by followers of Francis Bacon‟s tradition as Adam-and-Eve 

„folklore‟.  None of the modern scientists would dare to propose overall scheme, 

but their noting of „coincidences‟ (Rees, Gribbin, G.J. Whitrow, Brandon 

Carter, et alia) is evidently „pardonable‟, in the orthodoxy of modern Science 

traditions. 

 

If we were, ourselves, to be bold enough to risk a fiat of damnation from 

these people, and try to fathom the science of „us‟ and our planet, in relation to 

the big bang creation, to star and galaxy formations, and to 14 billion years of 

time, how would it all work?  Any such proposal for a connection between us 

and the cosmos of our „vast‟ four perceivable dimensions, needs some focus on 

the Solar system and planet, that is our (current) address… 



 

 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…„Good positioning‟ for earth, also means having outer big planets, and the 

surrounding Oort Cloud, and also the Asteroid belt, whose masses, all run block 

for earth and the inner solar system, taking the hits from (most) big objects, 

arriving from outside.  Closer to home, the moon may have arrived as a body 

that collided with us, in the early days of the Solar system, giving Earth its tilt. 

That tilt in our earth‟s orbit, gives the earth its even temperature, over most of 

its surface. 

 

The proportions of continent land and water on earth, are also part of a 

delicate balance, maintaining even temperatures, while the fact that the 

continents actually ride on shifting tectonic plates, is part of a helpful process 

(earthquakes aside), that brings limestone to the surface.  The limestone takes 

excessive carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…These organisms had one, only one, cell to call their own in life, but 

prokaryotes created all the oxygen that the earth has, by themselves.  It took 

them 2 billion years.   The event is called the „oxygen revolution‟ by 

scientists, who today ask themselves, of prokaryotes:   “Why did they do that?”   

 

With the oxygen fuel, singled-celled organisms, could, as a result of this 

process, team up to become more complex, more efficient … bigger.   Single-

celled organisms did just that, and then specialized to become different cells, for 

different jobs in the process?   

 

How did the original single celled organisms know, that this process --- 

which could only show results after their efforts produced a lot of oxygen over 2 

billion years --- would work out so well, for their descendants in successful 

complex organisms?  Bacon‟s Boys ponder the question… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…Now this life business, with its „knowing‟ abilities, showed up on earth just 

after water was formed, 3.8 billion years ago.  Then, again rather suddenly, all 

animal life appeared soon after the single celled organisms began to link up. 

Greater complexity and its necessary order, was coming to life forms on earth, 

just as it had earlier to the universe‟s elemental atoms, after the earlier 



 

 

universe‟s star burning process. „Order‟ patterns were showing up, and leading, 

in this second round of complexity. 

 

Finally, the full diversity of life forms appeared on earth, again rather 

suddenly, only a half billion years ago, in what is referred to as the „Cambrian 

explosion‟, as all sorts of plants and animal forms appeared.  This boom in life-

forms may have come from lots of extra oxygen, being created at the end of 

prokaryotes oxygen formation time, or from the availability of calcium in the 

ocean (necessary for future bone and shell structure use in constructing bigger 

animals), or from the invention of sex in the plant and animal world… 

 

  ⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…Now, if you heard about „Lucy‟, and are wondering where she is, in all this 

long-in-time shaggy dog story, she comes in next.  Our own personal chosen 

life-form, has been the backboned mammal.  Mammals developed through 

different ice ages and various partial extinctions of animals and plants.   

 

Mammals eventually became the most complex of the life forms, with 

bigger bodies, more senses, longer lives than most of the others, with the 

exception of the dinosaurs, (if the dinosaurs were in fact reptiles, not mammals).  

20 million years ago, some mammals did, what some of the dinosaurs had done 

a hundred million years earlier: they become upright, front-facing, using their 

front legs to grasp things.   

 

One of these creatures developed 6 million years ago into a few different 

branches, some of which became extinct, one of which became the apes, and 

one of which became Australopithecus Africanus, about 5 million years ago.  

These were Lucy‟s ancestors.  98% of the genes of all these uprights were 

shared with apes.  For their descendents, us, today:  the same.   

 

Lucy‟s crowd came along in the middle of this, about 3.5 million years 

ago on the east coast of Africa.  She‟s one of the oldest fossils of a human-like 

upright.  There exist strolling footprints of three of her clan, preserved on a 

Tanzanian field (in new volcanic ash which rain evidently quickly hardened on 

the day they were made): one woman and two men off on a walk for the 

evening air, or to get a better look at the volcano, human-like uprights, about 

their business on earth, 3.5 million years ago.  They were three feet tall… 

 

 ⃰  ⃰ 

 



 

 

…Most of the development from the early human-looking animals to us was in 

brains and body size, as these „front-facing, ever-grasping-things uprights‟ 

eventually moved through the „homo-ergaster man‟ phase, and the Neanderthal 

and the Cro-Magnon branches in Africa, Europe, Asia, to eventually become 

our „thinking man‟ variety, 100,000 years ago.  Anyway, that is the way the 

story stands today.  It gets changed regularly, because archeologists and 

paleontologists keep digging things up… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…Scientists do admit that one cannot extricate the Quantum explanation of the 

whole universe‟s operation from „the observer‟, humanity, and vice-versa.  The 

Relativity explanation on the other hand does not need humanity, but it is the 

Relativity explanation that makes the apparent vastness of space and vastness of 

time, a bit of a sham, by showing that the scale of time and space is both 

arbitrary --- depending on how you adjust gravity/curvature --- and also 

changeable, relative, so little mankind does not, after all, appear hopelessly 

insignificant. 

 

Nevertheless, scientists would almost unanimously answer the above 

question about the „purpose‟ of our big perceivable dimensions universe: No!  

And, almost every culture of mankind, at least since humanity began painting 

forms on cave walls, in times after 40,000 BCE, have had an inclination, on the 

other hand, to answer: Yes!  The point of view on this, of the Spiritual 

traditions‟ spiritual physics is of course, self-evident… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…That part of our brain seems most closely related to our emotional reactions 

which are compulsive, selfish, paranoid, ritualistic, and prejudiced.  It also 

seems to be the activity center for marching, and things like infrequent blinking, 

and long stares. 

 

This type of activity comes from our „first brain‟ area, because that is the 

general profile for reptile social behavior.  Reptile social behavior?  In fact, it is 

called the Reptile-complex. It is the part of our brains, that is the same as their 

brains.  Muhammad‟s description of „the clot‟ in all our „hearts‟, that his 

„visitors‟ needed to remove for him in his childhood, could possibly find its 

mechanical plant here, in this rather primitive part of all of us… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 



 

 

 

…Our third brain, with its language ability cortex seems to have stabilized and 

completed its enormous growth  40,000 – 50,000 years ago.  If the 

Quantum/Relativity universe, the earth, the 20 million years of development of 

an upright body, all together constitute the „Platform‟ for our souls, this „third 

brain‟ is the final development stage of a total 14 billion years of creation time 

of that platform!   

 

Before that, circa 40,000 BCE time, humanity had already utilized tools 

for about one million years.  The bazaar thing is, that it appears, it was exactly 

one same set of „tool technology‟, unchanged for that ten thousand centuries!  

After that special moment of brain growth, about 40,000 years ago, humanity 

started changing and improving „tool implement technology‟, incessantly… 

from then to now. 

 

  The Sun had already been shining, the Earth had already been turning, 

for almost 5 billion years, when this particular mammal showed up, and began 

its own special moves.  But, it would be this Upright platform, which would be 

consigned, from the Constructor-of-Platforms, a special brain, that would, in 

relatively small-change time, inspire this critter to explore every part of the 

home rock‟s function, then someday, believe it or not, the whole of the Big 

bang universe‟s platform! 

 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

…There are no conclusions to all this, but if this is how we think, then we have 

reached the same point as with the earlier Quantum physics discovery, about 

our minds being involved in the outcome of any quantum process --- as the 

„observer‟. But we are seeing this, in this case, from the other side of the matter: 

our brains can‟t function as they do, without the Quantum physics mystery 

process.   

 

If this is true, then our brains --- through the quantum process and the 

wormhole space-tears at the small end of our big dimensions --- are using the 

„communication link‟ to and from the small curled-up dimensions, just to do our 

daily thoughts!!   

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…This miracle brain we ended up with 40,000 years ago, in spite of the reptile-

complex anchor at its base, seems unique in the kingdom of all life forms, even 



 

 

to the extent of being mixed up with the mechanism of the total dimensions, big 

and small.   

 

Each and every average-Joe nerve cell, has the potential to operate within 

Quantum physics, and as a light hologram.  Our brains seem to be sharing the 

mystical quantum physics process, the process of freedom of outcomes, freedom 

of prayer/meditation, with the small-dimension part of the universe.   

 

And in that small-dimension part of the total, the Science traditions have 

now taught us, things can travel faster than light speed, effects can happen 

beyond causes, and virtual energy Power, (which late twentieth century 

scientists calculated as greater than the energy of all the burning stars of the big 

dimension universe‟s galaxies), is available to us.  We‟re amazing… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…If our consciousness is around the brain, but not operating out of any 

particular hotel room in the brain, how does that all correlate with our souls?  

And what about our heart?  Is it just a pump, run by the automatic mechanism, 

located in the brain stem, south of most of the brain‟s activities? We have 

usually thought, that our hearts were more than that… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…Quantum physics is a mechanism, supposedly underlying the actions of 

protons and electrons in atoms, and also the actions of light photons.  But even 

if quantum physics is also the explanation of how signals get fired between our 

brain cells, quantum physics is still not in itself alive. It is just another system of 

the universe.   

 

It, itself, wouldn‟t know life, death, or worry. We do, and if „we‟ utilize 

an „upright platform‟, which has developed itself, for 4 billion years, of a 14 

billion year total development story of a Big bang creation platform, what 

exactly are „we‟? 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…Then --- since those relating the experience obviously all returned --- the 

turning back.  (There has been some debate about „karma judgment‟, as a result 

of these experiences. The near-death-experience crowd, seldom observe any 



 

 

apparatus of karma registration.  But we have to remember that as returnees, 

their experience never proceeded further, than the near corridors of the beyond.  

They never got to Zarathustra‟s  „Account Keeper‟s bridge). 

 

The „near-death experience‟ describes something that seems to be very 

much „us‟, our entire intelligence or psyche, traveling beyond the body which 

we otherwise assume is „us‟, to another destination.  If this is our soul, that is 

making the journey, it makes it though a course that has never been detectable 

by any scientific test, to date. 

 

In Russia, medical researcher Dr. Karotkov, in the late twentieth century, 

studied the energy fields, that mysteriously show themselves in a deceased 

person after death. The fields will generally decrease their measurable presence 

to zero over thirty-six hours after a normal death, but will be present for 

seventy-two hours after a violent death, and a week after a suicide, in all cases, 

finally departing.  But if the body is already dead, before any of these periods 

begin, what is it, that is there, which only then leaves? 

 

                                                               ⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…How to cells do this cooperative coherent excitations, to permit energy to be 

reabsorbed?  Where is the mechanism they use?  The „order-for-free‟  manifests 

itself here, in the Mai Wan Ho studies, in one more way.  She sees living cells 

using the quantum-trick, to cooperate with each other, in order to conserve the 

energy the Sun sends to life on earth.   

 

If Mai Wan Ho‟s observations are correct, survival through (non-local) 

communication in cooperation to help neighboring living cells, not Darwin 

competition, daily maximizes the energy that, first, arrives from the Sun into 

plants, and then moves on to us, and to other plants and creatures.  Mae Won 

Ho‟s discoveries encourage the miracle-of-life-and-progress theories of 

cooperation, in distinction from the theories Darwin and others, of competition.  

It is an amazing ongoing study, which counters most of what we have been told 

by science, concerning the universal competition of all living things… 

 

                                                          ⃰  ⃰ 

How do cells  create cooperative coherent excitations, to permit energy to be 

reabsorbed?  Where is the mechanism they use?  The „order-for-free‟  manifests 

itself here, in the Mai Wan Ho studies, in one more way.  She sees living cells 

using the quantum-trick, to cooperate with each other, in order to conserve the 

energy the Sun sends to life on earth.   



 

 

 

If Mai Wan Ho‟s observations are correct, survival through (non-local) 

communication in cooperation to help neighboring living cells, not Darwin 

competition, daily maximizes the energy that, first, arrives from the Sun into 

plants, and then moves on to us, and to other plants and creatures.  Mae Won 

Ho‟s discoveries encourage the miracle-of-life-and-progress theories of 

cooperation, in distinction from the theories Darwin and others, of competition.  

It is an amazing ongoing study, which counters most of what we have been told 

by science, concerning the universal competition of all living things… 

 

                                                               ⃰  ⃰ 

 

..The Spiritual traditions have always looked to the heart organ, as an important 

part of our soul‟s connection to our body.  The heart, not the brain, has always 

been assumed to be an important center of the home, for the soul in the physical 

body. Paul‟s letter to the Romans, in the Christian „Great Book‟, discusses the 

rest of humanity who were not of Jewish race, and who therefore were not given 

laws by Moses.  The passage notes that the law of good action in any case is 

written for all of humanity in every person‟s heart, “with their conscience 

bearing witness”.   

 

This is a preacherman from one of our Spiritual traditions, commenting 

that the situation of the soul, goes beyond every Spiritual tradition.  Paul is 

observing that every soul, delivered to these dimensions, has a simple law of 

ethics, encoded into their heart, and a conscience that is capable of giving out 

heart-bearings for the right directions, beyond the obstacle the „clot‟ to which 

Muhammad called our attention --- the Reptile-complex --- if the soul‟s will, 

will listen… 

 

                                                            ⃰  ⃰ 

   

…Ancient Egyptian spiritual physics also has a proposal for a specific location 

of connection to the spiritual world, the other dimensions: a point in the medulla 

oblongata in the brain, in some sort of coordination with the pineal gland and 

the heart.  (As we saw, Buddha was to have had a light emanating from here, 

that could sometimes be seen, when he healed.)   

 

The Ka is always, naturally, more aware of daily ego matters, the Ba 

more detached and „heaven-oriented‟.  The Egyptians distinguished the „Ba‟ 

and the „Ka‟, not only from the physical body, „Khat‟, which dies, and one other 

body, the Khu, a „star-body‟.  (The Khu, in this spiritual physics explanation, 



 

 

„sparkles‟). We will come back to this ancient thought about star connections, 

later… 

 

⃰   ⃰ 

 

 

…It is perhaps this „brain-field‟ that runs (and is run by) the senses, and thus 

experiences (the deceptions of) space and time of our perceivable big 

dimensions, but it is the „heart-field‟ that is most important to our full and total 

understanding of ourselves, as a soul, in a course of a life, in its wish to be a 

successful soul, in life, and in afterlife. 

 

The „field of the heart‟ and „field of the brain‟ may coexist, like the two 

„golden birds‟ in the Mundaka Upanishad, one field of the heart in sympathy 

and sorrow for the desires and willfulness of the other, the other field fiercely 

cynical of the Compassionate attitude of the first… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…The incompleteness for this „field of the brain‟ is permanent;  there are no 

solutions, which it can achieve by itself.  For that reason, this field takes the 

appearance of being the test, the trial of life.  Part of this incompleteness is, of 

course, ignorance about our marvelous Creation Platform, small dimensions 

and large.  

 

Our brain-field‟s yearning, when it works alone, is not just through the 

incomplete lower end of the spinal column, but the yearning is also through the 

brain-field‟s lack of direct connection to the part of us, that is probably truly the 

door, to and from the wholeness of creation --- the heart.   

 

It is a door, which the most of us, actually travel through only twice in a 

lifetime, but it is also a door to which our will, in its prayers of 

communing/meditation, can turn to, daily, to source the good power guidance 

beyond, in the practice of seeking resonance with Our Spirit, utilizing this field 

called Atman, Qi, Holy Spirit… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…And among those mundane days, we can be sure to trigger the Resistance‟s 

challenges to that commitment.  For it will always be the case, that it is not the 



 

 

pre-planned moments of special spiritual experiences of souls, but rather in the 

defiant hours of life‟s long march --- facing the difficulties that the Resistance 

brings to us --- in which we have the opportunity demonstrate, in our daily 

decisions, sincerity to our commitment to turn away from the field of the brain, 

toward the field of the heart… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…If our souls are of the stuff of the dimensions beyond, and we come here to 

reside in fields connected to our Upright life form platform on this set-up --- the 

Big bang universe, and the front-facing, ever-grasping-things human body --- 

then why are we not more aware of all this?  If our minds are in the middle of 

the Quantum science of the universe, how come that does not make our 

conscious more knowledgeable of the true scheme of things? 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…The EEG‟s of some subjects in one cage, would subsequently indicate an 

exact parallel brain response, whenever a flickering light was shown to another 

subject in another cage.  How did the two brains non-locally communicate, 

especially with both individual‟s sealed in Faraday cages, which seal against all 

the communication signal forces we know of, at least all signals possible here in 

our big perceivable dimensions?  

 

These experiments do not answer the question about why our minds do 

not know more about our „connection‟ to the universe.  In fact, they only 

intensify the bother, for they prove more certainly, that our minds have 

functions beyond our four time-and-space perceivable dimensions, which clever 

scientists can coax out of them with their experiments, and yet we are not 

vouchsafed any „big picture‟ by any of this… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…Theorist Henri Bergson, at Saltmarsh‟s time, suggested that in fact, part of 

the actual job of our brain, is to prevent that „travel, to „restrict our view‟ to the 

present moment of time.  This phenomenon became termed as the „Bergsonian 

filter‟. 

 

Sri Aurobindo of Saltmarsh‟s time, called this phenomenon, the „mental 

screen‟, that prevents minds from perceiving beyond matter and time, beyond 



 

 

the particle world of our big dimensions.  Physicist Amit Goswami brings us the 

observations of brain physiologist Libet and surgeon Feinstein, in San 

Francisco, who documented a built-in time-lag in our brains, when brains 

process sense input.  They suggest that this is the place in our brain, where our 

awareness of true reality, that is, of our quantum physics participation, is 

processed … and then blocked!   

 

Physiological experimenter James Spottiswoode has shown that 

physiological changes occur in human skin, seconds before a test stimulus is 

given.  The skin is in on what is happening, two seconds into its future, but the 

brain is evidently not privy to this prescience… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…From Saltmarsh, to the other recent bazaar discoveries, the observations of 

the last hundred years of the Great Scientific Era are interesting, for they present 

the human brain as capable of being beyond time and space, as some rare brains 

can actually be tested to be.   

 

Meanwhile, the same observations surmise that the normal brain is 

deliberately constructed to block that sort of awareness, and leave the soul of a 

new born baby knowing (remembering) nothing about the scheme of things, a 

complete dummy, bound to these immense perceivable dimensions, its Upright 

platform, to survive, learn, and hopefully successfully complete its course as a 

successful soul, in its time. 

 

6.Platform ‘Cosmos’ 

 

“There was neither Ought nor Nought, nor air, nor sky… in watery gulf 

propound.  That One a void in chaos wrapeth, by inward fervour grew… A 

self-supporting mass, below, and energy above…”.
 

             

This is Hinduism‟s Rig Veda verse 129‟s description of the Big bang, 

beginning the universe, the transition from a no-Ought no-Nought rather 

indefinable moment, to the energy and mass mix, we call home.   

 

The themes here --- a „watery‟ stage, a division into an „above‟ and a 

„below‟, and the subjects of matter and of energy --- are items we see 

everywhere in the Cosmos creation explanations, that come down to us from 

our Spiritual traditions, explanations that are from pre-parchment time, the oral 



 

 

tradition era, from the years before the civilization startup (this time around) of  

3000 BCE… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…Buddhism says, in a totally anthropic assumption, that the perceivable 

universe is only here, because of its „observers‟, us,  with our deeds in love or in 

hate, and their resultant karma.  The Buddhist insistence that the whole 

perceivable dimension universe, only relates to us, brings to mind the insistence 

of many modern theorists starting in Edgar Cayce‟s time, that physical events, 

like for instance a „sunspot‟, solar flare on the Sun‟s surface, are a result of 

collective human emotion.  It is a reconfirmation of the Hindu suggestion that 

the Galaxy is related to the „body‟ of a Wayshower (Vishnu). 

 

In the great Buddhist saga „Monkey‟, Monkey represents the know-it-all 

human spirit (as a monkey), who tells Buddha that he has the ability to reach the 

ends of the universe.  He does this, leaving his mark on one of the five pillars he 

„discovers‟ there, and returns triumphant to Buddha.   

 

Buddha then elucidates Monkey that those pillars were only his fingers, 

and that Monkey in his (galactic) travels had only really gone as far as Buddha‟s 

arm length.  (Buddha also complains about Monkey taking a piss on the „ends 

of the universe‟, his fingers, while he was there)… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…The Qi teaching seems to suggest to us, that our collective feelings and 

actions of love in our civilization, may in fact, make the Qi (Atman, Subtle 

Spirit, Spirit, as this important link between us and Our Spirit is variously 

called), stronger and more effective for many souls, beyond our own.   And 

then, this suggestion is also saying that our collective hate, may make it weaker 

and less effective for all of us.  

 

Confucianism puts it, that it is our duty to keep the world‟s Qi pure and 

strong („un-turbid‟ is the term used in Confucianism).  Confucianism advises 

that we must be active, to keep the Qi of humanity pulsing for the good, not the 

evil.  Our continual efforts to create „un-turbid Qi‟, can help all of us, in our 

mutual civilization, see souls successful in life to afterlife… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 



 

 

…Daoism offers more cosmic physics than Confucianism, explaining that yin, 

yang, and Qi forces are in fact cooked in a „three legged cauldron‟ which is a 

cube within a sphere, which touches the sphere at eight points, which calls to 

mind, the „Hindu-Platonic shape‟ theories about geometric shapes that touch our 

planet, and change some things with humanity, when the shapes morph their 

shape on our globe.  (The „Hu Tu‟, „Lu Shu‟, „Yijing‟, texts pick up their 

starting points in the resultant „diagrams of forces‟ described by this cauldron-

in-sphere image).   

 

The universe in Daoism is itself „the Dao‟, the Way which begets the one, 

then the two, three, then the myriad of creatures.  Like in Buddhism and 

Hinduism, the spiritual physics here sees The Way, System, God as being the 

Universe itself, which seems a consistent way of understanding the created 

cosmos, in the traditions East of the Taxila hot rock debate… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…The mixing of yin, yang, and Qi, in the Daoist explanation „cooking 

cauldron‟, evidently steps down, the voltage of the heavenly Qi, for our world, 

our dimensions (a discussion of the unlimited nature of energy beyond, as in the 

quantum science tradition). The Daoists see our role here, just as active in it 

duties, as do the Confucianists, and in both explanations, it is our duty to bring 

up our levels of (un-turbid) Qi voltage, in our perceivable dimensions. 

 

Our perceivable dimensions part of the total dimensions, are sometimes 

called in Daoism, „Later heaven‟ as opposed to the unperceivable near-

dimensional „Early heaven‟, and Daoism points out that the real action (selfless 

„wuwei‟ „non-action‟ action toward higher consciousness) can only occur here 

in „Later heaven‟.  We can only progress here… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…The demands of the spiritual practices that came from this, indicate the 

Resistance would have been well-pleased with the results of this 

uncompassionate twist, in a Spiritual tradition, in Maya and Aztec blood ritual. 

(The Wayshowers Quetzalcoatl and Viracocha just did not take, in Central 

America.) 

 

The Maya conceived of the central Mount Meru configuration as a „tree‟ 

(with its roots in the other dimension realms); the Aztecs saw it as a „Central 



 

 

Core‟; the Inca as a „Central Staff‟.  In North America, the Sioux also 

conceptualized a Central Core, the Navaho described various other realms, and 

Iroquois had a disk-shaped concept of the dimensions, again similar to the 

Central Core Mount Meru of Buddhism, or Bhu Mandela of Hinduism, around 

which the dimensions turn… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…Christian cosmology would incorporate Zarathustra‟s explanations as 

„gnostic physics‟.  Spiritual physics in all the Spiritual traditions, that would 

begin with Zarathustra and Enoch, actually became political.  Followers would 

split, in recognition of the heritage of the spiritual physics.   

 

Christians, for instance, would differ between those utilizing the gnostic 

Zoroastrianism-based explanation, and those utilizing the Genesis explanation, 

but the Jewish Great Book‟s Genesis itself, has both the Sumerian description 

(Genesis 2:4 onward) with strictly a human-person God giving instruction, and 

also the Egyptian and Eastern description (Gen 1:1 to Gen 2:3) with God and all 

activity more like Force enabling forces.   

 

Genesis 1:12 can be translated „the spirit of God „vibrated‟ upon the waters, 

which conceptualizes God as the Creator of fields, as string theory would in our 

times, put the concept… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…That „Tikkun‟ repair of the shattering, is then the job of humanity.  Kabbalists 

in the 1100‟s – 1500‟s CE sometimes tried shamanism to the effect some 

shortcuts, (which shamanism always dangerously promises). The alchemy that 

coupled itself with that, like the alchemy of the Daoists (also looking for 

shortcuts to the heavens, and to immortality) actually ended up the alchemy 

exploration grandfather of our own „Great Science Era‟ science exploration, 

that would arrive in the 1600‟s. 

 

The „Books of Enoch‟ show a spiritual physics of realms and active 

angels, which is only shadowed or hinted at, in the texts that became orthodox 

Judaism, in spite of the fact that Judaism‟s future Messiah, is sometimes 

explained in Judaism to be Enoch himself.  The story of the fallen angels 

coming after the daughters of men and the problem of „Watchers‟ (other fallen 

angels), are both detailed in the Book of Enoch and Book of Secrets of Enoch. 



 

 

   

Enoch learns that the archangel Raphael has bound fallen angels for 70 

generations below the Great Rift Valley by the Dead Sea, after an event that 

happened with Noah.  Enoch is asked by the fallen angels to petition God, 

Himself, Whom archangel Uriel actually takes Enoch to visit, as a part of 

Enoch‟s extra-dimension vision of a heavens and hells sightseeing excursion.  

Humble, naïve, Enoch, agrees to help these guys, but then finds out that these 

fallen angels‟ „sentencing‟, is the third-strike type… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…Enoch, in the continuation of his journey, further sees „Conductors of stars‟, 

and observed God calling stars „by name‟.  The stars seem to have some sort of 

individual personalities in the scheme of things, and Enoch is shown a „Prison 

of stars‟ at a location called the „end of heaven and earth‟, for stars who 

transgressed.  Enoch‟s description of the material of some heavens uses terms of 

„vibrating flame‟ and „ceilings of agitated stars‟, a crystal type of overall 

construction, like in Buddhism and Hinduism Mount Meru‟s „Oceans of 

reflecting colors of diamonds‟.   

 

Enoch‟s realms of the dimensions beyond our perceivable dimensions, in 

incorporating the proposal that stars are souls, again reinforces the Hindu 

thought, that our  Galaxy is our‟s, it composes the physical elements, like stars, 

that account for what Enoch saw in „our‟ other spiritual dimensions of heavens 

and hells, over the dimension „wall‟.   

 

Kabbalah spiritual physics adds to the thought that the Galaxy is our‟s, 

with the insistence that first man (Adam), was the size of the Galaxy in spirit, 

before beginning his (mistake-prone) adventure here. 

 

Enoch, in his tour also saw archangel Metatron (Melchizedek), that earth-

grid researchers like William Buehler look to, as collecting higher 

consciousness energies from humanity, until a certain point can be reached, 

where earth‟s grids (grids like the Hindu-Platonic shapes) will activate, to bring 

to humanity the potentials of higher dimension access… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…The Christian writing „Pistis Sophia‟ relates Wayshower Jesus‟ participation 

in, what Mary Magdalene in this text, calls, „an effort harkened from heaven 

called power‟, and „an effort harkened from earth called peace‟, to try to bring 



 

 

an eventual victory for God and mankind, in our dimensions, the dimensions 

Sophia „bubbled out‟, in her own personal inquisitiveness about the „Light at the 

top of the heaven‟.  It is the same as Daoism‟s call for us, to eventually make 

better this „Later Heaven‟. 

 

In gnostic spiritual physics, the near dimensions themselves, seem to be 

aeons, spirit entities. You could say that Sophia was tricked into giving certain 

ne‟er-do-well spirits, from the near unperceivable dimensions, some power over 

us in our dimensions.  In any case, those near dimensions seem to be living 

themselves.   

 

Gnostic spiritual physics names the near unperceivable problematical 

dimensions, which are actually living entities, as „aeons‟. This takes us back to 

Hinduism‟s advice, that Brahman as Creator somehow became the dimensions 

that Brahman created, and Buddha‟s indication that all the dimensions, the good 

and the problematical (heavens and hells) beyond, the perceivable here,  are an 

extension of the Great Buddha, for whom Gautama Buddha was a Messenger… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…The Quran also has its descriptions that parallel the ideas of modern science.  

Sura 21 explains that heavens and earth were exploded into existence, from one 

mass.  Islam has God‟s angels of Light, which have the abilities of 

communication, and also Jinns (fallen angels) that are made of fire.  Islamic 

Sufism brought an explanation of universe as ten dimensions („Wujud‟), which 

like the Kabbalah described  „Sephiroth‟, take their form, from manifestations of 

the Creator of Dimensions.   

 

Like in Buddhist and Hindu spiritual physics, in this Islamic spiritual 

physics, once again God is the universe.  The Quran many times uses the term 

„ceilings‟ („Asmaa‟) which is often translated „heavens‟ (dimensions) and there 

are generally seven of these, as well as seven „earths‟.  Hadiths of Muhammad 

refer to „seas‟ being between each of these ceilings and earths, and that the 

„distance‟ between „ceiling‟ and „earth‟ is measured not spatially, but rather in 

time, 70 to 500 years of time distance between each… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…The Quran also has its descriptions that parallel the ideas of modern science.  

Sura 21 explains that heavens and earth were exploded into existence, from one 

mass.  Islam has God‟s angels of Light, which have the abilities of 



 

 

communication, and also Jinns (fallen angels) that are made of fire.  Islamic 

Sufism brought an explanation of universe as ten dimensions („Wujud‟), which 

like the Kabbalah described  „Sephiroth‟, take their form, from manifestations of 

the Creator of Dimensions… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…Like in Buddhist and Hindu spiritual physics, in this Islamic spiritual physics, 

once again God is the universe.  The Quran many times uses the term „ceilings‟ 

(„Asmaa‟) which is often translated „heavens‟ (dimensions) and there are 

generally seven of these, as well as seven „earths‟.  Hadiths of Muhammad refer 

to „seas‟ being between each of these ceilings and earths, and that the „distance‟ 

between „ceiling‟ and „earth‟ is measured not spatially, but rather in time, 70 to 

500 years of time distance between each… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…The various descriptions from „spiritual physics‟, also give us glimpses of the 

Wayshowers occasionally interfering with things in the other dimensions, like 

Vishnu stopping the churning caper, and Bodhisattva Ksitigarbha active in 

various near dimensions hells, and Jesus going to address matters in the other 

dimensions, immediately after his Crucifixion out-of-body Weekend time (in 

the Acts of Pilate, Gospel of Bartholomew, Pistis Sophia).  We also are told by 

the various spiritual physics, of entities, that serve Our Spirit, within the 

problematical near dimensions, like the Four kings (four forces) of Mount Meru 

in Buddhism, who defend events, in our dimensions, and offer assistance.   

 

We are given pictures, by these different spiritual physics, of ourselves, 

going and coming here in these dimensions, some reaching „safe heavens‟ for a 

time, some making it all the way to Our Spirit‟s far dimensions location, beyond 

the near dimensions. We observe in these many descriptions, some souls 

botching their bardo ride through a life of seriously bad karma, to end up in 

uncomfortable destinations. We also note stories of souls, volunteering to go 

into lifetimes in the perceivable dimensions, to earn credit, or to help-others… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…The clue with this last group of souls that want to return to help (the Saints, 

the Bodhisattvas, the Zaddiks), signing on again (and again), is an encouraging 



 

 

parallel story, seen in many of the spiritual physics explanations.  It is 

encouraging because it presents us with the picture, that there are souls working 

now, and in every age of civilization, to assist us to  eventually, through our 

conduct, to make things right, to „renovate‟, our perceivable dimensions for 

Compassionate Care, Prayer, and Resonance with Our Spirit.  Daoism 

highlights this committed process, by simply giving to our perceivable 

dimensions here, the telling name „Later Heaven‟.   

 

The consistently appearing, but variously described, Structure of the 

successive Lily-pad/ Jewel-seas, or the Tree, or the Central Core, or the 

Sephiroth, or the Asmaa, or the Early and Later Heavens, implies there is only 

one complex (somehow revolving, somehow alive) Structure.  The indication 

from these spiritual physics explanations, seems to be that we will not be 

abandoning our present basement-level perceivable dimensions, or the near 

dimensions, where we abide in our intermediate discarnate times.   

 

Instead, the Spiritual traditions seem to all emphasize that We are 

responsible for bringing about big changes in our perceivable universe, that is, 

the perceivable dimensions on which we kick dirt, right now: our Galaxy… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…When modern scientists got into molecular structures, they did not find any 

dominance of such forms, but when twentieth century science became able to 

take better measurements of immense objects that our planets represent, the 

subject of these „Hindu-Platonic shapes‟ came up.  Earth, Mars, Venus, and 

Jupiter, were observed to have power points (volcanic activity, mountains 

formed by surface crust action, permanent storms) that show a Platonic shape 

„tetrahedron‟(three-side base pyramid) is inscribed within the sphere of these 

planets‟ shape (upside down)… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…There may be some consensus from various sources, including astro-physics 

examination of our planet and the other planets in our Solar system  But what 

would changes in these shapes, like going from a Dodecahedron to a 

Icosahedron Hindu-Platonic shape mean for us? Would that be an apocalypse, 

like the breaking up of the Pan Gaia continent 220 million years ago?    

 



 

 

Not really.  Most, who search for the science of this energy burst, and 

resultant changes in a Hindu-Platonic shape grid-change inside the earth, 

believe that this all has to do with higher consciousness opportunities for 

humanity.   

 

Many who examine this proposed phenomenon, examine this proposed 

shift to a new energy level, from the Sun, (or from the Galactic Center through 

the Sun), and the changes in Schumann resonance on earth, in connection with 

electromagnetic registered levels, and say that the resulting energy/vibration 

frequencies, will affect us all. 

 

 

The theory proposed in the early 2000‟s CE, is that the energy input to 

the earth from the Galaxy/our Sun, could somehow free the souls of that coming 

time, to move beyond mindsets of tribalism, „holy text‟ literalism, Spiritual 

trad‟s competition, and general garden-variety organized hatreds… in order to 

free us, to move toward the frequencies of our Creator, Our Spirit.   

 

The changes to our planet, would then bring about the changes that the 

1100‟s Christian Cistercian monk visionary Joachim de Fiore, saw (in the third 

millennium, in our 2000‟s times) for a world beyond orthodox doctrines, or the 

100‟s BCE group of Confucians who followed the Gongyang Commentary‟s 

hope for a future principled civilization.  Zarathustra spoke of a time, when 

leaders of „Good Mind and Truth‟ would lead all peoples successfully across the 

„Account Keepers Bridge‟, (which is normally a karma pass checkpoint).  Jesus 

said, in John 12, „I‟ll take everybody.‟ 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…In other words, that area of our planet is like the left and right temporal lobes 

of our brain, that seem to play a role in spiritual experiences.  Buehler feels the 

Atlanteans did what they did, utilizing the existing earth grid force lines, which  

they had come to understand.   Buehler believes that they did this for the future, 

for us, as they thought much would happen for the fate of future civilization, in 

that particular spread (Dakota‟s to Middle East) of earth‟s geography.   

 

Atlanteans are to have done this, when they saw that their phase of 

civilization, was in fact headed toward a man-made apocalypse.  Buehler thinks 

the Templars and their Scot relative Henry Sinclair of the Rosslyn chapel 

Sinclair‟s by Edinburgh, „rebooted‟ this grid, both in Europe, and in their visits, 

to North America (before Columbus‟s time).  They did this, in anticipation that 



 

 

civilization after the Renaissance ending of the Middle Ages, was in fact headed 

with its new Science trad‟s, toward the situation that the Atlanteans eventually 

experienced (and misused, to their very great eventual loss.)  

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…Our Milky Way home galaxy has 100 billion stars. Some people have tried to 

count the number of souls with experience on earth.  With reincarnation, that of 

course, is a daunting task, but in any case, their number is about 80 billion 

souls.  If our Galaxy has 100 billion stars, then we can expect that our task here, 

as described in our Wayshowers‟ Three Pleas to us, will have to look to a scope 

of 100 billion souls. The number would indicate that we have some mutual 

work to do here. Most stars (most souls?) are born in the Orion constellation 

(constellation of our Early Great Message Era Wayshower Osiris) of our 

Galaxy.   

 

No one knows why, but if this is the truth of spiritual physics that the 

Science trad‟s will finally figure out, then our jobs as followers of our 

respective Wayshowers in our respective Spiritual traditions, is to make a 

physical civilization in our perceivable dimensions into which all souls will 

eventually incarnate at some time in the future of our mutual civilization and the 

history of our Spiritual traditions. Obviously we will need more space than we 

have on our current rock… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…The Egyptians at Heliopolis oversaw a focus on Orion that eventually created 

the Great Pyramid and two flanking pyramids at Giza, built in a crooked row, to 

image Orion‟s belt in the sky.  And of course „Orion‟ is actually the European 

word for the constellation named after the Wayshower „Osiris‟. The Pharaoh‟s 

death ceremony was to help the Pharaoh navigate his way (back home), to the 

land of Osiris (constellation Orion). 

 

The Pyramid Texts of Heliopolis (2200 BCE) speak of the „en-souling 

stars‟ who are „not sweeping‟. (That would be the polestar, fixed by its position 

for millennia, „on top‟ of globe, which never moves, never sweeps, until it is 

replaced by another star, a replacement that come through the movement of our 

Solar system in our Galaxy).  The Pyramid Texts say to the non-sweeping stars, 

“I have learned to hide myself amidst you”.  The texts see the top chakra of the 



 

 

human body, as vibrating in a way, which can take a successful soul… to the 

stars.   

 

Enoch in his journey through the near dimensions, saw stars acting as 

conductors for his way, God calling stars by „name‟, and even a „prison‟ of stars 

who „transgressed‟.   

 

How could individual stars be connected to individual souls?  This 

obviously has nothing to do with the zodiac stars and astrology‟s false shaman 

leadings, toward beliefs in determinism and control of our individual fates, 

through the arrival and departure each year of the zodiac patterns… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…Winter thinks our coherent emotion can reach, in this manner, all the way to 

the stars.  He also notes angles between Pleiades, Sirius, and Orion can be seen 

to be of distances that follow the ratios of his favorite phi-ratio, the Compassion 

ratio, that embeds within itself, that is never creates interference with itself.   

 

Science in the twentieth century, indeed,  has told us that the elements --- 

that our „Creation Order Sponsor‟, somehow helixed into our life-supporting 

DNA molecules --- are here, because they were blasted from out there, in 

collapsing Supernova‟s, but that was quite a few summers ago.   

 

Does each of us, always have an immediate twin-energy entity in a star, 

an energy entity which becomes relevant between life tries?  If so, would a star 

be relevant to our souls in karma tasking, relevant our „Ba‟s‟ (Egyptian spiritual 

physics), or are they just a part of the mechanism of life and rebirth, like in the 

Egyptian concept for the construction of a Ka, for each lifetime?  

 

We remember that the Egyptian spiritual physics had a „Khu‟ body for 

everyone, in addition to the physical „Khat‟, and the etheric „Ba‟ and „Ka‟ 

bodies on this side and that side of the dimension „wall‟.  (And we remember 

that those Pharaoh fellows said, only they had star connections going for them. 

They seem to have neglected to admit that the rest of us common working souls, 

do as well.) 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 



 

 

…Nevertheless, the Spiritual traditions physics explanations, from our various 

Spiritual trad‟s have done no more poorly in  matters of conclusive final 

answers, than have our Science traditions.  The examples of no-final-answer 

from our Science trad‟s, would include the Alan Aspect impossible non-local 

and beyond-light-speed photon signaling experiments, the Jean Magueijo we-

have-the-wrong-light-speed discoveries, the Halton Arp false-redshift-caused-

mis-drawn Galaxy maps conclusions, Mario Livio and Arkad Hamed leaky-

Galaxy gravity theories, fake Darwinian gradualism, Mae Won Hoe‟s coherent-

light disproving all second law of thermodynamics heat-death results, the big 

clap possibly outshining the big bang for first billing, and push gravity / pull 

gravity incoherence.   

 

In our demand for overall coordinated and final exact scientific 

conclusions, there would seem, to date, to be a even draw between the failures 

of our Spiritual trad‟s physics cosmos theories, and the failures of our Science 

trad‟s physics cosmos theories. 

 

7.Word Wave 

 
We are the only mammal that cannot breath and drink water, at the same time.  

Our problem, here?  Well, when we are a few years old, our larynx, which is the 

sound mechanism of all the mammal family … moves downward.  Its new 

lower position ends the baby talk, woos, and grunts, that our other mammal 

friends can also manage, and begins our ability to formulate speech. 

 

This movement of our sound mechanism, denies us forever the 

drinking/breathing trick of the rest of the mammal kingdom.  But it brings us 

something else.  It gives us abilities with „language‟, complex communication, 

to go with the exceptional brains we ended up with 40,000 years ago.  The 

result is very special:  we, among all life forms, involve ourselves with high 

levels of information. 

 

Information represents something special, set apart from all else in the 

universe.  Information is utilized by everything in the big and in the small 

dimension universe, whether in a gravity process, giving or receiving its force, 

or in a living cell membrane giving and receiving frequency waves. But 

information is only fully appreciated, by us, with our brains and our „dropped 

larynx‟ complex communication abilities… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 



 

 

…Our „wordiness‟, seems to give us the ability to adapt information, and 

change it around.  Strangely, this may be the good side of our perceivable 

dimensions‟ Mara/Maya problematical tendencies, toward deception for our 

senses. This is because it makes available to humanity--- in our better guided 

intension moments --- the power that comes through our innate brain-field 

insistence to analyze everything, and to go on from analysis, to organize, and 

then from organization, forward, to invention  and creation.   

 

The phenomenon of the drive to gather and use information, started the 

moment we obtained the large third section of our brain. We then turned to look 

at the stone tool designs, which archeology indicates we had been using, 

unmodified, for one million years, threw them away, and began continual 

changes, in a modification-of-tools mania, from which we have not turned our 

attention, from that day 40,000 years ago… to the present… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…This is a description of power in the cosmos, which easily evokes reverence 

from us. Most intriguing, is the verse‟s linking of the „Word‟ to „wisdom‟, and 

then to God („it was What God was‟).  „The Word‟, in the John verse, connotes 

information and guided intelligence wisdom (guidance, as we have seen it here 

from the Wayshowers), while it speaks of the Word, additionally, as the very 

operative, the very Mechanism, for Big bang creation (from the beginning, it 

says).   

 

The verses furthermore point out the Word‟s role, as well, in life form 

creation (In it was life, and this life was the Light of humanity).  Then, in the last 

part of the John quote, in spite of all the omnipotence of the presentation, the 

message turns, and acknowledges a „darkness‟;  but this is  a darkness that will 

evidently never overcome the Creator-championed „Light of humanity‟… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…In the „Women Sura‟ of the Quran, the Word is thought of as the sponsor of 

Wayshower Advents.  In speaking of Jesus the Quran Sura says, “and his Word, 

He bestowed on Mary”.  In the „Acts of John‟, we have this passage: “Know me 

then as the praise of the Word, the transfixing of the Word, the blood of the 

Word, the wound of the Word.  And thus I distinguished the man from Myself”.   

 

In those „Acts of John‟ verses, we have a statement, that can describe all 

Wayshowers, as visiting personifications of information vital to humanity and 



 

 

the fields of our hearts, wisdom straight from Our Spirit.  In such important 

transmissions for us, the role of removed heart-clots, circumvented birth 

conceptualizations in Wayshower life stories, would be understandable 

operational mechanics, a part of an effort to seek protection (protection from 

reptile-complex interference in our standard brain), with Wayshower lives and 

Teachings. 

 

In these statements from the Spiritual traditions, the „Word‟ concept 

spans great distances in meaning, from the ordering of physics, to the genesis of 

Wayshower Advent guidance‟s.  In the „Gospel of John‟ verse, the Zoroastrian  

spiritual physics „light holograph phrasing‟, is utilized for Our Spirit‟s plan to 

bring humanity‟s souls of Light, to confront the darkness.  The whole 

inclination of this verse, is of course, the rest of the story for „us‟, for „Our 

Spirit‟, and for the „Other‟:  “The Light was shining in the darkness, and the 

darkness did not master it.”   

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…Einstein‟s marvel was, that the most incomprehensible thing about the 

universe, was that it was comprehensible at all.  Comprehensible to what?  The 

answer can only direct our attention back to the anthropic theory:  

comprehensible to us, the „universe‟s quantum physics observers‟, the „Upright 

life form platform for information‟, the „children of Word‟.  The passage from 

the „Gospel of John‟ describes information as sourced from Our Spirit, which 

brought „enlightened life‟ to us, while it, itself, also caused the actual physics of 

the universe. 

 

The Spiritual traditions, in fact, all deal with „the Word‟ as a special 

concept, and deal with it in awe and mystery, just like the passage from the 

Gospel of John.  In the  Jewish „Great Book‟, Isaiah 6 points out that in any 

speaking you do, you speak for God, because it is from his power that everyone 

speaks.  The Hindu Upanishads use the sound „Aum‟ as the „unspoken Word‟, a 

sound that can be heard, that is the sound of the power of creation of the 

cosmos… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

  

 

…Evil doesn‟t seem to like the Word.  It seems the Word is not only the tool 

Mechanism of good Creation, but that it has a special relation to us.  We --- the 

mammals with the funny larynx --- can bring a power toward goodness, when 

we stand with Creation‟s Word. Our platforms are not only front-facing and 



 

 

ever-grasping, but also have a chatter facility, from which much good can 

come, and much power for that good can be invoked from the real quantum 

power (which we saw, in looking at Science trad‟s), exists beyond our 

perceivable dimensions, from the grace of Our Spirit.  

 

The gnostic „Paraphrase of Shem‟ says that successful souls, will strip off 

the „burden of darkness‟, and will „put on the Word of Light‟, that they will “not 

be kept in an insignificant place” and that “what they possess from the power of 

the mind, they will give to the Faith..”.  The statement cheers us on for success 

with our souls… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…Chemical researcher Dr. Masaru Emoto devoted his studies to a discovery 

that spoken words can cause chemical changes in water.  In his experiments, 

people pray over water, curse over water.  Emoto noted the molecular changes.  

Prayers seem to bring about more benzene rings of hexagonal figures.  Pointing 

out that all life is from water, and all life is also largely composed of water, Dr. 

Emoto brings language communication into connection with water in various 

ways, sometimes voice, sometimes writing on the outside of water containers, 

as these communications (both the caring ones and the mean ones), modify the 

water.   

 

Hexagonal water molecules (crystals) themselves, also are known in 

science, to handle communications between DNA and RNA which is the 

messenger builder and repairer of DNA, giving an indication of how words can 

cause living tissue to „hear‟.  Experiments of researcher Larry Dossey have 

measured the effects of prayer, on making bacteria „hear‟… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…If we are to wish ourselves luck in „renovating our perceivable dimensions‟, 

we perhaps commit to an element of faith from the Quantum Science tradition, 

and start to believe that our own little, seemingly insignificant, waves, in prayer, 

faith, communing with Our Spirit, in goals toward a better globe, can make a 

difference in our large mutual civilization.  We should take a mustard seed of 

faith, in the connection of our minds and the cosmos, as per the truths quantum 

science has revealed, that could set us free to succeed…in communing.  

 

Daoism‟s Zhuangzi book discusses the Subtle Spirit, as a „breath‟ that 

wants to flow, but is sometimes impeded by humanity.  The Confucians put it, 

that we somehow make the Qi „turbid‟, that is, we human souls fail to keep the 



 

 

Qi field clear.  We leave the Qi muddy.  And that field is our only 

communication link to „Sky‟, as Chinese spiritual physics calls Our Spirit.   

 

We are the assistant, sometimes, the implementer, and then sometimes 

the source of interference, but that link exists. It is hard to believe that we have 

such a link to Our Spirit, and such a role with the Word Mechanism‟s ordering-

principal of Creation, but the Quantum Science tradition, has taught us that 

when our mind moves, the myriad of things move, and transformations occur.  

 

Thus, there has been a theory for a long time, that the power of the 

„Word‟ extension Mechanism of our Creator, comes into the perceivable 

dimensions though the language of humanity.  Are we just self aggrandizing our 

role in the Cosmos?  Probably not.  Little has been done to study languages and 

letters, in relation to the constructs of physics and cosmology, since Brahman 

„said Aum‟, or Sophia „called‟.  Bacon‟s Boys have has not taken much time, to 

date, for consideration of the matter… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…Scientist Rupert Sheldrake is interested in the ordering of physics.  Sheldrake 

observes that none of the Scientific traditions explain to us in physics, how 

things gets created, ordered, born. The Quantum and Relativity Science trad‟s 

both find all results and all effects, from energy.  In the relativity explanation, 

the relationship of energy and its conversion to matter, proceeds rather 

deterministically with gravity as king.  In the quantum explanation, with its 

apparent access to the dimensions beyond, the relationships precede almost 

Bohemian free.   

 

But with either explanation, how does a chemical compound or a living 

creature get built?  Scientists can electrocute test tubes full of hydrogen, 

methane, ammonia, water vapor to produce life building blocks (amino acids), 

but this brings us nowhere closer to explaining, where ordered creation comes 

from.  DNA is the „plan of life‟, but DNA is, again, just a plan, only a blueprint. 

 

We saw here in the  „Platform Bang‟  chapter, with science pioneer Sir 

Martin Rees, that the science discoveries of the late twentieth century uncovered 

and explained to us „spontaneous order patterns‟, „Constants‟, and „limits‟, 

running every aspect of the physics of our dimensions, but then again, What 

plans that?   

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 



 

 

 

…How does anything from an amoeba to an oak tree gets formula‟d and 

constructed?  Scientists seem to want to avoid asking the question.  Our Science 

trad‟s, after the four past centuries, are to some extent like a pre-industrial-age 

tinkerer, who ecstatically discovered a running power lawn-mower, idling by 

his swimming pool, and then spent 400 years, meticulously bringing us 

discoveries about the forces within and around it, without ever finding out 

where it comes from, what it does, and why.   

 

Sheldrake asks just that question. Where does the ordering, where do the 

instructions, come from?  In deference to the modern Science trad‟s creed, 

Sheldrake stops short of divining that answer, but he does put forward the 

logical demand that something must exist, a field, perhaps --- since fields are 

acceptable to modern physics orthodoxy --- to carry instructions for the creation 

of anything.  Sheldrake seeks evidence for fields, which create form… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…Winter also wants everyone to look at the coherence (phi ratio relation) 

phenomenon of waves, which he feels can produce Compassion, throughout 

humanity and the biomass of earth. In this area, he feels that our concentration 

makes waves phi-ratio „shareable‟ „Compassionate‟  --- because phi-ratio waves 

can „touch‟ each other --- with everything.  Alternately, Winter sees non-phi-

ratio, „non-sharable‟(non-phi-length waves that bounce off each other), creating 

the bee-hive mind  and tribalism in human groupings.   

 

Winter maintains that DNA is actually the mechanism of soul (Ba‟s 

across the dimension wall, Ka‟s here with us, and all) residing on our platform.  

The DNA molecule , then, may be allowing us the possibility for a faster-than-

light recursive wave implosion, through wormhole connections, to arrive at the 

other dimensions beyond our perceivable dimensions, if we send those waves… 

with Compassion.  This is not a system for time travel, but rather for our 

sending of these Compassionate shaped waves (.618 phi wavelength) outward, 

to obtain the resonance, that we looked at in the Three Pleas from Our Spirit‟s 

Wayshowers… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…An elderly lady, whose name history has not recorded, showed up at the end 

of a cosmology lecture of one famous physicist of the mid 1900‟s, to sit at the 



 

 

back of the hall, listening to the latest nuances of the Big bang theory.    Rising 

at the end of the lecture, she announced that anyone knows that the universe 

rides on a turtle, that rests on another turtle (from one alternative Eastern 

creation-description).  

 

The famous cosmological physicist, who had given the speech, politely 

joined in the conversation, to ask in cooperation, “but what then, is under the 

second turtle”?  They lady snapped, “Don‟t be funny young man, it‟s turtles all 

the way down”… and left the hall.   

 

Turtles all the way down, it may be, if „turtles‟ are „vibrations‟, the same 

system that we so well know between our own unique larynx and our ears, the 

very one we use, ourselves, for communication to form new ideas, make new 

tools.  It is vibrations, the „Music of the spheres‟, that are common to the whole 

of the galactic big perceivable dimensions, and also the quantum small 

dimensions… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

  

 

…We don‟t have to go along with a course toward „death silence‟ individually, 

or together, as the citizen souls of the universe.  That is what the Wayshowers 

have tried to get us to understand.  We can utilize information to coordinate and 

create, and use our quantum physics microtubules of the brain, to reach into the 

core physics of the universe. Within the Word‟s Mechanism, is the power of 

information, to bring an alternate outcome.  If we vibrate in Compassion 

(though Resonance with Our Spirit), we can take all the molecules, atoms, 

electron, and subatomic‟s with us… to victory, and create the „Later Heaven‟ to 

which all our Spiritual traditions looked. 

 

This would all be an audacious conclusion, were not for the fact that the 

Science trad‟s, in the twentieth century, discovered our brain‟s connection to the 

universe‟s very central operations of quantum physics at the sub-atomic level.  

Theoretically, quantum physics says that the universe would shut down, if at 

least one living human mind, were not transmitting!  

 

Sheldrake, Winter, and their questions, are not much followed by the 

Bacon Boys hierarchy of our times.  Those investigators of the Science 

traditions, had the temerity to ask about the things that lead away from the 

Creator-less assumptions, which have successfully maintained an impersonal, 

ever-cooling-to-death image of our universe.   

 



 

 

That old mean tenet from our modern Science trad‟s, obscures 

humanity‟s role in creative hope.  It obscures humanity‟s relation to Our Spirit, 

a relation which can demonstrate our power, to eventually renovate all 

dimensions, the here and also the near dimensions, as we have learned about all 

these dimensions, from the later (twentieth century) physics of our Science 

trad‟s… and then also learned from the earlier spiritual physics of our Spiritual 

trad‟s, long ago… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…Our proposal that the perceivable/ unperceivable system of the dimensions 

„Structure‟, keeps our thinking locked into our „perceivable‟ four big 

dimensions, is depicted in Hinduism‟s Svetashvatara Upanishad.  This 

Upanishad gives a picture of Maya (the Other Spirit) as the supreme magician, 

holding all perceiving creatures under a spell, creating the „objective world‟ 

with its „appearance‟ of separateness.  This Upanishad teaching also describes 

the „Lord of Love‟, crossing into the perceivable dimensions to the heart of 

every creature, as follows: 

 

“Hidden behind the gunu‟s (the principles,or laws of physics) of law, 

energy, and inertia, He is One.  He is it who rules over time, space 

and causality”. 

 

“The separate Self, not yet aware of the Lord, goes after Pleasure, 

(field of the brain) only to become bound more and more.  When it 

sees the Lord (through the field of the heart), there comes an end to 

its bondage”. 

 

“Conscious spirit and unconscious matter both have existed since the 

dawn of time, with Maya attempting to connect them, 

misrepresenting joy as outside us”. 

   

        Svetashvatara Upanishad  I-3-9 

 

It is a interesting comment, from thousands of years ago, for its utilization 

of science terms, common to our modern physics.  The Dao writings (300‟s 

BCE) of the „Zhuangzi‟, summed up this same message in their own way.  

Interestingly, the „Zhuangzi‟ predicts that in future times, scientists would going 

about trying to find a „theory of everything‟, while they foolishly focused only 

on the big perceivable dimensions, ignoring the multi-dimension reality, which 

includes the larger truths about the creation of our  universe. 



 

 

   

   

“The wisdom of the small man… 

wishes to aid in guiding to 

the knowledge of the Dao,  

 

and of all things in the incorporeity of 

the Grand Unity.   

 

In this he goes astray in regard  

to the understanding of space 

and time.   

 

The chains of embodied matter (the big dimensions of  matter), keep 

him from Knowledge of the Grand Beginning”. 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…We can wonder what Francis Bacon would have to say about the symmetry 

between the Svetashvatara Upanishad, the Dao writings, and the explanations of 

David Bohm, one of his science boys, but there is something more important 

going on here.  The Upanishad and Dao advisories, speak of both an available 

Power that cares for us, and then also another power, that brings 

„misrepresentation‟ and „chains‟.   

 

The Bohm statement, on the other hand, like that of all of Bacon‟s Boys 

for the 400 years of the scientific era, brings us no mention of this point of view. 

Post-quantum Science tradition  awakenings of scientists, do not include any 

concern about an „Other Spirit‟, or our reptile-complex at the base of our brain, 

in resonance with any „Maya‟ type Other Spirit, or concern about solutions to 

those problems… in the „field of the heart‟.  

 

The implications of the oversight are more weighty, than one cheerful 

symmetry taking place between Wayshower Spiritual trad physics, and a recent 

instance of our „Scientific Era‟ Science trad observations.  Biological weapons, 

nuclear bombs, armament excellence in general, and future genetic 

constructions used militarily, all can be the modern science legacy of that 

oversight about the Other Spirit. 

 

It is the problem with the Atlantean mistake with Science trad‟s, all over 

again, that is possibly, in our benign misunderstanding, facing us now… again.?  

 



 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…By the same mechanism of the Word, it is in our lot to become confused, 

make mistakes with all that power.  We, like Our Spirit, have the authority of 

knowledge to lead us to complete understanding of all dimensions --- these four, 

and the dimensions beyond.  In that image, we are denied nothing. We have the 

unlimited power of unlimited information, and that can be a concern.  

 

Maybe speculations here about the dimensions beyond and our life form 

within, and the ordering overall, are correct.  Maybe they are in error.  Maybe 

some „practical modernist spiritual scientists‟ will take up the suggestion here, 

and take our Science trad‟s, forward in their understanding of „spiritual 

physics‟, offered to us for 5000 years by our Spiritual trad‟s.  

  

The point should be, that it is not necessary for our future science efforts 

in the study of humanity and the universe --- efforts that have generally in the 

past been of the field of the brain alone --- to ignore and maintain hostility to the 

messages of the Wayshowers, in their passionate Three Pleas with us, toward 

the fields of our hearts… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…As with time, Light maintains its mystery with us.  If Theodor Kaluza‟s 

formula showed that light with its Hollywood-production holograph ways and 

unflappable speed, intrudes into our dimensions, even though it actually resides 

on the fifth dimension‟s own side of the „border‟, then we just have to accept 

that light‟s operations on us, will never be totally understandable.   

 

The Rydberg atom‟s long ranging electron can cross back and forth over 

that border, and change its character, a solid „physical body‟ at one time, then a 

ghostly „etheric body‟, at another.   

 

We don‟t do that!  The thought, itself, brings aversion to our „Bergsonian 

filter‟ brains.  That curious time-lag, in processing sense-input in our brains, 

which Libet and Feinstein have examined, may be arranging everything for us, 

to keep our world properly „solid‟ (three dimensions), and properly „timely‟ 

(fourth dimension)… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 



 

 

 

…Therefore, there seems to be something of importance about this „Edge area‟, 

for it is here that quantum „uncertainty‟ sources itself, accounting in its math 

and description of the universe for „virtual particles‟, that charmed-ly appear 

from empty space, (thought to convert part of the ever present background 

energy into matter, through E = mc
2
), then charmed-ly disappear into space 

again (thought to reconvert from matter back to energy). 

 

This „Edge‟ of the border, where we see the amazing activities of light 

and of Quantum „uncertainty‟ physics at work, seems a location of magic and 

mystery.   

 

This „Edge‟ may also be the home of hope.  If there is a solution to the 

standing question of freedom of choice and outcomes, as opposed to 

determinism, it should lie here.  For at this „Edge‟, where the smaller, un-

inflated dimensions begin, unquestionably determinism is not master.  Nothing 

could be more fundamentally free, than „quantum uncertainty‟, and it is here at 

this „edge‟ that the place of connection and influence, of Our Spirit‟s care, and 

our prayers, could enshrine their connection, through the Qi, Atman, Spirit, 

Buddha nature, Subtle Spirit, Spenta Mainyu, as that blessed extension from 

Our Spirit is named… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…But in defense of Gravity, it also seems that while it is gravity, in its strength, 

that is the foundation of determinism at large body levels, nevertheless, 

simultaneously, it is gravity, in its weakness at micro levels, that permits the 

freedom of quantum calculated uncertainty.  

 

Gravity serves The Plan, the Structure, (Hinduism, Buddhism, Daoism‟s, 

Confucianism‟s concept for us, of System), by presenting to us the pull toward 

separateness of the cosmos in our lives, against which we must show our 

Compassion (waves), to pull the other way… toward Unity, for which our 

Wayshowers gave us passionate demonstrations in their teaching advents, and 

for which they gave us their Three Pleas.   

 

Light and Gravity, together sometimes look like „Runners‟ for the Word, 

in Our Spirit‟s long term plan in hope, for our big-bang-created platform… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 



 

 

 

…We --- the universe‟s trusty observers --- are an integral element of the 

Quantum physics explanation of the quantum „jumping‟ into one state or 

another.  This is because our observation seems to transform the uncertainty 

principle state of things for an atom, when we observe it (and therefore 

transform all bigger things, made up from the atom).   

 

Our observation, the Quantum Science trad assures us, brings an event in 

quantum physics, from the „possibly-this‟, „possibly-that‟, temporary status, in 

the quantum physics universe… into the actual state.   The energy necessary 

to move, to the actual state for an atom‟s components is „virtual energy‟ coming 

from nowhere (across the „border‟).  That‟s a fact that the Quantum Science 

tradition, has established for us, that has put us, humanity, (back) into the center 

of things, so to speak.   

 

The ability of our brains in our prayer, meditation, communing, to 

broadcast beyond the observable dimensions, and also the power of Our Spirit‟s 

concern, about „the fate and actions of man‟ --- in which Einstein was unsure to 

believe --- now have some basis of discussion in the modern physics Science 

traditions… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…If speculation for faith, in the Quantum side of the border „Edge‟, angers 

some scientists, it should not, for the candidate area for this „spiritual physics‟ is 

in the small bailiwicks of space nanometers, where we have no equipment yet, 

to increase science‟s power of observation.  Even a hard-core Baconian, will 

concede that the whole history of experimental science, has been an effort to 

detect larger objects and smaller objects.  It was not until the last fifty years, for 

instance that we could count the galaxies, or detect electrons, protons, neutrons. 

 

Self-questioning from the last centuries‟ discoveries, should be a natural 

result, and should beg new focus of our Science trad‟s.  After all, we have 

already see that „the Noted ones‟, Descartes, Newton, Einstein, Hawking, have 

given hints to us, that self-questioning has always been on their minds anyway, 

in their personal discussions, with their own „fields of the heart‟.  Physicist John 

Wheeler --- always prowling for truth, on the non-orthodoxy perimeter of their 

science pack --- has allowed himself to be quoted, “There is some magic in the 

universe”… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 



 

 

 

 

…If we experience that our own connection to Our Spirit in prayer, the reaching 

of „our own word‟, through to „the Word‟, is arduous and imperfect, we must 

remember that it is the only Mechanism available to us.  The soul, in its stay 

here, is truly locked into our space and time, ostensibly alone, to strive for a 

successful course.  “Verily we have created man to toil and struggle”, the City 

Sura of the Quran, reminds us.
 

 

All the spiritual interpretations have assured us, that the help of Our Spirit 

is nevertheless accessible in our words, to our God, however we picture God, 

through the greater Word Mechanism, when we sincerely seek the „field of the 

heart‟. 

 

The Quran‟s Sura 50 describes the closeness of Our Spirit:  “For We 

are nearer to him than his jugular vein”. 

 

The Vedas locate God as being: “ten fingers breadth back from the 

heart”. 

 

 Jewish scripture Psalm 119, says,  “Thou are near. 

 

Luckily, it seems that the Word Mechanism that was there „In the 

beginning‟, is trustworthily always there, throughout all the dawns of the 

journey in these dimensions, providing ever-reliable loving assistance, for the 

best mustered mettle of our prayed hopes, out of here… and the well-augured 

trust of Graced guidance, back into here. 

 

 

8.Within 

 

 

There is a story, in Hindu‟s Kena Upanishad, of the Universal Self, as the 

Oneness-of-all-souls(the Atman field extension of Our Spirit), Who approaches 

the powerful lineup of the traditional Indian manifestations of Brahman, who in 

this story, do not know him.    

 

Universal Self (Atman) approaches Agni, god (archangel) of fire, 

and asks what can you do, and Agni answers: “I can burn all on 

earth”.  Universal Self says, “Fine, burn this” and puts one little 

straw before Agni.  Agni cannot burn the straw. 

 



 

 

Universal Self has the same encounter with Vayu, archangel of air, 

but as lord of winds Vayu fails to blow away the little straw. 

Agni and Vayu go running off to the other „manifestations‟, asking: 

Who the heck is this guy?   

 

Then the „gods‟, together in realization say: Aha!, this is the real 

Source (Brahman extension to us as Universal Self) in the Universe 

from which comes all power and glory.
 

 

     Kena Upanishad III 1-12 

 

The story brings recollection of Buddha‟s universe-as-a-bubble, and Jesus 

„hurling-mountains‟ attitude in Matthew 21, toward our perceivable world.  It is 

interesting, for it describes Power beyond the universe and the universe‟s laws 

of physics, that is not only is above such laws, but in this story makes fun of 

them… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

  

 

…The book of Job, in the Jewish „Great Book‟, describes cheering going on, 

when the foundations of „the world‟ were laid.  Why the cheering? We know, 

that evil is given its day here in our perceivable dimensions, as we observed 

Iblis‟ announcement to Allah in the Quran story of Creation times, that he 

would „make wrong fair-seeming to them‟. And we saw the Mother Goddess in 

Egyptian story, sending Evil-in-the-world Set off to be free, after he was bound.  

And we heard the gnostic Creation chronicle with Sophia, tricked and wronged, 

by Yaldabaoth and the archons. What exactly was there to cheer about?  And 

who, in the Job story, was cheering? 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…„You may expect to be dead for about 52 years‟, a para-science study has 

concluded.  It is talking about „death breaks‟, which it is suggests may be short.  

A recent opinion, based on talking to reincarnate prospects, suggests that the 

time now shortens.  (In any case, it may seem like two hours in their 

unperceivable dimensions location, where the Science trad‟s tell us there can be 

no time).   

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 



 

 

…Christians assumed reincarnation was the fact of the System, until the 

Council of Chalcedon in 465 CE, when it was voted that reincarnation did not 

exist (by a majority three votes).  That Chalcedon Council set the furious 

precedence, that Christians would decide whether matters of science fact, were 

acceptable to their whims or not, a precedence that would proceed through the 

Giordano Bruno‟s burning in 1600, on to a special creation science dogma, 

conjured up in the 1800‟s, from someone‟s interpretation of the Jewish „Great 

Book‟ Genesis chapter (an interpretation on which most Jewish thinkers, 

themselves, look on in amazement). 

 

Jewish Kabbalist cosmologist Isaac Luria (d.1572 ) said the „Tikkun‟ call 

of God to us, to put back together the „broken vessels‟ (the imperfect 

perceivable and near dimensions) called for so much work, that one lifetime 

was never enough for the effort.  His term „Gilgul‟ was oriented toward 

allowing time-in-lifetimes, to accomplish significant „repair‟ (good works) on 

our perceivable dimensions.  Moses de Leon (d.1305) identified the Zaddiks 

(very successful souls that have no more karma requirements, like the Buddhist 

Bodhisattva‟s, who return, to help others)… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

  

 

…Looking at things from that perspective, it becomes clear how important it is, 

for every soul, to move all souls in all our dimensions, toward the collective 

Three Pleas of the Wayshowers, to seek the good practice deeds of care, prayer, 

and Compassionate submission for resonance.  Those Pleas were given us, for 

our own success in afterlives, and for Our Spirit‟s greater plan, toward 

renovation of our perceivable dimensions, through just civilization.  There could 

be 80 billion souls waiting on the other side, for a just civilization in a just 

Galaxy. There is no permanent rest and victory for anyone, until the job is done.  

No one is finished… until everyone is finished… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…Do some souls strike a Faustian deal with the Other Spirit, midcourse, that 

will eventually cost them dearly?  If a soul is planned to connect to a fetus that 

dies or is aborted, what is involved in reselection for that particular soul, of a 

new birth situation?  What negative karma do we build up, in our neglect, to be 

active to create an environment of understanding and helpfulness for the souls 

of our neighbors, during a lifetime, with all the time a lifetime offers. And what 



 

 

are the real multiplier-effect results of our neglect in that effort --- the hatreds of 

tribal differences, the unfairness, and inequality of our societies?   

 

If repeated life and death and life again, is only one item on a checklist of 

trials, with which a soul must deal in a lifetime in these dimensions, do we over-

emphasize the significance of life and death. Our Wayshower guidance‟s seem 

to emphasize the importance of decisions and habits with which we abide in the 

life courses, not the living and the dieing itself.  In fact, most Wayshower 

messages make rather light, of the life and death experience. They are more 

concerned with our decisions, action, Compassion within the experience… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…Do some souls strike a Faustian deal with the Other Spirit, midcourse, that 

will eventually cost them dearly?  If a soul is planned to connect to a fetus that 

dies or is aborted, what is involved in reselection for that particular soul, of a 

new birth situation?  What negative karma do we build up, in our neglect, to be 

active to create an environment of understanding and helpfulness for the souls 

of our neighbors, during a lifetime, with all the time a lifetime offers. And what 

are the real multiplier-effect results of our neglect in that effort --- the hatreds of 

tribal differences, the unfairness, and inequality of our societies?   

 

If repeated life and death and life again, is only one item on a checklist of 

trials, with which a soul must deal in a lifetime in these dimensions, do we over-

emphasize the significance of life and death. Our Wayshower guidance‟s seem 

to emphasize the importance of decisions and habits with which we abide in the 

life courses, not the living and the dieing itself.  In fact, most Wayshower 

messages make rather light, of the life and death experience. They are more 

concerned with our decisions, action, Compassion within the experience… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…Little memorization exercises in some words from the Great Book(s) of our 

choice, for our powerful 40,000 year old third brains, can assist us in our daily 

thoughts, in our brains and hearts, vibrating those words of guidance from our 

Wayshowers, into the quantum physics of the universe of our future.  Regular 

nearness to the verses of the Great Book of our choice, from the Dao or 

Analects, the Upanishads or Dhammapada, to the Gospels, Jewish scripture and 

Quran, could help with that apparent responsibility toward all souls.   

 



 

 

The next small step, beyond becoming close to the „Great Book‟ verses of 

our choice, of the Spiritual tradition of our choice, is for an easy-to-perform 

action, of communing daily with Our Spirit. Simply give a try, to turn in faith, to 

the communication link that the Mechanism of the Word has built for us, the 

„Qi‟, „Spirit‟, „Subtle Spirit‟, „Atman‟, „Buddha nature‟, „Spenta Mainyu‟ 

communication link, and use it --- use it in practicality, use it in passion, just use 

it --- to pray /meditate for good outcomes for all the hurt and illness and 

misfortune, we see come to the souls of our environment… and to ourselves, of 

course, in our own moments of darkness… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…Moses asks Green to teach him something of higher learning.  Moses and the 

attendant follow Green, and are surprised to see him sink a boat, and then kill a 

youth.  Moses is shocked.  Green explains.  The boat was about to be seized 

from its owners by an unworthy king to use for ill purpose.  The youth was on 

his way to kill his parents. 

 

This strange tale is the Quran‟s contribution, to describing a phenomenon 

that pervades any life course in these dimensions, an important phenomenon 

that is usually overlooked.  It is called duality, „Two-ness‟. 

 

Greek scientific philosopher Heraclitus, in analyzing the appearance of 

static situations, decided that all „static situations‟ were actually a deception.  

Reality, Heraclitus observed, is really a „fire‟, an ebb and flow that permits all 

change from an interplay of opposites.  The opposites, the ebb and flow, 

become pairs of a unity… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…Duality, „Two-ness‟ is not good and evil.  Duality is the apparent „thisness 

and thatness‟, the Two-ness of reality.  In the Heraclitus and the book of 

Changes descriptions, it is the ebb and flow, which we observe in nature.  In 

human experience in the story of Green, it is the ebb and flow of value 

situations, the very thing that makes it hazardously difficult to figure out what is 

good, and what is evil, at the „Junction of two seas‟. 

 

Duality is the shifting sand beneath your feet when you are trying to take 

the right step.  It is the tendency of things to change into their opposites, of good 

and evil to be hidden, behind a veil of Mara and Maya circumstances, which 

appear to make them as relative as time and space, or even similar to each other, 



 

 

when in fact nothing could be further from the truth, where good end evil are 

concerned.  Duality presents deception to the successful soul, trying to make its 

way. 

 

Duality in human experience, as the confusion of situations and values, is 

a tool of the Resistance, the Other Spirit.   Green took a possession and 

destroyed it, to prevent it from being taken for evil; he murdered to prevent a 

murder.  The „Tree of knowledge‟ is the creation of Our Spirit through the 

Word, for our use, our benefit in creating new „tools‟.  Yet the „Tree of 

knowledge‟ is at the same time, the purported cause of the departure from the 

better comm-link grace of Eden, and the perennial cause of evil when we decide 

in free will to focus, solely, on the Tree of knowledge (field of the brain), and 

ignore the „Tree of life‟ (field of the heart).   

 

The Spiritual traditions have been the vehicles for carrying the messages 

of the Wayshowers to our civilization.  The Spiritual traditions, have also in 

moments, allowed themselves to become weapons of the Other Spirit, to destroy 

remembrance of submitting for Resonance, communing-prayer, acts of care, and 

to encourage conflict among themselves, and with each other, over ritual and 

authority… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…That is not the problem.  The problem is that these readings of inclinations of 

our mind, even when in part accurate, are not the correct source of guidance. By 

definition, such guidance is not asked for in safe communing with Our Spirit. It 

is by nature unshielded, and open to influence by the Other Spirit‟s agendas. 

 

At best, such advice is an un-purposeful reading of the direction, in which 

a current mind-set of the field-of-the-brain has a soul pointed.  A seer can often 

see the near or far term destiny of our mental inclinations, or our current 

decisions, and tell that destiny to us.  But we might have changed those 

subconscious inclinations, with conscious decisions, and changed that destiny 

under proper guidance of field-of-the-heart communing with Our Spirit, or at 

least we could if we are not influenced away, from proper guidance… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

   

 

…At worst, such advice is an invitation for „influence‟ diametrically opposed to 

a soul‟s own best interests.  Obtaining a benefit, a win, for the soul‟s will, can 



 

 

sometimes result in a loss, an „against-will‟ situation (loss of job, bankruptcy, 

divorce, injury, even death) for another soul, particularly where anything 

materialistic is willed for.  That is why the Wayshowers brought us teachings on 

the prayer meditation of communing, whenever we will for things, outcomes, 

destinies, to also ask „Thy will be done‟.   

 

Efforts to insure „willed outcome‟, taken to hand by the „field of the 

brain‟, without heed to the „field of the heart‟, is dangerous enough for any soul, 

but the amplification of error, that can occur through the guidance of a seer, can 

be disastrous for the soul that wills, and many other souls.   

 

Communing of willed desires through Our Spirit may bring more limited 

amounts of willed outcome, than we request, but the system benevolently 

protects against consequences unseen, that could be otherwise set in motion, for 

our soul and its neighbors… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

Doctor:        “They who command you.  Look even beyond that. Deep           

   inside to your very center”. 

 

Demon: “I don‟t understand this.  I see… Light!!”. 

 

Doctor:  “Yes, Light.  Is it a surprise to you that there is Light within     

   your inner being?” 

 

Demon: “Yes”. 

 

Doctor: “What did he tell you about Light”. 

 

Demon:   “Death..” 

 

Doctor:    “He lied.  There is no death.  In the Light itself is your life.   

    You would not exist if not for the Light within you”. 

 

 Dr. Baldwin finally convinces the demon, and then his commander, and 

then many with them, to go to the Light. 

 

Not everyone can accept that such things happen.  But if most would 

prefer from fear, to remain far from such a scene, it is odd that so many allow 

themselves to enter situations with seers, palmists, fortune tellers, for any 



 

 

attraction of the fields of departed trapped souls, can bring misinterpretations, 

mistakes, and the sort of „influences‟ that we see in this Dr Baldwin story.  

Buddhism has posted warning notice for the last 2500 years, about hungry 

ghosts posing as helpful spirits, in such channeling experiences… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…Luck is the soul‟s will‟s win.  Luck is victory.  It is sometimes the natural 

subject of every soul‟s will‟s concentration and prayers --- we have noted the 

Spiritual traditions and the Wayshowers have no objection to this. But those 

souls who worship luck, generally have the worst luck, in the long run, for they 

have never taken into calculation the cost to all, of an uncontrolled will of the 

brain-field, smashing through its demands in every way, regardless of „against 

will‟ results for other souls.   

 

The teaching of Jesus, that „Thy will be done”, and of Muhammad, that 

„as Allah wills‟, be put on the end of every prayer of our requests, is the caution 

to all souls in praying, that the „willed outcome‟ sought, should never be 

malevolent to the fate of other souls.  All results of changes sought can be good, 

if sought in goodness… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…The Spiritual trad‟s have never discouraged requests of the will, through the 

prayer and meditation.  Prayer in the name of a Wayshower, or a Bodhisattva, 

or prayer in the name of Our Spirit, as one‟s Spiritual tradition names Our 

Spirit, is a natural thing.  It is understandable for some to pray to the somewhat 

less conceivable entity of Our Spirit, through the slightly more understandable 

teachers, the Wayshowers, who understood the trials of living in our perceivable 

„fat dimensions‟ of space and time.  Nevertheless, Jesus and Muhammad asked 

for the focus of prayer, to be on God, not on the Wayshower Prophets. 

 

The Christian Spiritual tradition has always been direct, in encouraging 

prayer for all manner of desires of the will. Paul‟s letter, Philippians 4 from 

Christianity‟s „Great Book‟, says: “Do not be anxious about anything, but in 

everything by prayer petition, with thanksgiving, present your requests to God”. 

Jesus, in the Gospel of Luke told a story, of a widow who pleaded to a judge for 

her rights, day and night, until the judge decided she would wear him out, if he 

did not give her rights.  Jesus asked his listeners to decide that if the judge so 

gave in, “don‟t you think that God will surely give justice to his people who 



 

 

plead with him day and night”.  The Quran (Family of Imran Sura) praises Our 

Spirit‟s gracious answering of prayer, “… the Granter of bounties without 

limit”.
7 

 

The Spiritual trad guidance‟s have always assured us, that communing 

(prayer/meditation) will work: that if a soul will make a simple commitment to 

capture some moments from the 720 minutes each day guarantees to us, and 

renews for us, in our perceivable dimension‟s „time‟, in order to practice this 

easy task, all the inspiration and guidance promised can flow and results will be 

good… if sought in goodness… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…Our brains seem to be situated through quantum physics, at the very door, to 

the immense Power from the small dimensions energy reserve, and integrally 

connected to Our Spirit‟s precious Word Mechanism, that can ultimately 

influence all the matter and all the forces, in our big dimensions.  

  

Now that‟s special!  In the light of that, it chills to think how 

irresponsible we are with our sought-after priorities of will, through a lifetime 

of those daily quantum-physics-empowered thought opportunities.  It is like the 

whole big dimension perceivable Universe, and our Creator, have long been 

counting on us… for so much. 

 

The Wayshowers traditions all cheer the „wins‟ of our wills, that we can 

gain, through communing in prayer and meditation.  The System very much 

seems to have been set up, such that the Wayshowers collective hope, for a 

higher-consciousness humanity, will only some day come through our 

communing our way through good courses, to arrive at our mutual victories.  

And we, way back at the beginning, evidently somehow knew, we would get 

there some day.  That‟s what the cheering, in the Job story, was all about. 

 

 

9.Other Refrain 

 
Mentioning „Lucy‟, to those who read occasionally in science magazines, 

usually brings to mind the debate about the African „Lucy‟, as they call that 

fossil.  It has to do with speculation about our far, far, past.  There is again a 

„Lucy‟ story that could choose to involve itself, in speculation about our far, far, 

future. 



 

 

 

The whole second half of the twentieth century witnessed a constant 

discussion about visitations, to our civilization by Extra Terrestrials.  Over a 

thousand stars have been found so far, that probably wobble due to planet 

accompaniment (we never see the non-luminous planets themselves), so there 

certainly should be life platforms out there.  

 

Our television transmissions of the 1950‟s now reach some of those very 

star systems, with wobbling stars implying the presence of planets, so intelligent 

life there could be presently evaluating the sophistication and capability of our  

civilization here in our solar system, through watching the first few dozen Lucy 

and Desi sitcom TV shows (with Fred and Ethel)… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…„Discarnate spirits‟ (ghosts, etc) have been experienced for a long time, and 

over our past century, have been photographed. Dr Eric Pearl, a Los Angeles 

chiropractor, became a well known hands-on-healer of many patients with 

various ailments, after one Discarnate came to him with the request to bring 

about just that sort of thing.  Was that spirit from the problematical near 

dimensions, both able to get through to „our space‟, and also push through a 

plan of its own, to work off some of its problem karma, through this sort of 

thing?   

 

Was what Dr Pearl experienced, actually the activity of a thousand 

discarnate‟s, rather than one?  Do these things happen?  How?  Could it be, that 

the surge of „Extra Terrestrial‟ experience, is really an increase in „Extra-

Dimensional‟s‟ coming here, because the „border‟ of the near dimensions and 

our perceivable dimensions, the „wall‟, is weakening. 

 

If it is discarnate‟s posing as Extra-Terrestrials, why would that be? 

Chemical researcher Thomas Little, in experimenting with the manufactured 

DMT drug (it is also found in our glands and brain), feels he activated what 

seems to be an access to near dimensions.  It resulted in his receiving constant 

information from the volunteers in the DMT tests, about Discarnate‟s showing 

up.   

 

Since it was not his original plan to study anything of the sort, he ignored 

the volunteers‟ stories, concentrating on understanding the feeling and images 

people experienced, until he ended up so overwhelmed by „discarnate data‟, that 



 

 

he was forced to start taking down the information, and examining the role of 

DMT, as a chemical, and as it is found naturally in our brains, in all of that… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…Jesus, for twelve years after the Crucifixion Weekend, teaches no more, and 

even in his cross-dimension appearances, seemed to stay clear of the Judea 

zone.  But in the many texts of Christianity, his disciples do miracles, and their 

new Spiritual trad makes a big splash in every corner of the Roman part of 

world civilization, because of those miracles.  While they do their decade or so 

of miracle teaching, Jesus appears to them, but appears in strange etheric body 

forms --- like a child for instance --- gives his instructions to them, and finally at 

the end of the 12 years, tells them it is time for their various martyrdoms.  The 

process allows a miracle network for over a decade, at which time all leave by 

martyrdom, and Jesus, by Christian and the Quran accounts, ascends.   

 

The various disciple miracle chronicles, include texts of events from old 

Greek tales, as was reporting style of the time, when ancient tales were 

sometimes mixed into the current historical accounting.  Was this more of our 

ancestors over-enthusiastic ways?  Maybe, but the whole of ancient world 

reporting, right up to these earth 1 CE times, assumed that souls and entities 

from the near dimensions, popped up, in our perceivable dimensions  In other 

words, they assumed that the „wall‟ between our perceivable dimensions, and 

the near dimensions, was weak, and possible to cross through… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…Jesus‟ Advent seemed to be at a time, when the weak wall was being 

strengthened, after which our perception, with its Bergsonian filter, could no 

longer see it, as easily as our ancient world ancestors evidently could.  In 

looking at the ancient takes, we see Zeus supposedly (he would be what we 

would call a head archangel), sends a false dream to Agamemnon as leader of 

the Greeks in Homer‟s tale of the Sparta-Troy war. In gnostic spiritual physics, 

we observe descriptions of the Other Spirit‟s archons manipulating living souls.   

 

Looking at stories of that sort,  we could conclude Jesus‟ action, in 

sealing a weak wall, was to protect us, to protect our freewill choice, so that we 

could be unbothered, to go on to successes in bettering our perceivable world 

universe, through good practice in civilization.  Jesus‟ Advent seems to have 



 

 

been just of some changeover time, between the old weak wall situation, and the 

strong wall, we experience today.   

 

Six hundred years after Jesus , Muhammad explained to followers, that 

miracles were no longer the order of our perceivable dimensions, and that those, 

to whom he came, should be thankful that they had a Messenger (Wayshower) 

sent.  (Muhammad received some questions about miracles)… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…Theorist Ronald Holt brings us to look at the fact that, the earth‟s Schumann 

resonance has been increasing over the last century‟s measurements, while the 

earth‟s magnetic field is decreasing.  He feels that the „holographic memory‟ of 

our minds, may weaken, and the reality it forces us to perceive, will then have 

to open up… to an expanded reality beyond our perceivable dimensions.  (This 

is another way of describing our „Bergsonian filter‟, and a situation that begins 

to reduce that filter‟s control of our perception.) 

 

Holt sees the ego (Yang, male systems), as the link to the present system. 

This is also the understanding that Buddha and Hinduism have held.  Holt feels 

that when the opening up occurs, as a result of the changes in the two earth 

fields, that the present „holographic memory‟, will no longer dominate our 

conscious processes.  Other systems will… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…There may be civilizations, beyond our Galaxy, out there waiting for the 

Lucy & Desi show.  (Hopefully when they do sit down, make their equivalent of 

popcorn, and see the series, they will decide it best, not to bother us… allowing 

us to complete our own important next phase inside our own Galaxy).  When 

comparing the experience of the ancients with „visitors‟, with the recent 

twentieth century experiences with „visitors‟, it seems the visitors always appear 

to us in a flavor-of-the-century guise.   

 

The painful, medical experiment experience some twentieth century 

victims of the E.T. process, have told of,  may in fact point to a future crossover 

plans of many Discarnate‟s from the near dimensions (in counts of hundreds of 

thousands, hundreds of millions?).  But then, this could only happen if we go 

back to the situation we had when Mycenaean‟s and Trojans,  Indians of the 

Mahabharata, saw spirits fighting beside them, and where Jesus‟ disciples could 



 

 

so easily use extra-dimension powers, because the dimension walls seem to be 

unsealed.  Is there currently a process toward „wall weakening‟, that will  take 

us back to that sort of situation? 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…Muhammad made a circle with his thumb and index finger, to illustrate that 

the breach in the wall was at first very small.  When asked if the hole would 

become a threat, Muhammad replies, it would, if evil increases.  (Hadith: 

Bukhari 55-565)  It seemed to be up to us, up to our path toward (or then again 

away from), higher consciousness, if the „wall‟ weakens. 

 

The last fifty-year increase in E.T. (E.D.) experiences in our civilization, 

along side the „influence‟ situation of channeling elected by some of us, and 

also the Dr. Baldwin experience with the „little one legion‟ of the last chapter, 

may altogether indicate the problems, a weak wall can present us from the Other 

Spirit.    

 

That worry will probably stand beside a more hopeful longer term 

process, which hopes that the weak wall could assist those who succeed in 

finding the Compassionate higher consciousness, which the Wayshowers sought 

in their Three Pleas of prayer, care, and resonance to us, work to rapture all 

good souls over the Account Keepers Bridge, as Wayshower Zarathustra 

envisioned it long ago, and return them to „renovate‟ our „Later Heaven‟, as 

Daoism terms it for us.   

 

A „weak wall‟ could also enhance the power of prayer/meditation.  A 

„weak wall‟ could be good… could be bad.  It would probably depend on the if-

history we generate, resulting from the waves we generate, the conduct we 

elect, the Compassion… the lack of Compassion.  A look at the history of the 

twentieth century from our early century decisions to follow the Kaiser, to our 

later century decisions to follow Pol Pot, can show the problems we could have, 

if the near problematical dimensions can more easily be involved with the 

history we create, than they were in the past… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…Hindu-Platonic shape researcher David Wilcock, believes that the Giza Great 

Pyramid is the location where the potentials for the tetrahedron, icosahedrons, 

dodecahedron Platonic-Hindu shapes, cross over each other.  If this is true, 



 

 

some operative power for the transitions of the Hindu-Platonic power structure, 

on our globe, is connected to that location.  The Atlantis survivors with a 

knowledge of earth grid power lines, (which we evidentially lack) would know 

that, and would had built the Great Pyramid, to utilize this force.   

 

The Egyptian Book of the Dead, (where some of the Jewish „Great Book‟ 

Ten commandments are first given),  implies that it was survivors of the „Isle of 

Fire‟ (Isle of vibration technology, that is, Atlantis) first came to Giza.  This 

would have after the extra-dimensional science attempts of their society, to 

manufacture some sort of Eden status (for a class of elite) in Atlantis, blew up… 

 

   

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…You may ask, „who has the right to plan cragged contours (the Lower 

chamber) on my watch?‟, and then ask that the place be cemented properly (and 

that for good measure Nostradamus and the Mayan calendar be re-interpreted), 

but then the more elevated passageway in the stone construction of the Great 

Pyramid parable, at the same time (our modern times), reaches another Upper 

passageway, with provisions for gates, the first one of which has a shape, the 

rising sun of a new day, a „rainbow of new promises‟, which is also the 

Egyptian hieroglyph for a „loaf of bread‟:      Egypt‟s symbol of the     „rising 

Sun as God‟.   

  

The time of times for the lower „Chamber of ordeal‟, is the same time, as 

for the „rainbow of new promises‟ room above, whenever those times are, after 

the beginning of the twentieth century, for the „stone message‟ seems to 

deliberately makes the time-line unreadable with stone placement chosen after 

the „Pyramid inches‟ count our way into the beginning of the twentieth century. 

(If you ignore the stone placement muddling of the timeline, and just continue 

measuring „Pyramid inches‟, you get to the end of the total count, in September 

of 2001, which was a time marker of sorts, on its own!!) 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…By the junction room at 1 CE, the followers of the Wayshowers of the 

„Second Great Message Era‟ were diligently working for influence in 

civilization for the guidance‟s of that second group of Wayshowers, Confucius, 

Laozi, Isaiah, Buddha, Krishna, Jesus. The Ascending corridor, from that 

junction upward, is 2000 years long, by „Pyramid inch‟ count, and is all 

constructed in the shape of the Egyptian hieroglyph for „doorway‟ or „gateway‟.  



 

 

The 2000 year steep climb vaulted passageway, reflects the progress of 

Teachings of guidance‟s of our various Spiritual traditions --- Confucianism, 

Daoism, Zoroastrianism, Hinduism, Buddhism, Judaism, Christianity, Islam --- 

within our  mutual civilization, and brings the timeline, finally, to our times. 

 

Those years of 1 CE to the present, may not seem so „vaulting‟, but this 

Ascending passageway may not be a measure of governments and societies, but 

of the spiritual progress of the souls therein.  However we may evaluate the 

Roman or Ottoman empires, the Middle ages, Renaissance, Age of colonization, 

and the merit of life in world empire mutations from Han, China to the 

Hapsburg Empire, still, in that time of world civilization maturation, the 

spiritual progress of individual stories of Care, Prayer, and Resonance, did 

sustain themselves and increase.   

 

It was a period of mankind‟s history when the individual, in his or her 

struggle with morality, judgment, salvation, seeded and blossomed, and in some 

small but seminal way, hued every single century‟s landscape of human record, 

however marred those landscapes have been by the desecration of wars, blood 

of the just, and tears of the bullied… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

  

…The loss of the original Quetzalcoatl and Quetzalcoatl and Enki guidance‟s 

and their substitution in the ancient Americas and ancient Middle East, with 

blood sacrifices may seem a one-off problem, but Hitler, Pol Pot, Stalin, 

brought us sectarian variations of the same situation of blood sacrifice in the 

absence of (in these twentieth century cases, the dismissal of) all the good, that 

the Wayshowers legacies had brought through us.   

 

Hitler developed the Norse legends of „god‟ figures, to serve a spiritual 

tradition for National Socialism‟s persecution and war.  Mao had all of his 

citizens in civilization pray for spiritual guidance, before his portrait, at the 

beginning of the workday, and return to ask for forgiveness for non-communist 

thoughts at the end of the day. 

 

“Oh Chairman Mao, it is you who gave me a new lease on life!  

When I was struggling in the fiery pit of hell and waiting for the 

dawn when you saved me…” 

  

      ….one follower wrote in devotion  

during the years when Mao‟s policies killed tens of millions. 



 

 

 

 „Great Jaguar Paw‟ has thus actually succeeded in re-adventing its old 

designs on us in recent modern times, three hundred years into the enlightened 

age of our Science trad‟s, in which scientists have openly discouraged interest 

in the Wayshowers guidance‟s, and the Spiritual trad‟s in general. Communism 

was an interesting technique of the Other Spirit.  It promised equality, and an 

Eden-like society.  It delivered famine, concentration camps, and warfare… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

  

 

…In other words, all the Spiritual traditions of our Wayshowers, showed us an 

arduous path to establishing a comm-link for grace with Our Spirit in the far 

dimensions, but mankind in civilization has often opted for the easier, nearer, 

power of the problematical near dimensions.  The question is, exactly where 

will discoveries in power, by the Quantum Science tradition lead us?  What 

exactly did the Atlantis scientists do?  Did they tap directly into a discarnate 

realm, which helped them in their greed for control at first, then devour them, 

eventually?  

  

Will applications of the marvelous discoveries in Quantum physics, bring 

civilization blessings, or is the area that they explore --- the wall to the near 

dimensions --- going to be a problem for all.  Is the Quantum Science tradition, 

in its advancement, an opportunity for the Other Spirit, in the coming century of 

discoveries?  Is the Other Spirit preparing for its own use of coming quantum 

physics discoveries?  

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…It as if we built our house against a strong wall, which seemed to offer 

warmth in the winter, and coolness in the summer (the Essenes‟ thinking was 

along these lines), and we also became aware, along the way (from spiritual 

physics offered over the millennia), that there was a prison on the other side, 

with say, 15 billion angry souls, among 80 billion total souls.  We did not 

worry, because the wall had been there forever  ---  for some 2000 years --- and 

there had never been problems.  We would only become concerned in case the 

wall weakened, and those on the other side, more aware of us, than we of them, 

were finding ways to influence things here, through a weaker wall.   

 

If it then came to be, that a century came along that seemed to feature 

senseless violence and murders by individuals and groups, as well as general 



 

 

sightings of non-Carnates (posing as different things, like E.T.‟s) and various 

ghost and spirit encounters, then you would begin to wonder if that back wall of 

„your house‟ was safe.   

 

You might, in your exercise to become observant about this, have a 

thought about the unbelievable evil of one generation of Germans, and the rise 

of murderous Islamic jihadists, occurring in the same unusual century, where, to 

the contrary, you thought you observed that the general care of citizens and 

governments for fairness and equality, was actually progressive.  A long view 

on the whole package of what is happening in our recent past times, since the 

beginning of 1900, may raise concern. 

 

Simply and tactically thinking, weak walls and spiritual „discarnate 

extravaganzas‟ (posing as some E.T civilization arrival) can assist the Other 

Spirit, in its next plans for us and our civilization, just like political Marxism 

was amazingly effective, in defeating the good plans of the Wayshowers for us, 

in the lives of billions of people of our mutual civilization, for most of one 

century, that recent „modern‟ and relatively „well-educated‟ twentieth century… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…There may be new problems with the Other Spirit, in the form of these fake 

E.T. extravaganzas, enabled by the weakening wall, and  brought to us in our 

naiveté, by E.D.‟s , and whatever menaces we may unwittingly allow into 

power, in our perceivable dimensions, as a result of our being duped.   

 

But with our focus on Spiritual tradition cooperation, on the good that can 

come from the Sisterhood, and our focus on the Three Pleas of Care, Prayer, 

and Resonance, we can confront and win, over any „weak wall‟ developing 

menace. And with that „win‟, we can finally move on to the success the 

Wayshowers always promised all us citizen-souls, down here, in our own 

perceivable dimension‟s personal Galaxy‟s  „Later Heaven‟. 

 

9.Unstuck 
 

It was over a hundred years after the 1600 beginning of our Scientific Era, that 

Peter the Great, Emperor of Russia, investigated a miracle concerning a statue 

of Mary, Jesus‟ mother, in a St. Petersburg church.  The statue was shedding 

tears during services.  Peter, interested in all scientific matters, went to examine 

it.  He found small holes under the eyes, and removing the back, he found 

connected a container of congealed oil, which during the services, when 



 

 

warmed by the surrounding air from the lighted candles, became fluid and ran 

down the eye channels.   

 

Impressed by the mechanism, Peter took the statue for his science 

collection, and had those who had created the fraud, chastised.  Peter lived back 

at the beginning of our Great Scientific Era, where some of mankind began to 

believe all truth could be contained within what science was discovering, and 

where many were beginning to question if any truths could be really sourced in 

anything so unscientific, as Spiritual traditions… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…We noted science before 1600, had a different position that was phrased in 

the East as „following the natural Order‟, and in the West as „observing the 

glory of God‟.  Science‟s spirit in the West was to push all that aside for 

everyone, as we followed Bacon‟s thinking to seek his „kingdom of man over 

the universe, and proceeded with plans to „bind nature into service‟ as a „slave‟, 

as Bacon wrote.   

 

In the 400 years of our Great Scientific Era, we never considered the 

problem of this, until in our times we actually began to succeed in that 

dominion.  Our dominion pushed forests out of their hold of the world‟s 

continents, changed the atmosphere and global temperature, forced one  

hydrogen building block atom  of our perceivable dimensions to become our 

mass destruction weapon, and  manipulated the courses of life platform‟s genes.  

These victories all together could produce some defeats --- we should glean 

some caution from the Atlantis story --- but in fact, there is one concern, which 

can be even more threatening. 

 

Absent from the Science trad‟s, has been is any reverence for the soul‟s 

role in the scheme of the universe.  Focusing our lives on better electric juice 

blenders and the like, to bring us happiness, science had permitted us 

disposition that can starve us of our real needs, and belittle --- for being 

unscientific --- the guidance‟s that our important Spiritual trad‟s bring… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…What a marvelous thing!  All the principals of Scientific traditions could be 

related to a few simple mathematical truths of the universe, finally discovered 

back in the early twentieth century.  But Einstein was already at that time 

starting to publish, and more important for mathematics in particular, a 

professor at the University of Vienna, later at Einstein‟s eventual location, 



 

 

Princeton University, Kurt Gödel in 1931, put forward his „incompleteness 

theorem‟.   Specifically referring to Whitehead and Russell‟s „Principia 

Mathematica‟, Gödel proved in mathematics, that „all consistent axiomatic 

formulations of number theory, include un-decidable propositions‟.  In other 

words, every law of mathematics, includes proven situations… which defeat 

that law of mathematics. 

 

If black holes, calculated to exist by the Relativity Science tradition, were 

the end of absolute autocracy for the laws of physics, this terse revelation seems 

the end of absolute sovereignty for the laws of mathematics.  Gödel‟s proposal 

made Russell and Whitehead‟s „Principia Mathematica‟, which billed itself as 

presenting the „ultimate and final conclusions in the history of the science of 

mathematics‟, appear as contrivance, like the weeping icon, that Peter the Great 

had exposed… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…When scientist Rupert Sheldrake decided to suggest his „morphogenetic 

fields‟, as a source of the creating force that organizes a fetus or a seedling, a 

„creating force‟, that is otherwise not explained in the explanations of science, a 

well-known science magazine wrote that Sheldrake‟s book was a „candidate for 

burning‟.  Things may have come full circle from Giordano Bruno‟s burning, by 

followers of a Spiritual tradition in 1600, to a modern times‟ self-proclaimed 

ultimate authority on truth, telling us, again, what to burn.  The scientific 

traditions, angry over Bruno‟s persecution, after 400 years, seem in this story, to 

have reached to capture the „burning authority‟… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

…The Buddhist Spiritual tradition features tolerance.  This results in Buddhism 

causing the least problems for sister Spiritual traditions.  At the same time it 

also led to the curious situation chronicled in the first chapter, by which many 

„Buddhism‟s‟ appeared, eventually leading, within 1000 years after the Advent 

Buddha, to some „Buddhism‟s‟ that were converted back to pre-Wayshower 

shamanism, with the Buddha ending up as a house of temple idol, prayed to 

only for immediate material wants or cures.   

 

This redesigned Buddha into a Wayshower-vending-machine, to serve 

basically the will of the field of the brain and senses.  Obviously, this is the 

opposite of what Buddha taught us to do.  If one sees more than irony here, if 



 

 

the hand of the Resistance, the Other Spirit, seems present, it should not at this 

point anymore, be surprising… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…The Christian tradition was born in a late Roman society, and was carried 

forward by the people, traditions, and language that were left behind, when that 

world collapsed.  The Spiritual tradition‟s customs became a legacy of the 

habits of urban Romans, habits that sometimes seemed more interested in the 

nicety and regularity of form and ritual, than the actual content of Jesus‟ 

original Teaching, and seldom in 2000 years noting the radical-ness of the 

content of that Teaching.   

 

As they see themselves doing all the good they feel they need to do, by 

erecting more church buildings, criticizing the shortcomings of the practices of 

other Spiritual traditions, and converting people from other traditions to their 

tradition, those arranged orderly in pews, seem sometimes a strange group of 

followers of a Wayshower who physically overthrew the money collection 

tables for the Atonement day ritual, who demanded everyone share everything 

with everyone, and who included in his teaching a demonstration of himself, 

alone and bleeding, on a Roman crucifix in humiliation and pain, in total service 

to his mission… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

   

 

…The benefit that a modern Science tradition globe brings us, is that we can 

openly discuss our shortcomings in our Spiritual traditions.  Doing that, we can 

move toward better use of our Wayshower Pleas for Care, Prayer and seeking 

Resonance, to our hearts, and our „Great Book‟ guidance‟s.  We would do this 

with an attitude that goes beyond just tolerance for other traditions, to 

recognition of our One-Purpose-Sponsored mutual hopes for us, the 

Brotherhood of the Wayshowers, the Sisterhood of the Spiritual traditions. 

 

It is not too late.  It sometimes looks like Spiritual traditions are destined 

for war with each other in the twenty first century, but surely we see that it is, 

again, individuals and agendas that have to do with authority, and politics.  Our 

Spiritual traditions have never been able to bring our civilization of individuals 

seeking to be successful souls, the real benefits they should be bringing.    The 

Resistance, the Other Spirit, has always had its day, but this will not be the final 

story.   



 

 

 

We should not be discouraged, for it is we, followers, devout‟s, practical 

modernists interested in the spiritual, who must bring all Spiritual trad‟s --- in 

cooperation --- to lead a world of 8 billion souls to focus, on acts of care, and 

solutions in prayer and searching for resonance with Our Spirit: a „successful 

citizen-soul globe civilization‟ that launches itself into our Galaxy… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

  

…This writing is somewhat a challenge to leaders of knowledge and thinking in 

the Scientific trad‟s.  Do they really want to continue to be „Bacon‟s Boys‟, 

calling our allegiance to a belief system, under which man and his field of the 

brain, goes it alone to discover and dominate the world, without consideration 

of the „unscientific‟ advice of the Spiritual trad‟s?  Do they still want to lead us 

wincing, at faith situations from the field of the heart, or do they want to come 

forward, to lead us to wider knowledge, to include spiritual physics. 

 

This time would be a good time for such an awakening of the Science 

trad‟s to „spiritual physics‟, for a Sisterhood of the Spiritual trad‟s need Truth 

now, in order to take human history forward in our Solar system and Galaxy, in 

strength. Meanwhile the Science trad‟s, which glorify Truth, stand, themselves, 

at the threshold of  a time, in which their own recent discoveries beg them to 

finally incorporate „spiritual physics‟ into the „larger Truth‟ of the operations 

of the cosmos… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

   

 

…It was the very first thing we did, on landing on our evolved Upright 

platform, evidently.   We elected the „field of the brain‟ for our focus.  Then, 

thankfully, the Wayshowers came to us, with their Messages to concentrate on 

communing with Our Spirit, in the field-of-the-heart.  If the Adam and Eve tale 

is sometimes a source of confusion about the true history of our „Upright 

platform‟, it nevertheless brings one striking message: a warning that our path 

of communing to get beyond these dimensions to the only Source of Guidance 

that can be trusted... is weak… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 



 

 

…The quantum waves of communing can travel, and travel both ways, and they 

can bring answers, to Our Spirit‟s beloved „front-facing, ever-grasping-things‟ 

uprights.  These can be answers in areas of the spiritual, and also areas of the 

material, and those quantum waves can also deliver back our thanks… for that 

grace.  But such happy results, in the midst our forced trek beyond „Eden‟, can 

only come through resolved commitments to well-worn practice of 

meditation/prayer/communing, to seek Resonance with Our Spirit.   

 

In the absence of the examination, discovery, and final approval, of the 

existence of our very important communication link to Our Spirit, by the 

Science trad‟s, this process, has gone on… and will go on… in faith… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

In the study of the Jewish „Great book‟, there is the concept of „Habakkuk‟s 

complaint‟ in the Book of the prophet „Habakkuk‟. Habakkuk‟s complaint was 

this:  “Why do good nations fall to evil ones?  Why do the wicked prosper?”  

The question is important.  All the Wayshowers brought us the teaching that a 

Resistance, an Other Spirit, exists with authority in our perceivable big 

dimensions of space-time.    

 

And all Wayshowers taught that we, in the image of our Creator, are left 

somewhat independent in our lives, to choose in freedom a lifetime of actions, 

that will most certainly encounter and be influenced by this Resistance, and also 

--- and this is the answer to Habakkuk --- to choose the actions that in the 

smallest ways, and hopefully also in the largest ways, overcome that Resistance, 

overcome the Other Spirit, in our perceivable dimensions… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

  

 

…Another Jewish „Great Book‟ story, the Tower of Babel, suggests that 

humanity, originally more homogenous, was forced to disperse and 

differentiate, as a part of the overall plan for souls on the Bang-platform of the 

universe.  In the tests of life, the test of extending one‟s beliefs and practice in 

acts of help and caring, to people that look, talk, and worship, differently than 

one‟s own clan, often seems the most difficult.  That seems to be the test, that 

our mutual history of war and inequality indicates, that historically, most souls 

mostly failed.   

 

There is only one type of human soul.  The varieties of configurations in 

which we, geographically, nationally, racially, find ourselves, are a product of 



 

 

where we each landed --- this time around and each time around --- to take up 

our course of life.   This is also true of the particular Spiritual tradition, to which 

we have a relation through family custom, or personal acceptance, a Spiritual 

tradition which has brought us its descriptions of truths for this life. 

 

We may adopt a Spiritual trad, in the warmth of the custom of 

companionship of its group, or work from the teachings written in our heart, as 

a gift, from Our Spirit, of the Mechanism of the Word.  We may seek to be a 

successful soul, through following the teachings from east of Taxila, for a more 

passive role in the course of our society and more focus on obtaining Resonance 

with Our Spirit through meditation, or through following the teachings from 

west of Taxila, for a more reforming role in our society… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…The Christian „Paraphrase of Shem‟, promised us that those who „put on the 

word of God‟, would not be stuck in „insignificant places‟.  This has to do with 

the „moving on‟ theme, found in all Spiritual trad‟s, which can be called the 

„dimension step‟, the „ascension‟, that becomes available to a humanity of 

higher consciousness, higher Compassion.  

 

It also becomes a judgment discussion, as problem-karma, will of course, 

remove some from the ascension potential.  (Some Christian tribalists have 

insisted this pertains only to their followers, but then Jesus instructed exactly 

the opposite to that, in John 12.) 

 

Spiritual tradition our-Wayshower-only tribalists, and also text-idolists, 

as well as Science tradition atheists, probably would have difficulties in 

applying for higher consciousness, but how would „ascension‟ work, and what 

can it do for our civilization of souls. 

 

That is not clear, but what is interesting is that those like Maia 

Christianson, who write about this, see that humanity fell out of Our Spirit‟s 

main power flow of grace, at the Eden moment.  By this sort of thinking, 

humanity needs a significant percentage of all of us, to reach higher 

consciousness toward God, in order for the system to kick in, and bring us to 

higher dimension benefits… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

   



 

 

This frequencies-of-Compassion activity, would then be able to turn our heart 

wave torus „inside-out‟ with waves from us (trumpet shaped waves), and that 

these trumpet-shaped waves, that are ascension-friendly, will start to blanket the 

world.  (And since recursion leads to longer and longer waves, those waves will 

continue on, to reach, then to blanket the Solar system and our Galaxy).  The 

„trumpet imagery‟, in Mr Winter‟s theory, for waves inside-out, is interesting, in 

light of the trumpets imagery use, found in the Quran, and in Revelations in 

relation to the predicted future times of change. 

 

Zarathustra saw „ascension‟ as a collective responsibility by which many 

leaders of humanity --- he called them „Frashnokereti‟, and that may  well be 

referring to the phenomenon others call Saints or Bohdisattva‟s or Zaddiks --- in 

Resonance with Our Spirit (Ahura Madza as God is named in Zarathustra‟s 

trad), finally gets everyone across the Account Keepers Bridge.  Buddha 

parabled this event with a „Boat‟, rather than a „Bridge‟, (where „Samsura‟ 

which must be „boated over‟, is the drifting of souls from lifetime to lifetime) : 

“I must get everyone to safety.  I must ferry them across the sea of Samsara”.  

Jesus said, “I will take everyone”… 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…Our final destination is always here in this universe, in the perceivable 

dimensions, although the „future-tales‟ of the Spiritual trad‟s, often indicate a 

renovation of „here‟ (our perceivable universe) at a future time, as some sort of 

„new heavens and new earth‟.   

 

It seems from the Spiritual trad‟s, that the other dimensions are just not 

special enough.  Evidently those dimensions cannot feature ice cream flavors, 

melodies in major keys, love… fall leaves.  Matter is cool, and time is exciting, 

and „here‟, as modern Science trad‟s have discovered, is the only place we have 

stacks and stacks of space and time… to which we have grown fond.   

 

It seems the destination, on crossing Zarathustra‟s „Bridge‟, Buddha‟s 

„Sea‟, may be here, where we started, but the „here‟ becomes somehow very 

different, as a part of that „crossing‟ event.  It seems that the near problematical 

dimensions („the aeons‟ in gnostic spiritual physics) are like some sort of „living 

entities‟, in  Buddhist, Hindu, Sufi, and Christian/Judaic gnostic spiritual 

physics descriptions.  It also seems, in the descriptions that all the Spiritual 

trad‟s give us, that our perceivable dimensions of time and space, will 

themselves, somehow, just like living entities, „ascend‟.  Everything, including 

our four dimensions of time and space, changes, When… we change! 



 

 

 

⃰  ⃰ 

 

 

…Can followers of our various Spiritual traditions, from Confucianism to 

Christianity, in this century, make announced commitments, beyond one 

„coming within‟, with their own Buddhist Bodhisattva-type vow:  

 

“I am not anxious to obtain „final heaven‟, hastily, for I will stay until 

the very end… as long as One being remains in need.   

 

Whatever we choose to do, we might best do it, in the first followers‟ first 

example, for they have told us they were given no detailed instruction, except to 

bring the guidance and example --- the Three Pleas of Care, Prayer, and 

reaching for Resonance --- onward.  Buddha‟s last teaching, to a small group 

present, with Ananda standing by, was, “Be ye your own lamps into 

yourselves…”.
 

 

Perhaps this challenge will be taken up by a part of humanity, that is a 

team of followers of followers, of devout‟s, of spiritual practical modernists, 

and of scientists… all in reflection.  Such a team could make a difference, 

through their determined choice, to appeal for assistance to the care of Our 

Spirit, through a skill of daily communing, while they make the durable 

commitment to acknowledge, a tenor of mutual appreciative humility, for the 

mutual future we face. 

 

 

 


